Inclusive Preschool for Kids Visual, Auditory and Kinesthetic Learners

THEME :(-) SIGN (REMOVE-AUCTION PROCESS ICON)
MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

The pre-school teacher has the
children sit on the activity table
and distributes the workshetts to
them.There is cute minus sign in
the page.Firstly, the pre-school
teacher introduces a minus sign by
showing the colored cardboard and
tells what it does.Then he/she asks
the children to paint the cute minus
sign.

The pre-school teacher puts the toys on
the activity table.The toys are counted
with the children.The teacher removes
one of the toys.The instruction; „
Now,how many toys are left on the
table?Let’s count all together.” is given to
the children.Then attention is drawn to
toys that decrease the table.The preschool teacher explains that this process
isextraction( reduction) process. Then the
PowerPoint presentation about the task of
(-) sign is watched.

The children ring with the help of the preschool teacher and dance with the
music.When the music stops, the
instruction” frost” is given.Shoved child is
out of the game.The pre-school teacher
attract their attention to the numbers
decreases as the child removes.

The PowerPoint presentation about
(-) sign is watched to the children.It
is chatted about the concept.Then
the worksheet about the decrease
are distributed to the children.

The puppet show about (-) sign is
prepared by the pre-school teacher.The
information about the concept is given.

The pre-school teacher gives the
information about the concept of decrease
to the children.He/she draws 5 circle shapes
on the floor of the classroom.The children
are placed evenly inside the circles.The
midwife and assistant are selected.(-) sign is
hanged in front of the assistant.The child
who has (-) sign chooses a circle and when
he/she get into this circle,the children who
are at the same circle run to other circle.
Meanwhile, the midwife tries to catch one
of the children trying to change the
circle.And the midwife is changed.The
game continuous in this way.

The pre-school teacher writes some
simple
extraction(decrease)
process on the blackboard.He/she
takes the children’s ideas about
what the sign between the numbers.
Then he/she gives information
about the theme and the results of
the mathematical process are
written.

”(-) Minus thr Journey” the animated is
watched to the children.Then the
information about the sign(-) and the use
of mathematics is given.

The pre-school teacher distributes one less
than number of the children cushions on the
floor.The children revolve around the
cushions dancing with the music.When the
music stops, everybody tries to sit on a
cushion.A child will stand. This child leaves
the game.The game resumes until a child left.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

KINESTHETIC
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THEME :(+) MARK (SYMBOL OF ACQUISITION PROCESSRAISING

MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher gives the
chipped potatoes printings shaped
+ and the paper to the children
and the children are asked to paint
the potatoes printings and press
them on the papers.It is said
composed shape is + and it is
chatted about it.

„Cute Plus(+)” finger game is
taught.
Have you ever seen the + ( plus
sign is done by combining both
hands forefinger)
+ makes acquisition( plus sign is
done by combining both hands
forefinger)
If there isn’t + ( plus sign is done
by combining both hands
forefinger)
How to add up the numbers( the
children tie their hands in their
laps)

The pre-school teacher draws plus sign on the
floor of the class with the electrical tape.He/she
gives an information about how to play the game
and bounces right into the middle of the shape to
the edges.Then he/she asks the children to repeat
the game in turn.

The pre-school teacher says the
children to move to the activity
table.He/she distributes the +
shapes prepared with tongue
depressors to the children and
asks them to color them with the
finger paints.After the painting,
cute plus shape is completed by
pasting eye and mouth on it and it
is exhabited on the board.He/she
expresses that this means the
mathematical sign in the
acquisition process.

The pre-school teacher has the
children watch the Power Point
presentation about (+) sign from
the shape series.Then the
concept is supported with the
puppet show

The pre-school teacher brings two balanced
boards to the classroom. (+) sign is created with
these balanced boards.The children are asked to
walk on these balanced boards with the sign(+)
by opening their arms. He/she expresses that
this means the mathematical sign in the
acquisition process

The pre-school teacher asks the
children to move to the activity
table.He/she
distributes
the
mandala images consisting of the
shapes (+) and asks them to paint
them.After the painting, the
information about the (+) sign is
given and simple acquisition
process are showed as samples.

The pre-school teacher gives two
rhythm
sticks
to
each
child.He/she makes the sign(+)
with the sticks in her/his hands
and sounds two-shot rhythm
sounds by hitting the sticks.( plus) Then he/she asks the
children to sound the rhythm
which they listened and tell
them.

Thepre-schoolteachermakes a tree in shape of (+)
andpastesthepaperapples on itsbranches.Firstly
he/shesays “I bouncedjumpedandcollected 5
applesfromthebranch of tree” andcollects 5
apples.Then
he/shechooses
a
child
,
saysthesamenurseryrhymebychangingthenumbe
r.Forexample; I bouncedjumpedandcollected
3applesfromthebranch of tree”. This game is
played with other children and every time
numbers are changed. He/she expresses that this
means the mathematical sign in the acquisition
process.
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THEME: ALIGNMENT

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

In order to understand the ranking
system better, the teacher asks
some questions. “Which object
comes after which object? Which
order the objects are placed? How
does this ranking continue?...etc.
Then the sample cards about the
ranking are hung on the
noticeboard.

A ranking work is done with
children (butt-pat-pat-butt ...
continues).
The pedagogue tells the children to
pat-bump as they will with their
voices and began the process of
saying pat.

HANGING LATCH
Class is divided into two groups as
girls and boys. The circle is drawn in
each of the group. A child is
selected from each group and he/she
stands in front of the own group. An
equal number of latches are put in
the drawn circles. When the music
starts, each child takes a latch and
hangs the clothing of the opposite
friend.
The first group of graduates is
applauded.

Children are told fairy tales with
the card. Then these cards are
shuffled. Children are asked to
repeat the tale by ranking these
cards.

The children are canalized by
voicing with their bodies.(For
example; hands shoot each other,
flick…continues)

Class is divided into five groups and
the materials are put on the tables.
Each group is asked to create a
ranking through the table. After that,
the music starts and the children
begin to ranking round. When the
music stops, he/she continues the
play in front of the table. Materials
efficiency is maintained until the end
of the table.

The picture about the formation of
the butterfy is given to the children
and asks them to paint it. Then all
the pictures are hung on the board.
It is talk about rankings.

The song called LET’S QUEUE is
listened and sang with the children.

The shapes of various objects are
pasted on the floor. The cards same
shapes are hung on the children. The
music starts and the children dance.
When the music stops, they turns
into the standings on the
predetermined card.

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

AGE

1,5 – 3 YEARS

MATHS
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THEME:CLASSIFICATION
MATHS

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The
pre-school
teacher
prepares the board about
classification
of
the
colors.He/she
gives
the
information about theme with
the board.Then he/she prepares
the lego basket consisting of
yellow and red colors.The
children classify these legos
accoring to their colors with
teacher’s guidance.

Ali Ba-ba, he has a little farm,
On his farm he has some little lambs,
"Baa, Baa"cry his little lambs,
On the farm of Ali Ba-ba.
Ali Ba-ba, he has a little farm,
On his farm he has some little cows,
"Moo, Moo"cry his little cows,
On the farm of Ali Ba-ba.
Ali Ba-ba, he has a little farm,
On his farm he has some little chicken,
"cluck cluck"cry his little pigs,
On the farm of Ali Ba-ba.

The pre-school teacher distributes the stones and
the cotton on the floor of the class.He/she asks the
children to classify them according to their
hardness.( The music is opened for movements and
reinforcement)

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the presentation about „ Wild
animals and pets” Then he/she helps
them to classify the animals asking
questions.

3 – 5 Age

The pre-school teacher has the
children sit on the activity
table.He/she prepares two
activity table in the middle of
the classroom.There are fruits
and
vegetables
on
the
table.He/she asks the children
to draw these vegetables and
fruits on the worksheets
distributed.Then the teacher
classifies them.The children
compare
teacher’s
classification and their own
works.

The pre-school teacher draws 3 big circles in the
middle of the classroom.The children are put on
human,animals and plants costumes.They dance
with the music.When the music stops, they enter
the circle they belong.The child who enters the
wrong circle removes from the game. The game
continues in this way.

5 – 7 Age

This song is taught. The animals in the
song are classified according to their
qualities.

The
pre-school
teacher
prepares the button boxes as
the number of the children on
the activity table.The children
begin to classify the buttons
according to color with the
command of the teacher.Then
the buttons may be classified
according to their shapes as „
circle-square”,”big-small”.

Preparedbythepre-schoolteacher
“
Food”
presentation
is
watched.Afterthepresentation, it is
chattedaboutthefoodweeat
in
thebreakfastanddinner ( puppet Show
may be prepared)

Thepre-schoolteacherprepares 3 activitytables.
Thechildrenareplaced
on
thesetablesequally.Therearethepictures
of
terrestrialanimals,aquaticanimalsandflyinganimals
on
theactivitytables.He/shesaystothegroupstocreate
an activitybookbyclassifyingthepictures.Attheend
of
theactivity,
theactivity
boks
areintroducedtothechildrenbygroupleaders.
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THEME : COMPLETION
MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher gives a drawn
circle shape to the children. He/she asks
the children to draw eyes, mouth, nose
and ears in the circle and complete the
face picture.

The pre-school teacher tells a story
without saying the name of it. After
telling a story, he/she asks the children
to find the name for this story.

The pre-school teacher distributes the
materials that can build the house shape
to the children and asks them to create
the house shape by cutting and pasting
them. They create a house by combining
doors, chimneys, windows and roofs
shapes.

The pre-school teacher tells a story
without saying its name.He/she leaves a
half.He/she asks the children to
complete it by asking „ How do you
thing this story will end?”

The pre-school teacher divides the
children into two groups.He/she gives
them the large piece puzzles at the same
size. They try to combine the puzzles
with the music.The first finished group
is applauded.

The pre-school teacher gives the animal
which is half of missing.to the children
and asks them to complete the other part
of it.

The pre-school teacher guides the
children to complete the sentence by
asking some questions like I love
animals because........ as sentence
completion activity.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
memory card that is half and half fruit
paictures. The cards are reversed.The
children complete the picture by finding
half picture cards.

The pre-school teacher says that they
would play a game with 2 piece
puzzle.He/she places the puzzles in a
mixed way on the playground.The
children dance with the music and when
the music stops, they try to combine the
puzzles.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE
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THEME: CREATING PATTERN

VISUAL

AUDITORY

5 – 7 YEARS

KINESTHETIC

The desk and the chairs are alined
using two color in the classroom.The
children are asked to look over the
class and say „ what are you reliaze on
the chairs?”

Voice pattern study using desk
with hands and fingers is done
and listened in order to have fun
for the children.( A clap and a
flick)

The children aline the two different color
chairs to the desks with the music.When the
music on,they dance and they try to aline
the chairs when the music stops.

The visual samples including the
videos about „ How to create a
pattern” are showed to the children.

The song „ What right hand
does? What left hand does” is
listened by doing rhythmics.Then
the song is sang all together.

Two color chairs are put on the class and the
children, one less than the numbers of
children are asked to make a circle around
the chairs. The musical chairs game is
played with the music. When the music
starts, the children dance around the circle,
they sit on the chair when the music stops.
The game continues until there is a chair
and a child.

Dichromatic chairs are arranged
around the table by explaining and
showing to the children. Then It is
talked about how it is done together.

What do right hand and left hand
make? Named rhythm song is
listened to children performing
work. Then it is sung all together.

The circle is created using the dichromatic
chairs with the children
The pussing chair game is played
accompanied by music.
In that game, the girls sit on a color chair
and the boys sit on the other color.

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS
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KINESTHETIC

1,5 – 3 YEARS

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

The pictures of the world’s children
are hung on the various parts of the
class by the pedagogue . The children
are asked to examine them in a few
minutes. The pedagogue says the
people are different from each other.
The pedagogue says that people's skin
color, hair, clothes may be different
from each other. (The samples of the
children may be given in the class.)

The pedagog asks the children to
listen the chick’s sound. There are
only one cat sound. Pedagogue
tells them that the cat's voice
sounds different. Then sample
questions are directed at children.

The different geometric shape is shown on the
activity table. The children are asked to find the
different one among them.

The avtivity tables are prepared in the
classroom. There are clothes on the
first table, animals on the second table.
The pedagogue asks the children to
find the different cloth and animal.
(**The clothes are able to selected
according to the season.
**The animals can be classified as
flying animals or terrestrial animals
**After this activity, the worksheet can
be given to the children)

The children are wathced a tale.At
the end of it, Children are divided
into groups. The children are
asked to finish the end of the tale
in a different way and revive it
by making drama.

The children are divided into 3 groups by the
pedagogue. These groups make for walking
imitation. But one child from each group makes
a different walk of imitation. Walkers are asked
to note that different from children.

The worksheet is prepared by the
pedagogue. There are two copies of
the same image on the worksheet. But
there are differences between the two
pictures only in 5. The children are
asked to find 5 differences between two
pictures.

The children sit in a half-moon.
The pedagogue tells a story about
animals that live in the sea. The
pedagogue uses the name of one
animal living on land or in the air
flying in the story. Which of the
different animal is asked in the
story

The worksheet about the simple math is
distributed to the children. The results are
analyzed and taken into the circle is different.

5 – 7 YEARS

AGE

DIFFERENCE (FINDING THE DIFFERENT)

3 – 5 YEARS

THEME:
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THEME :

DIRECTION ( BACK )

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-shcool teacher brings
jackknifing
car
to
the
classroom.(red,yellow
car...etc)He/she calls two children
and gives them the cars in each
time.He/she asks the children to
pull and leave the cars.When the
left cars stop at a certain point, asks
them to show which one is ahead.

„Back and forth” the nursery
rhymes is taught to the children.

The pre-school teacher alings the children side by
side.He/she determines the endpoint.When the music
starts, the children are asked to arrive at the finishing
point by crawling.The music sometimes stops, the
child is removed from the game after the music
stops.The game continues until the last child.Gamewinning child is applauded.

The pre-school teacher distributes
the worksheets on athletes who run
to the children. He/she says put X
on the athlete who is behind and
paint the other athletes.

The pre-school teacher tells the
story of „rabbit and turtle” with
rod puppets.When the story
finishes, the question-answer
method is used for reinforcement.It
is noticed that the turtle is behind
because it is slower.

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

Let’s jump back and forth
Shoot the hands alum alum
Come quietly
Let’s wrap our arms.

5 – 7 Age

.

The pre-school teacher makes a the
lake with large blue garbage bags
on
the
floor
of
the
classroom.He/she asks the children
to cut duck pictures that are
different sizes(large-small). The
large of cut the duck picture are
pasted on the foward of the lake and
small ones are pasted on the back of
the lake.( the front and back of the
lake are determined by the preschool teacher) At the end of the
activity, the lake is decorated with
the
waste
materials.(
stone,sand,crepe paper,beads etc)

The voice PowerPoint presentation
about the concept of back is
prepared by the pre-school
teacher.Then, „Back and Forth” the
nursery rhymes is taught to the
children.
Let’s jump back and forth
Shoot the hands alum alum
Come quietly
Let’s wrap our arms.

The pre-school teacher asks the children to queue
side by side next to the line.The teacher makes a
movement and the children make the reverse
motion.For example; the pre-school teacher jumps
foward two times and the children jump backwards
twice.During the game, the pre-school teacher
gives different instructions to the back and foward
of the line.( walking,bouncing,jumping on one foot
etc)

A child becomes a fox(midwife)and lean against the
wall facing the wall. The children aline side by side
and ask „ fox fox what time is it?” to the midwife.The
fox says a number and back –forth. For example; if
the fox says 3, the children go forth three steps, the
fox says 2 steps they go back 2 steps.The children
approach to the fox increasingly with the teacher’s
guidance and thouch it and escape.The fox catches a
child and this child becomes a midwife.
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THEME : DIRECTION (FORWARD)

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher has the
children watch the video about the
vehicles in the traffic.It is
explained that some vehicles move
forward continually and some
vehicles move backwards.

The pre-school teacher gets into
the hands a circular material and
use it as a steering wheel.He /she
gives the steering wheel-like
materials to the children.Emulation
is done by giving instructions „ I’m
going forward,I’m coming back”
and ıt is spoken about the concept.

The pre-school teacher the information about the
concept of forward to the children and jumps
forward twice.He/she asks the children to do the
same movements.He/she ensures the continuation
of the application by giving some different
commands(
reaching
forward,
crawling,running,jumping on one foot etc)The
game continues in this way.

The pre-school teacher gives the
information by hanging the
pictures about the concept of
forward on the board. Then the
teacher distributes worksheets
showing back and forth. The
children paint purple the backward
flower and circle the forward
flower
according
to
the
instructions given.

Th pre-school teacher teaches the
following rhymes to the
children.While teaching it, the
emulation og going forward is
done.
Ress forward
Anthem forward
Not return back
Hardworking cherry

The pre-school teacher gives information about
the concept of forward and has the children make
a sack race. He/she draws the start and finish
lines on the ground with the electrical tape.The
children wear the sacks and come to the start line
and jump forward with the command „ start” The
child who comes to the finish line first wins the
game.

„Rabbit and Turtle” fairy tale is
watched to the children.Then it is
talked about the concept of
forward in the fairy tale.The
children are asked to illustrate this
fairy tale.

The pre-school teacher has the
children play “ back and forth”
singing game with its movements.

The pre-school teacher creates two gruops in the
class and has the children play a game going
forward by cilmbing the rope.The teacher ties two
separate ropes in a corner,facing the other side of
the class.A child of the group makes forward
movement by holding the end of the rope and tries
to reach the other end of the rope.The child who
comes the first passes to the end of the queue.Then
the other children continues in same way.The
group finishes first wins the game.

I’ll be in my place ahead turn right
and left stretched my right arm.
I’ll be in my place ahead turn right
and left stretched my left arm.
I’ll be in my place ahead turn right
and left stretched my right leg.
I’ll be in my place ahead turn right
and left stretched my left leg.
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THEME :

DIRECTION ( INSIDE)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

The pre-shool teacher draws a
big circle on the activity
table.He/she asks a few
children to take lego and leave
them to the inside of the
circle.The teacher says the
legos are inside the circle. And
the legos in the oter children’s
hand are not inside the circle to
the children.

„ Inside outside” rhymes is taught to the
children.
My right hand inside
My left hand outside
Turn right, turn left
That’s all here

The pre-school teacher has the
children sit in a half moon
shape.He/she calls a child and
asks him/her to go out of the
class.He/she
explins
the
concept of inside visullay by
saying we are in the class
boundaries but your friend is
not with us to the children.

„ Knock the door” finger game is taught to
children by showing with movements.

The pre-school teacher has the
children sit in the activity
table.The worksheets located a
houses are distributed to the
children and asked the children
to draw the members of the
family inside the house.Then it
is chatted about the pictures the
children did and these activities
are displayed on a classroom
board.

It is chatted about the concept of inside.

Knoct the door knock( The emulation of
knocking the door is done by hitting forehead
with the forefinger og right hand)
Look out the window( the ring like glasses is
done by combining the the thumbs and
forefingers of the hands in front of the eyes.)
Turn the latch( the nose is bent with hand)
Enter inside( the forefinger is stinged into the
mouth)
Take a chair ( one of the earlobe is held and
pulled)
Sit there (the other earlobe is held and pulled)
How are you xxxxxxx( the name of the
child)(Chin is held and shaked)
“ My hand inside” with their song movement
is taught tot children.
“My hand inside,my hand outside, my hand
is dancing now wildly.”
“My foot inside,my foot outside, my foot is
dancing now wildly.”
“My hair inside,my hair outside, my hair is
dancing now wildly.”
“My nose inside,my nose outside, my nose is
dancing now wildly.”
“My knee inside,my knee outside, my knee is
dancing now wildly.”
“My eye inside,my eye outside, my eye is
dancing now wildly.”
“My ear inside,my ear outside, my ear is
dancing now wildly.”
“My tummy inside,my tummy outside, my
tummy is dancing now wildly.”

KINESTHETIC
The pre-school teacher creates a big circle
with the rope on the floor.The children enter
into the circle with the command inside by
jumping with two feet. When it is said
outside, they go out of the circle by
crawling.The startled children get out of the
game and the game continues until there is
only one child.After this activity, the concept
of inside is consolidated by summarizing
what they did.

The pre-school teacher puts the pail on the
carpet and leaves various toys and goods
into and out of the pail.Then a child is
selected as a midwife.The teacher closes
midwife’s eyes and change the place of the
toy into and out od the pail.He/she opens the
midwife’s eyes and asks him/her to find the
toy.He gives the command „ what was the
object in the pail?”is given for
reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher asks the children to be
side by side and hold hands.The hula ( body
circle) is given to the child at the beginning of
the queue. Passing through the hula without
leaving the hand of friend and is asked and all
children are asked to squentially pass through
the hula without leaving the hand of the other.
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THEME :

DIRECTION ( OUTWARD)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher comes to
the classroom with a large sealed
box.He/she leaves the box on the
activity table and tells the children
to gather around the table.The
cover of the box is opened and there
are objects for each child in the
box.(car,doll,ball,lego etc)He/she
asks them to take an object
whichever they want from the
box.After each child took an object
from the box, the instruction „ the
toys were in the box and now where
are they?” is given and attention is
drawn to the concept.

„ Go outside” nursery rhyme is taught to the
children by the pre-school teacher.

The pre-school teacher asks the
children to sit in a circle shape
with their chairs.A midwife is
seleted,his/her eyes are tied with
handkerchief.A child is removed
from the classroom and the eyes of
the midwife are opened.The
question”Guess who is not in the
classroom?”
by
the
other
children.The midwife tries to find
the removed child.If he/she has
trouble to find him/her, the clue is
given.

The pre-school teacher tells the
children to move to the activity
table.The children are distributed
the worksheest that are located the
bird’s nest and the nestlings inside
and outside of the nest.The preschool teacher asks the children to
circle the nestlings which are out of
the nest.After the activity finished,
the birdseeds prepared are left out
of the window of the class by the
children for reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher tells the children that they
will go to the school’s garden.He/she gives
command „ Now we are out of the school and
let^s listen the sounds outside the school.The
sounds are listened with the children.( horn
sounds,bird
sound,ambulance,human
sounds,wind etc)The children are asked to guess
the sources of the sounds.

The pre-school teacher draws the
paper fish and puts them in the
blue garbage bag by wearing
paperclip at the end of the
fish.He/she makes one fishing
rod and attaches the magnet to
the end of it.He/she asks the
children to catch the fish using
the fishing rod and go out them.

The pre-school teacher tells the
children to move to the activity
table. He/she distributes the
worksheets that are located the
labyrinth and a cat to the
children.He/she asks the children to
get out the cat which is in the
labyrinth from the way they made
using the rope and glue.

“Ali and Ayşe” finger game is taught with its
movements.
One day Ali wanted to go out
He looked right no one
He looked left no one
He looked up no one
He looked down no one
He was bored and went to home
One day Ayşe wanted to go out
She looked right no one
She looked left no one
She looked up no one
She looked down no one
She was bored and went to home
Then they went out together
Hello Ali hello Ayşe
How are you? Fine thanks, and you?said.
They kissed each other and they went their own
home.

The pre-school teacher puts the
puffs and colorful sand in the
basket.He/she tells the children to
queue up as two people in
groups.He/she gives two tongue
depressors to them and asks them
to take out the puffs using these
tongue depressors.The child who
takes out the puffs fastest is
applauded.During the game, the
pre-school teacher gives
command puffs go out for
reinforcement.

My mother said to me
Avoid going outside
You are cold the weather is cold
Then you will be ill
I went outside
I saw the cold weather.
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THEME: DIRECTION ( RIGHT-LEFT)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Pedagogs tie a yellow ribbon on
children's left wrist and white
ribbons right wrist. It indicates
that some people hold the pen with
his right hand, some people hold
the pen with his left hand.

„ 5 fingers in my right hand
5 fingers on my left hand
say look say look looook
1-2-3-4-5
Ithey are all 10 fingers
If you want, say look say look
looook
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10”
The song is taught.

A star is drawn on the children’s right hands and a
heart on their left hands. Star hands go up with the
command. Hands-hearted go up with the
command.

BUTTERFLY WORK
Painted on the right and left hand
finger paint. Two hands are joined.
Children suppress their hands in
their working papers. At the
end,butterfly picture emerges.

My right hand stretched forward
I'll be in my place turn left or right.
My left hand stretched forward
I'll be in my place turn left or right.
My right leg stretched forward
I'll be in my place turn left or right.
My left leg stretched forward
I'll be in my place turn left or right.
Ront music is played

The children are asked to put the glove in their
right hands to the green basket and put the glove
in their left hands to the red basket by pedagog

The children put their hands on the
colorful cardboard and they draw
with the pen around their fingers
and create a mold of their hands.
Then cut with scissors and paste in
a different carton. Inwardly folded
finger portions tree work is
created.

Pedagog divide the class in two
groups. The maracas is given to the
first group and the bell to the
second group. When pedagogue
snaps finger the children keep
rhythm with maracas. The children
keep rhythm with ringing the
pedagogue clapped twice. When
the pedagogue say "Come
Together", all the children keep
rhythm with musical instruments in
their hands.

MY RIGHT SIDE IS EMPTY
Children sit in chairs in a circle. A chair left empty.
Whose right side is blank (right side takes Ali sits
next to me empty, etc) are to continue saying.
Before the game starts, the star is drawn on the
right hands of the children.
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THEME :

DISCRIMINATION
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher asks the
chidren to take their chairs and sit
in a circle shape.The chairs of the
children are the same features and
colors.But one of them is
different.The teacher asks the
children to distinguish which of
their friends sit on the different
chair.

The pre-school teacher asks the
children to sit in a half moon
shape.Then
the
music
is
opened.During a song, the sounds
of the musical instruments such as
tambourine
and
bell
are
listened.After the musical activity,
some questions such as „ Did you
like the song? Did you hear
different sounds during the song?”
are asked to the children.

The pre-school teacher divides the children into
two groups. One group becomes cats and the other
dogs.When the pre-school teacher gives the
command „ cat” the children in the group cat stand
up and emulate of cat and the other group do same
thing as a dog.Then the cats and the dogs move all
together with the teacher’s command „ All
together”.At that time the pre-school teacher
emulate as a crab and helps them to distinguish the
different animal by asking the name of this different
animal.

The pre-school teacher fiils the
basket with the rag dools from the
gaming center.(one also puts an
electronic doll)Then he/she says
the children to sit in a half moon
shape in the gaming center.He /she
asks them to aling the dolls in the
baskets on the floor and examine
them.While the children are
examining the dolls,the pre-school
teacher helps them to undrestand
that all toys are rag dolls and one of
them is electronic doll.

The pre-school teacher attracts the
children’s attention by pressing on
a one of the sounds in the musical
story book.He/she has the children
listen the sounds of the book by
saying „ What is the sound I
wonder,let’s listen it again”. He/she
asks the children to distinguish the
sounds.Then he/she reads the story
by showing its pictures.

A child is selected as a midwife and his/her eyes
are closed.One of his/her friend approaches
him/her quietly.The pre-school teacher asks;
- Will you be able to distinguish the voice
of a friend?
The midwife grabbles a friend’s face hair and
ıf he/she does not recognize, he/she says;” crow my
bird crow!.The child emulates crowling as a bird
by changing the voice.If the midwife could not
recognize again, another friend is called and the
midwife says „ crow my bird crow”.If he/she
regognize, he/she is get rid of midwifery, if not,
his/her midwifery continues.Recognized child is
midwife.The game continues in this way.

The pre-school teacher distributes
the worksheet that the pictures og-f
the shoes to the children.He/she
says circle the different shoes on
each row in the worksheet by
distinguishing it and paint the same
shoes to the children.

„Fat King and Lightweight
Princess” musical dramatization is
made.The pre-school teacher says
all the boys are fat king and all the
girls are lightweight princess.The
he/she asks the children to disperse
to the different places in the
classroom.When the music starts,
the pre-school teacher asks the boys
to wander according to their roles
and when the music changes, the
girls to move like a princess.The
game continues in this way until the
music stops.

The various geometric shapes with the rope are
drawn on the floor by the pre-school teacher.The
instructions such as “ when once played
maracas,jump into the square, twice played, jump
into the triangle on one foot,three times played, g
oto the circle by crawling are given.It is asked the
children to obey the rules of the game by
distinguishing the instructions.
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THEME :

ESTABLISHING HYPOTHESIS

MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher asks the children to
fill the air lungs with their noses.He/she
gives the instruction” You have a nose to
breathe”Then he/she puts some objects
such as flower,perfume,onion,soap...etc.
on the activity table.He/she attracts the
children’s attentions on them.The children
come and smell the objects on the table in
order.So it is created awareness about the
tasks of our nose.

The preschool teacher distributes two rhythm
sticks from the music center to each child.The
the children are sit in a circle way.The preschool teacher gives some information about the
hail of weather events. The children sound the
voice of hail using the sticks.They try to feel the
hardness of rainfall hail by hitting the sticks first
slowly then fast on the floor.

The pre-school teacher asks the children to
go to the Science and Nature Center.In
there, it is chatted about the unsinkable and
sinkable objects and information exchange
is done. Then unsinkable and sinkable
object experiment is done. Water-filled
bowl is put in front of the children.The
children are given unsinkable and sinkable
objects and they are asked to examine them
and try to guess which one is sinkable and
unsinkable.They are asked to leave the
objects to the water in turn and all the
children are provided to see that which
objects sink and which ones are on the face
on the water.After the experiment, The
children are asked to compare the previous
knowledge with what they learned from
this experiment and explained.

The pre-school teacher chats with the children
about the formation of rain. He/she asks them to
express their own opinions.Then the Power
Point presentation about the formation of rain is
watched.

The pre-school teacher chats with the
children about the tasks of the
skeleton.According to the children’s
answers, the pre-school teacher disributes
the worksheet includes the picture of the
man to the children in order to reach and
asks them to cut the lines.The children try
to keep standing the paper.It is realiazed
that ıt can not stand.Thena paper is given
shape as a skeleton with the soft frames. It
is conculuded that skeleton keeps standing
the body with factual findings.

The pre-school teacher attracts the children
attention to the board of the seasons.It is
provided to brainstorming about visuals
explaining how the seasons occur.Then the song
of the seasons is listened.
Four seasons in a year
All different pictures
Come let’s count together
Let’s give a nickname
Spring,summer,autumn
As winter snows
Go home
Eagle flying in the mountains
Nightingales singing in the mountains
Lamp ments in the spring
Everywhere ignite.
Spring,summer,autumn
As winter snows
Go home
Each side has a cold.
When the song is finished, It is asked to explain
observation and identification based on
information they learned.

The pre-school teacher helps to establish
hypothesis by asking some questions such as
„ What does the wind do? I wonder what
happened if the wind blows quickly?Can the
objects move when the wind stops?” Then
he/she puts a table in the middle of the table
and leaves a basket in a space of the bottom
of the table and leaf-shaped papers at the
beginning of the table.He/she asks the
children to blow the leaves in order to lower
the basket from the top of the table.Finally,
it is chatted about answers of the questions
they produced.
The pre-school teacher drop the pen in
her/his hand to the place and asks the
questions about why-how it is dropped.
He/she takes the children’s ideas. After the
taken answers, it is said that they will play
the game about the gravity and attracted
their attention to something they do not
know. Then it is switched to the moving
the books game. Two midwives are
selected. They reach the target set by
carrying books on their heads with the
music. During the game, the warning
“succumb to gravity” is given to the
midwife who lowered the book. The book
is taken again and the midwife comes back
to the start point and continues the game.
After the game, the children are provided
to establish the relationship between
gravity and game by connecting a reason.
The pre-school teacher opens the ıssues
related to the presence of air is provided to
explain the children’s ideas.Then the teacher
puts the balloon and plactic cups on the
activity table and asks the children to carry
the cups to other table.The children make the
recommendation
about
how
about
carry.They determine the rules of the game
associating the cups and balloon. Balloons
are concludedcan be moved to another table
by filling air into placing the cups.The game
continues like a competition.The faster child
is applauded.
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THEME:

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

FIGURES (CORNER)

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

It is explained cube-shaped toy has
the corners. Each child touches the
corners of the it.

I got my corners
As well as 4 units
Let's Guess
What is the square?
This song is sung.

Pedagogue with the command "stand in the
corner of the table"
"Stop at the corner of the carpet", etc, the game
is played.

The original image is created by using
square, rectangular and triangular
shapes. It is disclosed that the corners
of the shape.

Cat in the corner
Grocery store at the corner etc,
word derivation is played.

PUSS IN THE CORNER

PICTURE COLLECTION
Pedagogue puts various obstacles on
the carpet. The pictures are put at the
end of the barriers. Two children are
selected. “corner with objects " this
command is given to the kids. They
collect the pictures of the cornered
objects by overcoming obstacles. The
pedagogue give the command "around
the objects that are not" on the other
tour. Children bring images to the
appropriate guidelines.

Which shapes have corners?
Square, triangle, pentagon and
rectangle songs from the dream
school are listened.

WHERE ARE THE MACARONIES GAME

The pedagogue draws a square on the ground
with electrical tape. 5 children are selected. 4
children stand at each corners and 1 child is in
the middle of the square. When the pedagogue
counts 1 2 3, the children changed their places.
The middle child tries to grab around the
corner. What if the other kid passes out off the
corner. The game continues in this way.

The pedagogue spreads desk in classroom. Two
children are selected. The blue painted pasta is
given to a child and the red painted pasta is
given to the other. And the pedagogue says
“corner “and all the children count until 20.
Competitors put the pastas on the corners of the
table. At the end of time, the most pasta strings
to the corner of the desk kid wins the game.
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THEME :GRAPHIC

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares the
board about fruits.He/she says that the
botom of the board belongs to yellow
frits and the top of the board belongs to
red ones.The teacher gives the fruits
prepared in advance to the children and
asks them to separate the fruits based on
their colors and paste them on the proper
places on the board.After the activity
finished, the board is examined with the
children.He/she says that they do a graph
of yellow and red fruits.

The pre-school teacher give
information about the seasons and
weather charts to the children. Then
the cinevision about the weather
events is watched.

The pre-school teacher prepares the yellow
and red fruits on the activity table and draws
the pictures of fruits on the floor of the
classroom.When the music is starts, the
children take the fruits on the table and put
on the pictures of fruits on the floor.

The pre-school teacher tells the children
to go to the activity table. He/she asks
them to count the shapes on the fish
picture on the worksheet and paint the
boxes according to the specified color.

The pre-school teacher brings the
woodwind and percussion board to
the classroom. He/she prepares the
woodwind
and
percussion
instruments from the music center
on the activity table.He/she says the
children play them in turn.Then they
place the instruments on the proper
place on the board with the preschool teacher.

The pre-school teacher asks the children to
queue side by side.Then he/she makes a
long sequence from the shortest to the
longest and asks them not to forget their
places.He/she says first they are distributed
and dance and then tells them to enter the
queue length.After the game is over, the
passport size photos are given to them and
it is asked them to paste their own photos
on the height chart.

The pre-school teacher comes to
classroom with the board that the
children’s photos and the flowers made
of cardboard.The days of the week are
written on the top of the table with the
children.”What day is it today?” is asked
to the children.According to the answer,
the children attach the picture of the
flower at the bottom of the space in their
own photos.

The story about the seasons is told
by the pre-school teacher to the
children by showing the pictures of
the story. Once the story is finished,
which clothes are worn in which
seasons is asked to the children and
according to the answers given , the
seasons graph is examined.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The pre-school teacher hangs the picture of
snowman on the wall. He/she draws two
spaced lines in front of the snowman
picture,close right away,on the ground and
longitudinally.Telling children to play
snowball, the papers are given to the
children.The children make a snowball by
squeezing it.When the teacher hits the
tambourine, the children start to play
snowball.The game is ended when the
tambourine is hit.Then it is passed next to
snowman picture with children.The children
stand on the wherever they want in the line
the teacher prepared.The teacher gives
instructions like „ take a snowman on the
ground” and „ throw it to the snowman”.The
children
behave
according
to
the
instructions.At the end of the activity, the
children put the snowmans into the light
green and dark green bags.The children
create the graph using the light and dark green
stamps as the number snowballs.Then they
count them and say that which group has
more stamps.
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THEME GROUPING

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The fruits and the toys are kept mixed
on the activity table. Then pedagogue
and the children group them by
putting the fruit into a bowl and toys
into a basket.

Pedagogue gives information about grouping
to the children by showing a picture cards in
hand.

According to the children’s hair
color, pedagogue groups them and
command: “The children with blond
hair jump 3 times The children with
black hair do crawling movement.”
They play the game in that way.

Information about the grouping is
provided by pedagogue. Then the
worksheet in animals, plants and
people mixed is given to the children.
They are asked to group the living
things according to characteristics

The PowerPoint presentation about
“Animals" is prepared. The presentation
takes place habitats of animals(as terrestrial,
aquatic and air)

Blue, yellow, red squares, circles and
triangles are grouped according to
color and shape

Pedagogue played games with the
children about grouping. Shoes brown
with children, white children, children
with blue grouping is done.

Rhythm instruments are distributed to
children by pedagogue. The children are
grouped as playing drums, bells ringing and
playing maracas. They play the rhythm
instruments with the pedagogue’s command.

( The color of hair,the color of clothes
can be grouping.)

The children are divided two groups.
Yellow and red baskets are in front of
the each group. Pedagogue gives
instructions to the children legos to
sort by color. And the children group
the legos according to their colors.
The child grouping operations before
the finish wins the game.
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THEME: GUESS

VISUAL
Pedagogue asks "why should wash our
hands before eating and after? Why we
should eat vegetables and fruits
washing? The children to have a guess
as asking questions about our health.
(Pedagogues should give the
opportunity to every child in order to
talk.)

The animal sounds are listened to the
children by pedagogue. They estimate that
which belongs to the sounds of animals.

Pedagogue brings clothes belonging
to various professions to the class.
She shows the clothes to the children
in turn.
"What profession do you think of
These clothes? says and asked to
make predictions with the child.

Pedagogue prepares watercolor and
water-filled plastic cups on activities
desk. (Watercolors and plastic cups
should be equal to the number of
children) The briefly information about
the main colors (red, yellow, blue) is
given. Then which will consist of
estimating the color Red and Yellow,
Blue and Red, Yellow and Blue
mixture is requested from the children.

The audio recording consisting of rhythm
instruments is listened by the pedagogue.
The children estimate these sounds belong to
which instrument.

WHO IS NO GAME
Midwives is out of the class. One of
the children is stored. Midwife is
taken the class. Midwives guess who
is hiding the child.

Pedagogue shows a variety of picture
cards. “What do you think about the
seasons pictures in this card?” the
pedagogue asks to the children.
Children estimate on the season in turn.

Pedagogue plays the sounds of nature to
children.
It is estimated by the sound belongs to which
natural phenomena.

Pedagogue divides the children into
two groups and read a story. But she
does not read the conclusion of this
story. And she asks the children to
estimate the end of the story. The all
the children get together and animate
the end of the story.( Then the
pedagogue reads the end of the story
and is able to compare it the groups.)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

AGE

1,5 – 3 YEARS

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC
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THEME : INFERENCE
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares the
worksheet consisting of clean teeth
and decayed teeth on the activity
table.The reasons and results of
decay and incorruption are
discussed.

Mini mini bird has frozen
It has perched on my window
I took it inside
It crowed so tut tut tut
While it was palpitating, it came to life
Look at my hands remained empty
This song is taught to the children.It is
talked about why the bird has
frozen,then how it comes to life with the
children with question-answer method.

The children are directed to block center.The
instruction „ Let’s put the blocks over and over.
Let’s see that we can make a high tower.” is
given.The ideas of the children about the
results of the problems when the blocks start to
swing are taken.

The event cards are showed to the
children by the pre-school
teacher.These cards are described
in cause-effect relationship to the
children.Then the different event
cards are hanged in a mixed way on
the board in the classroom.The
children aling these cards side by
side according to the order of the
event and cause-affect relationship.

The video of „ liar shepherd” is watched
to the children by the pre-school
teacher. The video is left half.The
results of the video are talked with the
children and empathy with them.

The drama on drama is done under the preschool teacher’s guidance.At the end of the
drama , it is discussed about consequences of
failure to comply with traffic rules using
question-answer method.

“ Two stubborn goats” the song is
tought by the pre-school teacher.It is
chatted about end of the song. The
children tell their ideas about whether
the song ends with a different resul tor
not.

The pre-school teacher hangs the picture cards
on the class board.( hospital,child lying on a
stretcher,high table,playing children’s group)
Then he/she asks the children to sort these
cards according to the sequence of events.The
drama is done on the theme after sorting the
cards.

A story is read to the children by
the pre-school teacher and the story
is left unfinihed.Then the children
paint by reasoning about the end of
the story.They tell their pictures to
their friends in turn.After they
finished telling the pictures, the
pre-school teacher tells the rest of
the story.It is talked about end of
story.
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THEME: INSTALLING THE RELATIONSHIP

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The video about association
with disease named „ Microbes
hands to hands” is watched to the
children and chat with them with
question and answers method.

The singing tale „ Rotten Ali”
about tooth brushing in relation to
dental health is listened. Then
make drama with children.

The musical game “ 'Stand upright, Stand upright
my brother” is played with the movements
associated with sports

Flannel board work about animals
and their food is done. Despite
placing food of animal figures,
children are asked to join them.

The song “Seasons” is listened to
the children. Encourage them to
say together and learn it. Then, by
associating colors with the seasons
is chatting with the children.

Consisting of red, blue and yellow cards are
pasted on the ground. The children prepared same
cards (red apple, blue sea, yellow sun…etc.) and
hang the on the same color. The music starts and
the children dance. When the music stops, building
relationships through the predetermined color on
the appropriate card game is played.

Exhaust fumes from cars, houses
and fumes from the chimney of the
factory air pollution effects on our
health and making conversation
with the question and answer
method of result. In that regard,
shown picture cards to children.

The children are asked to paint
using the words doctor, medicine,
soap and then their animations
(drama) are asked.

The game called Moving colors is played. Before
the activity, chat with the children about the colors
and shapes. Definite every colors and shapes in
around. Prepare triangle square rectangle and a
circle of colored cardboard funds. A place is
chosen to be comfortable moving with children.
First prepared shape cards are defined once again
and then select an action for each shape card with
the children. After the movement determined for
each set to be clearly understood by children, one
of the card is selected and the children are asked to
comment on the motion. The same application is
repeated for other forms cards. Movements on to
the card can be tested fast-slow. Instead of a card,
shown two cards and asked to do two movements.
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THEME :MAKE A MEASUREMENT ( MEASURING)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher hangs in the
size chart somewhere all the children
can see. The heights of the children
are measured.Then it is guided to
measure each other’s lenghts.

Happy new year happy new age
Happy
Eat too much sleep too much work
too much
Grow grow grow grow
The pre-school teacher teaches
this song to the children. It is
chatted about the measurement to
create awareness according to the
content of the song.

The pre-school teacher prepares 10 cm cards.A
child lie down in the classroom. The other children
measure the child’s height in turn with the aid of
cards.At the end of the measurement, the card of the
tallest child is painted all together.

The pre-school teacher prepares two
separate activity tables about the
measuring instruments used in the
ancient time and current.The
children are given time to examine
them.Then the hand molds, overarm
molds,foot molds of some children
are taken.The objects are measured
with the cut shapes according to the
methods of ancient times.For
example; the table is 1 overarm,10
spans,8
steps
etc.Then
the
PowerPoint presantation about the
measurement tools used today is
watched.

The pre-school teacher takes
measurement the chairs and the
tables using the rope with the
children.It is chatted about the
results of the measurements with
the children.(length-shortening,
big-small, etc.)

The pre-school teacher pastes the craft paper on the
wall longitudinally.The legos are distributed to the
children in front of this paper.When the music
starts, they begin to make a tower and they become
statue when the music stops.When the game is
completed, everbody draws the shapes of their own
towers on the craft paper.( beginning from the
floor)The difference between the tallest tower and
the shortest tower is measured with the rope or
folding rule.

The pre-school teacher creates a
graphics by writing the days of the
week on the horizontal axis and
temperatures from 0 to 35 on the
vertical axis on the white
cardboard.He/she measures the
temperatures during a week by
putting a thermometer in front of the
window at the same time and signs
on the prepared graphics.At the end
of the a week, the temperatures
obtained are measured and it is
chatted about the measurement with
the children.

The PowerPoint presentation
about the measuring instruments
used in the ancient time and
current is watched.Then the precshool teacher chats about the
presentation with the children.

The pre-school teacher prepares two cloth bags of
same size,one is full and the other a little full.Bags
must be in the weight to be carried by children.”
Which one can you carry easily?” is asked to the
children and asked them to find it by trying.” You
can carry one of them easily and carry the other
hard.According to you,what is the reason of this
situation?” is asked the children.It is chatted about
the measuring instruments with the replies
received. Then the children are taken to the activity
table. Scales work is done with cutting and folding
paper technique.
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THEME:

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MAKING COMPARISONS

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue puts the cars and dolls
on the activity table then counts them.
It is compared which one is less and
which one is more.

The sounds of the animals and
puppies are listened to the
children and they are compared.

The children are gathered around the
pedagogue. And she/he says „ girls sit down
on the chairs.” And „ boys stands on the
right of me”. Then she/he counts the girls
and the boys and compares which one is
more.

Various food in different amounts are
combined. The children devote the
group of the same food on their own or
with the help of pedagogues. Then the
children count the foods.
( apples, sweets, strawberries…etc.)
They try to determine which one is less
or more or which ones have the same
number by comparing the foods.

The children are divided two
groups. The drum is given the
first group and the ring is given to
the second group. Start
pedagogue’s command to keep
rhythm. At the end, the sounds of
drum and ring are compared.

The pedagogue divides into two groups and
organizes a competition. Complicated
shapes in various designs are put on the
floor in the class. The groups are asked to
find the triangle shapes and put them into
the box. At the end of the competition, the
triangles are counted and the group that
collects the most triangle wins the game.

Children are asked to put the same
number of cubes on both the scale pan.
Then a child takes a few cubes from the
pan. The cubes are counted in the scale.
The pedagogue asks some questions
like “Which one has more cubes?
Which one has less cubes? To the
children. It is said that count when
adding or removing cubes to the pan to
ensure balance.

Sounds of natural phenomena is
listened by pedagogues. The
comparisons are done between
these sounds.

Two boxes are selected in different sizes.
One of them is blue and the other is green. A
little rice is prepared for using in some
events. The pedagogue asks :
According to you, Which box falls the
greater amount of rice.? Then the children
try to predict. The children are asked to fill
the box with the rice. Then the rice in the pot
is unloaded to another container. At the end
of this process, the pedagogue helps the
children to find make accurate description of
the size of the containers. Finally, "Blue box
takes less rice than green one" as the
comparison is made.
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THEME :MAKING CONTACT
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares the
board of images that belong to the
animals and shelters of them. He/she
helps the children to make a contact
between the animals and their shelters
by looking at the cards in their
hands.Then the cards of animals and
the cards of shelters are matched on
the board.

The book named the animals from a
series of audio books is read to the
children.It is supported to make
contact between the animals and
their sounds.

The puzzle cards are prepared with the
aim of to link up part-all for the
children.It is helped to make contact the
animals and their products.For
example;
cow-milk,bee-honey,
chicken-egg etc.

The pre-school teacher gives the
children the worksheets include the 5
sense and objects that they can make a
connection with them.It is asked to cut
the place-points of the pictures and
paste them next to the connected sense
organs.For example;the ear-radio, the
nose-flower etc.

The sounds of some tools in the
computer are listened to the
children. During the listening, the
pre-school teacher puts the tools on
the
activity
table.Ambulances
car,police car,planes,trains etc. It is
guided to find the correct tool by
listening the sounds.

The pre-school teacher has the
children play the game with the cards
express the contrast so that the
children establish the conceptual
link.The children match the cards on
the activity table in a mixed way.The
child who establish proper connection
wins the game.For exmple;it is asked
to find the contrasting concepts such
as fat child-thin child, long hair-short
hair.

The different types of clothing and
accessories are brought to the
classroom.(
Hats,socks,ties,scarves,shirts,trousers,
t-shirts etc) The children play a game
in pairs.It is asked to wear the clothes
as soon as possible and properly. The
child who wears correctly and as soon
as possible wins the game. For
example;
hat
to
head,glasses
eye,socks foot etc.

Thepreschoolteacherpreparesthetoolslikeha
mmer,saw,scissorsetc
on
theactivitytable.He/shedoes
a
workwiththeaim
of
linkingtheobjectsandtheirvoicesforc
hildren.
He/shecloses
a
child’seyesandsoundswiththetools.F
orexample;
he/shehitsthetablewiththehammer.E
yesclosedchildtriestofindthatsoundb
elongstowhichobject.Thechildwhon
icks is applauded.

The pre-school teacher brings the goods
belonging to professional types, objects
to the class and hangs the pictures of the
professionals on the board.He/she says
to the children to examine them.After
they examine the , it is asked to make
contact with the professionals and the
objects.If the children think the tool
belong to which job according to the
functions of job, he/she puts the tool
under the picture of this job.
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THEME: MATCHING

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL
The pedagogue put the toys with
peers on the table in a mixed way
and show one of them to the kids
and asked them to find the match
of it.

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue takes al the
instruments in the class.Both he/she
put the musical instrument on his/his
table and the kids’desks. The
pedagogue arranges his/her table so
that the kids can not see.He/she
takes one of the musical instruments
and plays.Then he/she choose a kid
and asks her/his to find sonorous
musical instrument

Children sit on the floor in playground. All panduf
are picked up in the middle of the class. A complex
image is created by separating all the pandufs’
pairs from each other. Two kids are selected. The
pedagogue says: “start” then the kids begin to
match the pandufs in own area.At the end of the
game, the pandufs are counted and the group has
more pandufs is applauded.

The pedagogue sets
blue,red,green,yellow,orange
boxes on the table and puts puffs
of these color out of the box.
Then the pedagogue asks the kids
to put the puffs to the same color
boxes.

Two kids are choosen in the class.
The toy its peer is in the class is
given one of them and asked his/her
to explain its features.
What is it like? How is its
shape?...etc. The pedagogue asked
the other kids to find the peer of the
toy their friend explains.

The pedagogue gives the
worksheets to the students. There
are objects on one side of the
paper and there are mixed form of
their shadows on the other side of
the paper. The pedagogue asks
the kids to find the shadows of
the objects and match them with
drawing.

The pedagogue opens two holes
width to fit in a hand in a medium
cardboard box. In the box fills with
spouse objects of different
properties. ( For example, two pens,
two puffs, two balls ) The
pedagogue gives the instruction
like:" I brought a treasure chest. But
there is one feature of it. There are 2
units of each object in it. Let's see if
we can find all the treasure chests in
this his wife? "The pedagogue asked
the kids to put their hands through
holes in the box, touch the objects
and try to find the peer objects.
Think about it: Is there any similar
objects to the objects you touch?
What does it do? Is it hard or soft?
pedagogue provide activities for all
children in order to join the class.

All the children sit in a circle on the ground.
Children's class shoes or slippers are removed and
thrown into the middle of the circle and mix well
by children. Then a midwife is chosen and he/she
passes through the center of the circle. The
pedagogue opens a song and the other kids start to
the game, keeping rhythm. The midwife first
his/her shoes then gives the shoes of friends to
owners. When the pedagogue stops the music and
count how many shoes are given to the kids
correctly by midwife.

The class is divided into two equal groups. Two
circles are drawn at the beginning and at the end of
the playground. The children put off their socks in
the first circle and their shoes in the second circle.
The play starts and the kids go to the first circle
and put on their socks and got to the second circle
and put of their shoes. The game continues until
each child race.
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THEME: MEASUREMENT (HIGH)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue asks a child to get out
of the table. And the other to sit near
the table. The pedagogue says that the
child on the table is high and the other
is low.

„ Go up-go down” game is played. When the
pedagogue says go up go up; the children
increased in their fingertips; when she says
go down go down the children sit slowly
toward the ground.

Pedagogue makes a low tower and
asks the children to make a higher
tower than this tower.

The pedagogue teaches the concepts
high and low using wooden blocks.
Then she asks the students to show the
objects on the high and low places.

The PowerPoint presentation showing the
high concept is watched to the children.

Children sit on the edge of the
carpet. When the pedagogue says
high, the kids are jumping up. When
she says low, they sit on the ground.
Pedagogue tells fast speed mixed.
Remove the child from the burning
game.

The pedagogue prepares the worksheet.
The children circle the fruits on the top
of the tree. They put the cross ( X )
mark on those in low.

The music video is watched to the children.

The low-high game is played using
the chairs in the classroom. When the
pedagogue says low the children get
off the chair and when she says high,
they step on the chair.

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS
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THEME :MEASUREMENT (VOLUME)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher has the children
sit on the activty table.He/she says them
to observe one empty cup and one cup
filled with water.Then he/she add a
little more water to filled cup and in a
way the children can see and it is seen
that it overflows.It is defined that the
cup overflows because there no more
space in the cup and
The amount of cup is that’s.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the PowerPoint presentation about
the concept of volume prepared by the
teacher.After the presentation, it is
chatted about the volume and the
examples in the classroom are showed.

The pre-school teacher draws a big circle
on the floor of the classroom. When the
music starts, the children are asked to go
into the circle and leave no space in the
circle.When the music stops, the children
who are out of the circle are
eliminated.The circle is shrinked and the
game continues in this way.It is informed
that the circle could get people this far for
reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher asks the
children to bring empty flowerpot from
their houses and he/she brings the
container with the soil to the classroom.
He/she asks the children to fill with soil
to their flowerpots.While they are
filling them with the soil, he/she tells
them to fill up the whole volume of soil
to the flowerpots.After the process is
finished,
the
flowerpots
are
checked.During checking,if there is
empty, some instructions are given.(
This flowerpot can take more soil , so
you should add soil.) Then the beans
are planted in the flowerpots.

The pre-school teacher has the children sit
in a half-moon shape.He/she prepares one
empty bottle and one fiilled bottle on the
activty table. He/she has the children
listen the sounds by hitting the bottles
with the rhyrhm bats.Then he/she gives
the instructions „ Let’s listen the sounds
by hitting the filled bottle twice and
empty bottle once and find the difference
between them” to the children. After this
work, the reason for the difference
between the two sounds is dicussed with
the question-answer method.

The children are taken to the school
garden. The pre-school teacher makes
arrangements for play in the garden in
advance. He/she supplies two inflatable
pools, toy pails, plastic shovels, garbage
bags and sand. The children are divided
two groups. The groups are asked to
reach theequidistantly pools by
following the path made from garbage
bags and fill the pools. The fastest group
of people who fill the volume of pool
wins the game.

The pre-school teacher has the children
sit on the activity table.First,the preschool teacher gives the preliminary
information about the presence of
objects and the space they occupy.Then
it is said the children to draw the objects
such as water,sand,stone etc in the
empty containers on the worksheet
which are in front of them.After the
activity is finished, it is chatted about
which occupies more space than the
volume.

Thechildren sit in a circleshape.Thepreschoolteachergivestheveryfullboxandless
fullboxtothechildrenandasksthemtoshake
theboxes
in
turn.Then
it
is
chattedaboutthesounds of them.It is
providedtochildrentofeel
a
boxfull
volüme and a boxemptyvolüme.Then”
thesnapsnapholdchange “ fingergame is
said.

The children are divided two groups.Two
empty bottles are put on the activity table.
The container filled with water colored
with food dye and syringe are put between
the bottles.The pre-school teacher says
the children that the group who fills the
empty bottle quickly will win the
game.Fills the syringe empties child goes
back and it is the other child.The game
continues in this manner brisk.
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THEME :MEASURING(LOW)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher gives
an information about the
concept of low to the
children.Then
he/she
explains the visual concept
for the low.The worksheets
are distributed.He/she gives
the instruction „Let’s paint
the ones low the sun” and
asks a question” Is tree low
the sun?” In this way, by
chatting about the other
objects in the worksheet the
theme is reinforced.

The pre-school teacher organizes a
trip to a nearby park or school yard.
In this trip, The information about
the concept of low is given with the
help of seesaws and slides.The
children are provided to slide and the
concept is reinforced with the
questions” Ali is up now.Ayşe is low
now.Ayşe who is low now?.

The pre-school teacher pastes the tape from the
top to down in the space of the door.The sticky
side of the tape should be to the children.He/she
selects two children.The children throw the
plastic balls to the tape.It is chatted about which
ball is lower.All the children are given the
opportunities to do this.

The pre-school teacher take
the
children
to
gym,climbing stairs or an
area
with
stairs.Two
children are selected.The
children start to come down
the stairs.They stop with the
sound of the whistle.The
teacher asks who is lower.

The pre-school teacher guides the
children to study darama.The
children are as messy situation in the
classroom.He/she continues the
drama with the instructions such as „
Now we have a brush in our hands,
we will paint by using our
brushes.Our brush draws a sun
high.Now a cloud in the lower.And
now the tree in the lower and a cat in
the lower.” Sometimes whether the
concept is understood or not by
saying the children’s names like „
Ayşe, according to you what shoul
be lower the cloud? or Mehmet ,
what should be lower the flower?.”

The pre-school teacher streches two ropes on
high and low.He/she hangs the handkerchiefs
on the high rope, the lower rope is empty.The
children are divided two groups and the game
is started.The children are asked to take the
handkerchiefs from the high rope and wear
them on the lower rope.Hanging handkerchiefs
are counted and it is found which group has
more.

The pre-school teacher
distributes the worksheets
consisting a blank picture
and the objects found in
nature to the children. There
are the objects such as
sun,cloud,car,bird,house etc
under
the
picture.The
children firstly paint the
picture,then cut and paste
them on the appropriate
place.

Thepre-schoolteacher
has
thechildrenplaythegame” Flood is
coming”Whentheteachersays
“
earthquake”
thechildren
sit
thechairsby holding theirheads in
thegame.When
he/shesays
“
lightning”
theystandupandbecomesculpture.Ev
ery
time
thelightning
is
saidtheychangetheirmovements.”Fl
ood
is
coming”
is
said,
theymakeemulation
of
avoidingthewaterbytakingoverthech
air. Thepre-schoolteacherchatabout
in
whichcasetheyarehigherorlowerwith
thechildren at theend of thegame.

Thepreschoolteachersaysthattheywillplaythegame
“
Blindtailor” tothechildren.Theropewhich is
heldbytwochildren
is
cutbythemidwifewhoseeyesareclosed.Atthesam
etime,theotherchildrenhelpthemidwifetofindther
opebysaying
“high-low”.
Allthechildrenaregivenopportunities.Ifthegame
is
desiredtomakemoredifficult,
twomidwivesareselected.Theireyesareclosedand
a
helper
is
selectedforthemidwives.Thehelpercanalizesthe
midwivesbysayinghighlow.Firstcuttheropechild is congratulated.
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THEME: NUMBER (AUCTION with the OBJECT COUNT TO 10 1)

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

Pedagogue puts the two toys to toy
basket. She takes one of them. She
says “Backward 1 left”. ( different
materials can be used)

10 apples are put on the table.The
pedagogue choose a child and asks
her/him „ How many apple are there?”
Then she takes a few apples and asks
again „How many apples left?”and
continues to another child

AUDITORY

Pedagogue plays 3 separate audio to
children. “What these sounds belong? She
asks. Then she removes one of the sounds.
The other two are listened. Then asks
“which detract from the sound?”

"10 Small Bottle" is the game played.
10 small bottle shaking,
One of them "pat" fell to the ground
9 small bottle shaking,
One of them "pat" fell to the ground
8 small bottle shaking,

MATHS

KINESTHETIC

Pedagogue draws lanterns on
cardboard and distributes to the
children. Then 3 pieces of fish
cracker are distributed. Then she asks
the children to take one of them from
the lantern and eat it. The remaining
fish are counted together. Subtractive
process continues in this way.

The pedagogue puts 5 balls in the
basket. She counts the balls with the
children. Then she reduces 2 balls
inside the basket without showing to
the children. Then she shows the
basket to the children and ask how
many balls reduce.

One of them "pat" fell to the ground
7 small bottle shaking,
One of them "pat" fell to the ground
(It continues in this way until the end.)

5 – 7 YEARS

MUSICAL CHAIRS GAME
Pedagogue writes simple subtraction
(subtractive) process on the blackboard
in the classroom. Then she shows two
tree which was prepared in advance.
One of the tree is empty on the other
tree, there are apple made of felt. The
pedagogue counts the apples with the
children. Then she completes
decrement (subtraction) process
transferring the apples on the tree to
other empty tree

Pedagogue gives information about the
children decrement Then she starts counting
backwards from 10. (Backward counting,
she indicates that the number 1 of missing.)

The pedagogue strings the chairs 1
missing from the number of children
in circle. When the music starts, the
children start to walk around the
chairs (may be run). When the music
stops the children sit in the empty
chair. Exposed child is out of the
game. The child quits the game a
chair is decreased for children. The
game continues in this way
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THEME: NUMBERS ”THE NUMBER 1”

VISUAL

AUDITORY

A large number 1 is asked to wrıte
by bringing together the circles on
the number 1.

Hand clapping or pounding feet are
asked to do as many as 1.

Walking on the big number 1
which is written on the ground
is asked.

The children are asked to go with
their fingers over the first number
in the circle.

My name is number 1
I’m the beginning of the number
1 cow 1 rabbit
1 dog 1 chicken
Come together
Game play
the song is sung.

A figure which is distributed to
the place of pressing the
inscribed circle is played. The
play starts with the music, when
the music stops each child trıes
to step on the number, the child
who can’t step he/she remains
out of the play.

Children are asked to write the
number 1 on the paper by looking
at the number 1.

Rhythm instruments is distributed
to the children. The children are
asked to shoot once each will be on
time.

The play, finding inscribed
circle on the number 1 is stored
in class, is played, the child who
finds the most number 1 is
applauded.

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

AGE

1,5 – 3 YEARS

MATHS

KINESTHETIC
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THEME: NUMBER (NUMBER OF RECOGNITION FROM 1 TO 10) (
2 NUMBER)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL
The number 2 is showed to the
children. Then pedagogue shows
two objects to the children and
counts. Then a worksheet includes
two objects and children are asked to
paint it with finger paint.

.
Number-object mapping work is done.
The objects and figures are given
mazily. The children are asked to join
the circle where the two objects with 2
Number.

The worksheet about the 2 number is
prepared by the pedagogue. The
numbers from 1 to 10 are written on it.
The place of 2 number is left blank and
asked the children to complete this
blank. Then Children group the two
objects on the same page.

AUDITORY
Pedagogue shakes maracas twice. It is
wanted flapping hands twice from children.
It may also be continued with other musical

MATHS

KINESTHETIC
The pedagogue prepares cardboard
pool and puts the toy fish inside it.
She asked the children to catch two
fish from the pool.

instruments.

Talking about our body organs in 2 units.

“Group syrup flour two “the song is taught.
We already have two love in our hearts.
Vav vav vav Two two two two
My two eyes, one nose, two ears two arms
two legs
Two two two
Two letter we always want to start from the
top is folded down after we had here we
draw a straight line two '.

Pedagogue draws 2 in the sandbox
and asked the children to draw it.

The padagogue creates 2 number
with legos in the center of the class.
Children receive spoon in their
mouths. Two puffs are put on the
spoon and the children try to walk
walk through the number 2 without
dropping
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THEME: NUMBER (from 1 to 10 NUMBER OF RECOGNITION TO)
(3 NUMBER)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The number 3 is drawn on a
medium sized cardboard. It is
hung in a place where they can see
their children.

Pedagogue rhythmic counts from 1
to 3. The children repeat the
numbers after the pedagogue.

The children are aked to pass with oversized toy
car on the number 3 drawn on the ground of
ground in the class.

The number 3 is written on the
ping-pong ball. 3 plastic cups are
inverted. Ping-pong ball is hidden
under a cup. The glasses locations
are replaced. The children are
requested to find the ball under
which cup.

The riddle about the number 3 is
asked to the children.
"One finger
two fingers
These together
Next count of finger?
(3) "

A midwife is selected from the class and is
ejected. The card written the number 3 is stored in
the class. The midwife comes to the class and tries
to find the card. As the midwife is approaching, the
children hit to the rhythm instruments quickly, she
dissipated, they hit them slowly. When the card is
found, the midwife is changed.

The pedagogue prepares an event
table with different materials. The
children create a NUMBER BOOK
related the number 3 using
materials in a unique way.

The pedagogue says 3 fruit names
and then say the name of the a
child. This child says 3 fruit names
and then say the name of the a
friend. The game continues in this
way. The important point of this
game is that all the children must
say different fruit names.

The cards written 1,2,3 are hung on the children’s
necks.( 3 number one, 3 number two and 3 number
tree. ) The music starts and when it stops the
children having same number try to come togther.
Group highlighted that the 3 groups are formed.
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THEME : IDENDIFICATION NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 10( THE
NUMBER 4)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher starts
counting the children in lesson
activitie. He/she makes the
introduction of the number 4
then distrubutes the number
cards to the children.The
teacher calls the children who
have the number cards 4.

The children count from 1 to 4
rhythmically with the pre-school
teacher.Then the puppet show about
the number 4 organized by the preschool teacher is watched.After
watching, the children pass the puppet
stage.

The pre-school teacher puts the circle cards with the
numbers from 1 to 5 on the floor dispersedly.After
the teacher gives a brief information about the
numbers, he/she explains the game which they will
play.After the teacher’s instruction, the children
begin to examine the cards,then are asked to collect
the cards with the number 4 and they put these
collected cards in the number 4 basket.

The number 4 on the number
board is showed to the students
by the pre-school teacher.Then
the children begin to count their
fingers and show the fourth
finger.The teacher asks the
fourth child stand out. This
child distributes the painting
activity
to
the
activity
tables.The the painting activity
begins.
The pre-school teacher hangs
the number 4 on the number
board.He/she makes a general
repetation about the numbers
1,2,3.The he/she introduces the
number 4. Then the number 4 is
reinforced by making some
activities like counting fingers
to 4,bringing 4 chairs side by
side,finding 4 red toys.

The pre-school teacher has the
children watch the animated cartoon
about the numbers.Then the numbers
are repeated.The pre-school teacher
prepares the activity table about the
number 4. The teacher counts the
materials in the activity table clearly
and asks the children to repeat the
numbers.The learning activity goes
on all the children participate.

The pre-school teacher writes the numbers in
grains how many children are in the class.(1,1-2,23,3-4,4) Then he/she wears the figures which was
written on their collars.The music starts and the
children begin to dance.When the music stops, all
the children find the partner who has same number
and hug each other.

The pre-school teacher has the
children watch the animated cartoon
about the numbers. The children
count the numbers from 1 to 4 in
turn.Then the pre-school teacher asks
some evaluation questions about the
number 4 to the children.
„ How many seasons are there in a
year?”
„ Which number comes after 3?
( The questions can be increased)

The pre-school teacher has the children sit on the
mattresses then he/she tells a story.
The numbers 1,2,3 are playing, but the number 3 is
bored.Because the numbers 1 and 2 are at a young
age.The number 3 is bored and sits on the edge and
while it is thinking what it should do, it meets a new
friend moved to the neighborhood . Anew frien is
older than the number 3. The numer 3 is very happy
because it has a new friend.The name of new friend
is the number 4. The number 3 is very happy
anymore.Because it has both older and younger
friend.They have a very nice time together.
After the story, the questions about it to the
children. The pre-school teacher talk with the
children about their frienship.Then the children pass
the table and do coloring and line works.Then the
children gather in the middle of the class.The
number 4 is give to two 4-person groups, the
number 3 is given to a 3-person group and the
number 2 is given to a 2-person group.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The children are asked to dance with the music and
when the music stops, each group match with their
numbers. The groups which can not are eliminated.
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THEME: NUMBER (UP IDENTIFICATION NUMBER from 1 to 10) (5
NUMBER)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

MATHS

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue prepares 5 numbers as
the number of the children. These
working are glued to the flannel board
with the children. Rhythmic counted
up from 1 to 5

"5 Small Lions" finger game is played,
One little
Two little
Three little lions,
Four little,
Five little lions.

5 number is drawn on the ground.
Then the children walk on 5 digits.

The labyrinth study is prepared related
number 5 for the children. The rabbit in
the labyrinth is desired to reach 5
carrots in the labyrinth exit.

Counting from 1 to 5 with children as far as
rhythm is requested.

The pedagogue hides the circles
written on 5 number in different
parts of the class before the children
come to class. Then the children
come to the class and are asked to
find the number 5 cards. Each child
finds the number 5 is counted.

The pedagogue places the number 5 cut
from cardboard in the middle of class.
Children write number 5 with colored
pencils number one by one

Musical instruments are distributed to the
children as mixed in the class.

Players sit in a circle. One of them
starts counting by saying "1". Child
next to "2" next to "3", it continues to
count form. The child says “BOM”
instead of saying 5. The rules of the
game should be called instead of the
number 5 and 10 floors in the BOM.
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THEME: NUMBER (UP IDENTIFICATION NUMBER from 1 to 10) (6
NUMBER)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

MATHS

KINESTHETIC
The pedagogue prepares the fish
magnet consists of numbers. She puts
then into a lantern. The children try to
catch the fish composed the numbers
with the bait. The numbers attached
to the hook are told by pedagogue.
(The children should show the
number when the pedagogue says
them.)

The video about the numbers is
watched. Then the pedagogue counts
from 1 to 10. The children repeat at
the end of each number.It is said
emphasizing the number 6

"SIX TIMES SIX"

The worksheet about the number 6 is
prepared by the pedagogue. The 6
number is painted. Then 6-beans are
glued to the bottom of the 6 number.

The pedagogue prepares the cards on which
there are pictures of fruit. Card are showed
in sequence. The children are asked what the
fruit on the card when the card 6.

The pedagogue squeeze the shaving
foam to the tables. First, the children
play freely with shaving foam and
they make the original pictures.
Then drawing of 6 numbers are
taught by pedagogues. Then the
children do writing work of 6 on the
shaving foam.

The number 6 is showed to the children
by the pedagogue. In accordance with
the instructions given on, point-line
work is done.

"Pepe is learning to count" music video is
watched

The pedagogue gives some
information about the number 6.
Then she hang the DART one on the
wall and asked the children to throw
the arrow and hit the number 6 on the
DART.

Children create the number 6
combining points. The children may
paint the number 6 with crayons

It is taught rhymes.
Six-six to
thirty-six.
The way my grandfather had a beard.
Beard took tossed into the river.
My grandfather had beardless
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THEME : RECOGNITION THE NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 10 ( THE
NUMBER 7)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher draws the
number 7 on the big cardboard and then
introduces it to the children.He/she gives
the colorful puffs to the children.The
children are aked to complete the
number 7 with all of the puffs in their
together.

The pre-school teacher has the
children sit in the shape of a half
moon and counts up to 10
rhythmically.He/she teaches the
nursery rhyme about the number 7.
7-dwarf
They give hand in hand
Sally forth
Eat candy
(Then number 7 is showed during
teaching the rhyme)

Leapfrogger Game
The pre-school teacher creates the lake
theme on the floor of the class.The frog
crowns made of cardboard are made for
the children and the children are asked to
enter the lake and do frog imitation and
swim in it.
Say that you need to jump to 7 times out of
the lake. The game continues until all the
kids jumping 7 times from the lake.

The pre-school teacher provides the
children to sit the activity tables by
counting from 1 to 7.The pre-school
teacher takes their attention by hunging
the number 7 on the board. Firstly the
children examine the number 7, then
shaving foam is sprayed on the activity
tables. The teacher asks the children to
draw the number 7 on the board with
their fingers.

Preschool teacher asks the children to
sit in a semicircle. Snow white story
is read to the children by showing its
pictures. Then the story is dramatized
using the clothes in the classroom. (
The number cards are hang on the
dwarfs during the story )

The pre-school teacher prepares colorful
cards where there are 7 units of the
number 7.The midwife is selected among
the children.The midwife is removed out.
The children are asked to hide the cards in
the different places of the class.The
midwife returns to the class and the music
starts and tries to find the cards until the
music stops. The children who find the
cards are applauded.

The pre-school teacher introduces the
image inscribed the number 7 to the
children. Then tell them to go to the
children's table. The worksheet about the
number 7 are distributed. Firstly, the
children constitute the number 7 by the
line joining the study. Then the painting
work is done. The studies are displayed
on a classroom board.

After
the
pre-school
teacher
introduces the number 7, he/she asks
the children to sit in the shape of a half
moon. A maracas is given to each
child. The teacher keeps rhythm
before playing maracas it 7 times.
Then the children are provided to keep
the rhythm by counting the numbers
until 7.

The pre-school teacher connects rope
between two chairs and hangs various
numbers on it. The children queue up and
are asked to hit the number 7 with the ball.
The children who hit it are applauded.
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THEME : RECOGNITION THE NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 10 ( THE
NUMBER 8)
MATHS

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares the
board for the children. He/she reads a
short story about the number 8. He/she
asks the children to paste prepared
number cards made of felt behind the
band on the number 8.

The nursery rhyme about the number
8 is taught by the pre-school teacher.
( During training the number 8 should
be available on the board as a visual
material)

The pre-school teacher creates the number
8 with electrical tape in size of the children
can walk on the floor of the class.Then
he/she asks the children on it with some
instructions( do not walk quikly, don not
walk slowly, do not walk by jumping...etc.)

Downed 8 quince
Chase one fleeing
After the race we are
The largest of us is eight.

The pre-school teacher distributes the
worksheet written on 8 to the children
and asks the children to complete the
number 8 by using finger paint.After it is
completely dry, the number 8 is cut.The
pipette is pasted on the back part.
Created 8 number puppet can be revived
on the stage.

The pre-school teacher has the
children watch the power point
presentation named the journey of
8.After it, it is chatted about the
number 8 aimed for consolidating.

Pre-school teacher wants their children to
be a semicircle. The table is put in the
middle of the class so the children can see.
Two wives are selected. They are asked to
make two separate towers of blocks to be
written 8 on it. Castle completed early
child is applauded.
.

5 – 7 Age

.
The pre-school teacher prepares the
activity table for teaching the number 8.
Before the activity starts, he/she
distrubutes the tongue sticks written on
8 to the children.He/she firstly gives the
information about the number 8.Then
he/she asks the children to draw 8
flowers on the tongue sticks.After the
learning activity, it is provided for the
children can examine their works.

The nursery rhyme about the number
8 is taught by the pre-school teacher.
During training the number card is
given to the each child.
Conjoined two zero
Tightly hug
Creek hill bounce
It becomes fat pie
Its name is eight
Two fatty twin

The pre-school teacher prepares the game
activity for the number 8. He/she writes the
number 8 on the balloons.The children are
asked to pop the balloons using their bodies
with the nusic. Poped the balloon quckly
child is applauded.
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THEME : IDENDIFICATION NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 10( THE
NUMBER 9)
MATHS

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher says the number
9 and create awareness by hanging it on
the places children can see easily like the
door of the class,board...etc.

The children count the numbers
from 1 to 9 rhythmically with the
pre-school teacher.Then the puppet
show about the number 9 is watched
by the teacher.After the puppet
show, the children pass the stage of
puppets.

The pre-school teacher pastes the card with
the number 9 on the ground of the class.There
are 9 circles near this number.The children
under the guidance of teacher stand on the
number 9.When there are 9 children, the
teacher write the number 9 on their hands.The
game is continued in this way.

The pre-school teacher paste the
numbers from 1 to 9 on the
cardboard necklaces prepared in
advance.The children sit in a
mixed form class.The teacher says
the numbers.The child hanging the
number said on her neck goes over
to the teacher.While they are
passing, they are ranked in
accordance with the squence
number.

The pre-school paste the number 9 in a big
way in the two corners of the class. The flag
written the number 9 is put on another corner
of the class.The children wait in the middle
of the class. Two midwives are selected. The
midwives try to complete the number 9 by
taking the cildren from the middle of the
class to his own corner.The first
complement child holds up the flag.The
game continues in this way.

The
pre-school
teacher
gives
information about the number 9. He/she
puts the tree board of shades of 9 apples
prepared in advance.The children paste
the pictures of apples on the shades in
turn.

5 – 7 Age

.
The pre-school teacher prepares number
cards and the boxes as the number of the
children on the activity table.He/she
shows the cards to the children in turn
and distrubutes the boxes to them.The
children open the boxes in turn and each
child say the resulting number.
(The boxes written nymber 9 should be
more.)

The power point about „the
numbers „is prepared. When the
children are watching it, they
repeat the numbers all together.

The pre-school teacher distrubutes the
balloons that the numbers are written on
prapered in advance.the number 9 is written
only a balloon.The music starts and the
children dance with the balloons.When the
music stops, the child has the balloon written
9 stands and the others crouch down. This
child jumps up as the number.
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THEME : IDENDIFICATION NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 10( THE NUMBER 10)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher puts the toy
tower numbered from 1 to 10 on the
activity table.He/she strings the tower on
the table in a way the children can
see.The activity is repeated with the
children.

The pre-school teacher says the sculpture
game will be played.He/she counts the
numbers from 1 to 10 loudly.He/she says
the number 10 in an emphatic
manner.When he/she says 10, the
children become sculpture.The game is
repeated in this way in several times.It is
continued by the children’s interests.

The pre-school teacher pastes the
number cards from 1 to 10 in turn on
the floor of the class. He/she writes the
numbers from 1 to 10 on the balloons
and they are distrubuted to the children.
When the music starts, dancing the
children with the balloons keep
stepping on the matching number card
with the number of balloons when the
music stops.( Because of the fact that
age group is younger, the number can
not be said ,it is only guidanced to find
the same.)

The pre-school teacher puts the glasses
numbered from 1 to 10 ( the first cup-the
second cup.....) on the activity table.The
numbers on the glasses are said all
together.Then the bead is given to a child
and said to her/him „ throw this bead into
the fifth glass”. At the end of the activity,
the beads in the glassess are counted.
The most beads glass is determined.

The spring finger game is taught to the
children by the pre-school teacher.The
hands are lifted up and they are shaped
punch.They say;
I’m a tree
These are brunches
Spring has come
Plenty it rained
The weather was warm
My brances bloom a flower, two
flowers........., 10 flowers”( Each flower
blooms, fingers open. )
The pre-school teacher asks „ Oh, every
tree has 10 flowers.Who wants to count
the flowers?”
It is promised to the children who want to
talk. The game is continued in this way.

The pre-school teacher puts the cards
containing the numbers from 1 to 10
on the floor of the class and the other
cards that have different different
pictures of the objects on the activity
table.He/she asks the children to count
the objects on the cards then asks the
children to find out which of the
number distributed to the floor and
leave the number cards next to them.

The preschool teacher shows the
children that were previously prepared
apples picture and says them to play the
game “Complete me 10”. He /she puts
four red apple pictures on the activity
table. The children come to the activity
table with green apples and complete
them 10. It is asked that how many red
apples and green apples come together
and become 10 apple.

The pre-school teacher puts the children
in train. He/she gives the numbers to the
children like you are first,second…..you
are the tenth and asks the children to say
their
number
in
turn.(
I’m
first,second….etc)The music starts and
the children dace as they want.When the
music stops, the children are asked tol ine
up as the initial order.The game is
repeated by the number of classes.

The pre-school teacher puts the cards
containing the numbers from 1 to 10 on
the activity table in mixed way. He/she
prepares two tables like that.Firstly,
he/she asks the children to rank the cards
correctly on the table and then put the
object up to the number. He/she creates
two groups of three.When the mucis
starts, they begin to play the game.
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MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares
over written number 1 balloons in
different colors.( 2 units must be
each color)The children are given
an opportunity to play with the
balloons
accompanied
the
music.When the music stops, the
pre-school teacher asks them to
aline in pairs with balloons.He/she
gives a name to the group
according to the color of
balloon.For example; Red 11
group,green 11 group,blue 11
group...etc.In this way, it is craeted
awareness about the number 11.

„My uncle” finger game is taught to the
children.
It is counted all the fingers in order like;
1 mug 2 mug 3 mug 4 mug 5 mug 6 mug 7
mug 8 mug 9 mug 10 mug
Finger game is completed by showing the toe
and saying „ this is my uncle”( At the end of
the game, the toe is showed as the eleventh
finger. The aim is creating the awareness
about the number 11)

The pre-school teacher pastes the circular
cardboards on which the number 11 and
smiley face on the walls. He/she gives the
instruction” We will play hitting target
game by showing the cards on the
wall.The children try to hit the cardboard
written number 11 in turn with the ball in
their hands.If the child who hits it, he/she
wins points, if he/she hits the smiley,
he/she can not take the points.The child
who has the most point wins the game.

The pre-school teacher distributes
the numbers from 1 to 11 written
the picture of hedgehog and 11
latches to the children.The children
are asked to create the hedgehog’s
spines by hanging 11 lanches.The
children are asked to count the
lanches for inserting the them
missing.Done work is exhibited in
the classroom.

Mini mini ones,
Hardworking deuces
Blu-eyed threes
Eating fours
Guests fives
Sixes stole my golds
Sevens ate my meal
Eights in grease of pride
Nines becomes doctor
Tens taught us
What hapened elevens
The nursery hyme is thought to the children.

The pre-school teacher puts the
envelopes written on the numbers in
various places of the classroom and puts
the mailbox written on 11 on the center
og the classroom.He/she choose two
children.He/she starts the game by
giving the instruction” You are a
postman and your duty is carrying the
envelopes on which are written 11 to the
mailbox.The game continues until all
children take part in the game.

The pre-school teacher gives an
instruction „ Today we all will be
fireman. If the fire exits, we will put
out it,but we do not have a vehicle”
to the children.” to the children.
The pre-school teacher prepares the
divided into 11 equal parts of a
puzzle on the activity table.He/she
starts the game by giving the
instruction „ if we combine the
parts of the puzzle correctly, our
fire truck is completed” to the
children.When
the
children
complete it, they have a fire truck
and the mission is succeeded.

1 took my mind off me.
2 stole my drum
3 spread to cushion
4 I don’t know where it was left
5 appeared swinging
6 came jumping
7 ate lots
8 what said to me
9 ran from afar
10 escaped from the trap
11 reached us
All clever children
Memorized all I have said.
This nursery rhyme is taught.
After the nursery rhyme, the story about the
number 11 is told with improvised methods
by the pre-school teacher.

The pre-school teacher writes the various
numbers periodically on a big cardboard.
He/she calls two children near him/her
and gives them a cups to them. He/she
give a command “ You close the number
which I said with the cup.” The child
closed the right number with the cup wins
the game.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

THEME : NUMBER ( RECOGNITION NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 20)
( NUMBER 11)
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THEME :RECOGNITION THE NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 20
( NUMBER 12)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher has the
children sit in U-shaped.Ten
he/she begins to tell a short
story.He/she says;
„The cuckoo clock of the
castle has never missed to
dongle.But one day, when
cuckoo clock comes to 12
o’clock, it fell asleep.Now
let’s help it and we subtract
dong sound 12 times.”And the
children subtract dong sounds
12 times.

The pre-school teacher takes the children to the
playground and asks them to cower.Then he/she
explains the game. The pre-school teacher counts
up to 12 and when the children hear the number 12,
they stand up.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
balloons are written 1 and 2 on them and
introduces the numbers.Then he/she
shows the number 12 by bringing
together 1 and 2 balloons.And then the
children are sit on the activity table and
the worksheets for the tractor and apple
image to the children.It is said that they
cut the 12 apples and paste then ob the
troctors to the children.

A moving song about the
numbers is listened to the
children. ( The children can
dance)
Then
rhythmic
counting from 1 to 12 work is
done.

The pre-school teacher puts the cards where there
are numbers from 1 to 12 in the playground in a
mixed way.(the number 12 must be more)
The teacher draws a circle on the floor and writes
12 in it.He/she says that the children find the 12
cards and put into the circle to the children.( The
song about the numbers is opened in order to add
excitement and movement to the game)

The worksheet with the instruction „
Combining the lines by following the
numbers and paint the number you find”
is put on the activity table in a mixed
way
by
pre-school
teacher.The
information about the number 12 is
given to the children.It is said that the
children find the number by combining
the lines and paint it to the children.All
the works are exhibited in the classroom
board.

The pre-school teacher hang
the card of number 12 on the
board and counts from 1 to 12
rhythmically. The he/she
counts the months of the year
and gives instruction let’s
count how many there are.The
months are counted all
together.
For exaple; 1. January 2
February 3 March...etc.After
all the moths are counted, the
pre-school teacher says there
are 12 months in a year.

The pre-school taecher distributes the
worksheets where the fun 12 numbers
and finger paints to the children.He/she
asks the children to complete the funny
number 12 by doing finger pressure.(
The pre-school teacher should only
creates awareness about the number 12)

The pre-school teacher prepares a squirrel with a
curdboard basket for each child and puts acorns on
the floor.Then he/she says:” The squirrel is hungry
and let’s feed it” and he/she gives an instruction
„ If the squirrel eats 12 acorns , it will be sated,so
everbody give 12 acorns to their own squirrels” The
children put the acorns into the baskets and the
basket of each child is counted.The children who
give 12 acorns to own squirrel are applauded.
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THEME : IDENDIFICATION NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 20( THE NUMBER 13)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher has the children
wear the football jerseys made from
cartons and writen 1 and 3.Since then
two children are brought as well. It is
chatted about which number comes
up.The number is introduced 13 when
number 1 and 3 come side by side by
saying we find the number.

The pre-school teacher fits a hat written 13 on
a child’s head and says your name is 13.
His/her friends say him 13 in a period of
time.During the day hat is fitted to all
children.

The pre-school teacher shows the
ball written 13 to the students. Then
all the children close their eyes and
the teacher hides it anywhere in the
class.The children open their eyes
and the teacher says who finds the
13 he/she will take a award..The
ball is found with the instructions
and the child who finds takes
award.

The pre-school teacher has the children watch
the Power Point presentation about the
numbers from 1 to 20. To attract the
children’s attention to number 13, the slide is
stopped when the number 13 and the numbers
up to 13 are counted all together.

The pre-school teacher puts the
split box in numbers from 1 to 15
on the table.He/she asks each child
put the ear sticks as the number
written on the box in the
appropriate section of it.But there
is a star only one place in the
box.The child who puts 13 ear
sticks in the box is applauded
because starry number is 13.

The pre-school teacher makes rhythmic
counting with children. While he/she is
counting the numbers from 1 to 20, he/she
skips especially the number 13. It is tried to
draw attention to the number 13 by asking
which number I forgot to say. The child who
knows the number correctly is awarded.

Preschool teacher brings to class a
plate full of sugar cubes. He/she
gives 10 sugar cubes to a child and
asks him/her to make a tower with
them. Then he/she counts them with
the children and say there are 10
sugar cubes. He/she explain 10
sugars equal a decimal and put 3
sugar cubes on the other side and
says these are unities. He/she
provides the children to make a new
works with the sugar by saying a
decimal and 3 unities equal 13.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The
pre-school
distrubutes
the
worksheets where the points from 1 to 13
to the children and he/she says
something which you like will come out
when you combine the points.
Completing
the
work
correctly
encounter with sugar picture.

The pre-school teacher leaves the cards
written the numbers and objects as the
numbers on the floor of the class in a
mixed way.There are only 3 cards in the
card number 13. The children who find
these cards firstly put the cards then 13
objects on the activity table. Completing
the first steps on 13 that put in a corner.
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THEME :THE RECOGNINITION OF THE NUMBERS FROM 1
TO 20 ( NUMBER 14)

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher distributes
the beads and yarn to each
child.They make a necklace by
stringing the beads.The he/she
attracts attention to the number 14
by counting the beads on the yarn.

The short animation about the
numbers is watched. Attention is
drawn to the number 14.

The pre-school teacher prepares the cards of the
numbers from 1 to 14. ( The cards must be in pairs).
He wears the numbers on the children’s clothes to
see each other and the children begin to
dance.When the music stops, then children try to
find their partners.The pre-school teacher repeats
the numbers to create the awareness after the
children matched.( Especially, it is stood on the
number 14)
The pre-school teacher prepares 0 through 9 of
carrot patterned number cards and rabbit
masks.He/she wears them to the children in a way
they see each other easily.( The cards are prepared
by the number of children)The children move
according to the teacher’s command.The
instructions such as „ Number 8 rabbits are under
the table” , „ Number 4 rabbits hold hands”,”
Number 14 rabbits jump on their one foot „ are
given. When the even numbers are said, two
rabbits come together. For example; when the
number 14 rabbit is said, 1 and 4 number children
fulfill the command by holding hands.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
big card which introduce the
number 14.Then the children are
canalized to the activity table.
There are prepared from 1 to 14 the
number of cards as the number of
the children on the activity
table.The pre-school teacher shows
the number cards one by one to the
children.The children lift up the
same card of the card showed by
the teacher by finding them among
their cards.

The pre-school teacher prepares a
oversized card introducing the
number 14.After the description of
the number, the worksheets are
distributed to the children.Working
lines are combined according to the
instructions on the page and be
painted in any desired color.The
works are exhibited in the
classroom board.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
puppets about the number 1,4 and
14 and are played.Then the children
repeat the information which they
learned from the puppets stage.

„The number of train” creative
drama work is done.The materials
for this activity are prepared by the
pre-school teacher in advance.It is
paid attention to all children have
tasks.

The pre-school teacher distributes the geometric
shapes written the number 14 on the floor in a
mixed way. The children are divided two groups.
They put the shapes in proper baskets according to
the teacher’s command. For example: yellow
triangles numbered 14, red circles numbered
14…etc.
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THEME :NUMBER ( RECOGNITION THE NUMBERS FROM 1 TO
20)(THE NUMBER 15)

MATHS

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares the play
dough for the children and has them sit
to the activity tables by turns.He/she
wears the badges written on number 15
on each child.( When the children are
playing with the play dough, the tale can
be watched about number 15)

The rhymes named 15 is taught to the
children by the pre-school teacher.

The pre-school teacher draws the number
15 with chalk on the floor of the class.
The children dance with the music.
When the music stops, the children are
asked to step on the number 15. The
children who step are applauded.The
children who out of the number are out
of the game.

The pre-school teacher distrubutes the
worksheet written the number 15 to the
children and gives the information about
the number.Then he/she asks them to
paint number 15 with finger paint.And
then the rhythmic work is done for
reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the power point presentation
about the number 15.After watching it,
the questions about this number are
asked and asks the children to give
some examples.

The pre-schhol teacher say the children
to wear necklaces are written the
numbers from 1 to 5 on their necks.
Which number said, the child who has
this number stands up and is
applauded.When the number 15 is said,
the children whose necklace are written
1 and 5 hug each other.Then It is
indicated that when 1 and 5 come
together, they create number 15.

The pre-school teacher records the
rhythmic counting from 1 to 15 of the
chidren.Then he/she has the children
listen it.In the secod time for listening ,
the teacher asks the children to collect
15 toys and put them on the table until
the record finishes.The toys are counted
by the children.The children who
collects enough toys in listening time
are applauded.

The pre-school teacher says the children
to be a circle.He/she introduced the
number 15 to them and the game starts.
The teacher begin to count up to 15
rhythmically. While he/she counting, the
pre-school teacher asks the children to say
cız instead of 5 and sit, bom instead 10
and jump, cız-bom instead of 15 and sit
and jump. Each child is encouraged to
count the number.

One boy from trash
One fat boy
What are three what are five
The name is fifteen.

5 – 7 Age

.

The pre-school teacher asks the children
to sit in a half-moon shaped.He/she put
the working board in a place visible to
all.He/she writes the number 15 with
acetate pan and introduces 15.Then
he/she allows to write 15 on the board
for the children in turn.
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THEME :NUMBER ( RECOGNITION THE NUMBERS FROM 1 TO20)(THE NUMBER
16)

MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher draws the
number 16 on the floor of the
class.Then It tells the gathering of
the children around the number 16
drawn on the ground and pass on
the number 16 in turn.

"Here 16" finger game is taught.
1
(one
finger
is
shown)
6
(six
fingers
are
shown)
Here you 16 (the number 16 is shown in
number chart)

The pre-school teacher distributes the
circle cards written the number 16 on the
classroom floor. The music starts and the
children are asked to walk without
touching each other.When the music stops,
children press on the cars of the number 16
with freezing is requested.Every time the
music is opened a card is subtracted.The
game continues until the last child.

The pre-school teacher distributes
the work on the dotted line where
the number 16 to the children.
He/she asks the children to
complete it first with their fingers
then with their crayons.

The cartoon named Journey of Numbers is
watched to the children. After watching, it
is chatted about the number 16 using
question-answer method.
Children are selected and provided through
a midwife to get out of class.

A midwife is selected and provided
through a midwife to get out of class.The
pre-school teacher hide the card written
number 16 anywhere in the class.The
midwife is called to the class and asks
him/her to find it.The other children say „
hot” when he/she comes near it and say
„cold” he/she moves away it.The children
who find the number 16 are applauded.

The pre-school teacher prepares
oversized number 16 on the class
board. He/she gives information
about the number 16. Then he/she
puts the chenille wires and colorful
beads on that the numbers 1 and 6
on the activity table. He/she tells
that each child takes 1 and 6
number wires and aling the beads to
these wires. Then completed
chenille are brought together to
form image of the number 16.

Therodpuppetsnumber 1 and 6
areprepared.Thestorynamedship of
numbersareread.Afterthestory,
therodpuppetsaregiventothechildrenandask
sthechildrentosummarize it.

The pre-school teacher removes the mold of
the numbers from 1 to 6. These numbers are
put in the empty box. The children’s eyes
are tied. The blindfolded child is asked to
find the number 1 and 6 in the box with
touching. If he/she does correctly, he/she
show it to his/her friends. The numbers 1
and 6 are combined and it is said that they
create the number 16.
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THEME :NUMBERS(RECOGNITION THE NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 20)
( NUMBER 17)

MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher writes the numbers
from 1 to 17 on the cardboard in the form
of footprint.He/she pastes these cards on
the floor starting from the classroom door.
It is provided that creating the awareness
of the children by attracting their attention.

The pre-school teacher tells a short
story about the number 17 with rod
puppets written on the numbers 1 and 7
When the story finished, the rod
puppets written on 17 are given to the
children as a gift.

The pre-school teacher has the children
sit in a circle.He/she wears the hat with
the number 17 on a child’s head.When
the music starts, the child wears the hat
to another friend’s head.In this way,
the game continues until the music
stops. The child has the hat on his/her
own head says „17” loudly with the
help of the teacher when the music
stops.

In this way, the game continues until
the music stops

The pre-school teacher writes the numbers
on the cups and ping-pong balls.He/she
alings the cups on the activity table in turn
and put the ping-pong balls on the table
with a basket.He /she asks the children to
put the ping-pong balls into the cups in
turn by finding the same number on the
cups. All children are given an
opportunity.

The pre-school teacher puts 17 objects on
the activity table.He/she asks the children
to say like 1.ball,2.car,3.pencil…etcin
turn.

The pre-school teacher puts the puzzle
of the number 17 and 17 objects on the
floor in a mixed way and asks the
children to sit with their chairs in a
circle. It is talked about what the picture
can be with the children by
brainstorming.Thanks to the replies of
the children and the help of the teacher ,
the puzzle is completed by providing
information about the number 17iwhich
is hidden in puzzle.

The pre-school teacher distributes the
cards printed the numbers from 1 to 17
seperately to the children.The children
try to show own cards to each
other.The pre-school teacher begins to
say all the numbers at rondom.When a
child heard own number, he/she
stands up and goes into the proper
order and he/she lifts the card up so
that the other children can see it.When
all the numbers are said, the numbers
from 1 to 17 are created in a
squence.The children roam in the
classroom as a number train.

The pre-school teacher enumerates
from 1 to 17 the pencils and the
boxes.He/she puts points as the number
on the boxes and asks a child to throw
the buttons into the box until the
number on the box.The same work is
done for all boxes.After the children
throw the buttons into the boxes, they
take the buttons from the boxes by
counting them. After they finish it, the
box bacomes empty and „how many
buttons are there in the box?” is asked
to them.

The pre-school teacher says „you will
play a game called the fire bridage
ladder.” to the children and draws a
ladder on the floor.He/she writes the
numbers from 1 to 17 on each
stairwells.The pre-school teacher places
other inverted cards on the table and
show a card to a child and closed it.The
child goes up as the number he/she sees
by jumping on one foot,strating from
one.When he/she reaches the number,
he/she steps on two feet.All the children
repeat the same game.
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THEME :NUMBER ( RECOGNITION OF NUMBERS FROM 1
TO 20)( NUMBER 18)

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AG
E

MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The fun 1 and 8 numer
puppets are prepared
and animated by the
pre-school
teacher.Then
he/she
gives the opportunities
to animate the puppets.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
rod puppets about the numbers 1,8 and
18.While he/she telling the nursery
rhyme, he/she shows by lifting the
puppets.

The pre-school teacher inflate 18 balloons and writes
the numbers from1 to 18 on them.Then the music
starts and the children dance. When the music stops,
the children try to catch the balloons and look at the
numbers on them.The child wha has the number 18
wins a point and the name of his/her is written on the
blackboard.The game continues in this way.The
child who catch the maximum number of 18 wins the
game.( The aim of writing the number is raising
awareness.)

The pre-school teacher
hangs the number 18
on the board and makes
necessary
explanation.Then it is
asked the children to
find the animals which
are 18 and circle them
by giving the
worksheet to them.

The pre-school teacher hangs the
necklace which are 1 and 8 on the
numbers to the necks of two
children.It is said that it is 18 by the
childre are came together.The
necklaces which is the number 1 are
given to the half of the children and
the necklaces which are the number 8
are given to the rest of the
children.Keeping rhythm with a
tambourine, the pre-school teacher
counts up to 18.When he/she said 18,
the children who have 1 and 8 come
together.

The pre-school teacher gives an information about
the number 18.He/she says the children will play
lotto with the numbers from 1 to 18 to the
children.The number 18 is very much on the
cards.The pre-school teacher says the number 18,
sometimes emphatically, sometimes also give a
voice to children by providing consolidation

The pre-school teacher
creates the number 18
with
the
number
sticks.Then the puzzle
consisting the numbers
up to 18 and the objects
as the numbers are
given
to
the
children.The children
are asked to complete
the objects and the
numbers correctly.

Thepreschoolteachercountsthenumbers
from1 to 18 rhythmically.Then
he/shecountthemwiththechildrenbysh
owingthenumbercards.Then it is
saidthechildrentorepeatthenumbersby
showingthecardstothem
in
mixedway.Inordertotaketheirattention
,whenthenumbercard
18
is
showed,theeffect
of
applausecomesaftertheiranswers.

Thepreschoolteachersaysthechildrenthattheywillplaythega
me
“
Traffic”.
Thewaysare
done
withtheelectricaltape
in
theclassroom.Thenumbersupto 18 arepasted on
theways
in
mixedway.Thevariousvehiclesarecreatedwiththechil
dren.(Car,truck,trailer,van,busetc)Whentheteacher
say “ It is greenlightgoandfindthenumber 18
andstand
on
it”
rhythmically,allthechildrenenterthewayswhichthey
wantandtrytofindthenumber
18.The
childfirstlyfindandstand on 18 winsthegameand is
applauded.Thenıfthechildwhowinswants,he/she can
givetheinstructions.

The first of the numbers
Its name is 1
Conjoined two 0
Becomes 8 wraps
They come together
Becomes 18 look!
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MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher writes a big
number 19 with the electric tape on
the floor of the classroom and asks
the children to aling legos on the
tape.( The teacher tells the name of
the game „ 19 path” to create
awareness.)

The pre-school teacher draws a nest
on which written the numbers
from1 to 19 periodically. He/she
puts ping-pong ball on the first
bird’s nest and blows it. The child
who hits the 19th nest wins the
game.

The pre-school teacher inflates the 19 balloons and
writes the number from 1 to 19 on them.The are
counted with the children.Then the balloons are
alinged on the rope and exploit them with the
needle in turn.

The pre-school hangs the number
19 on the board and distributes
magic pictures works consisting of
the point marked from 1 to 19 to the
children.He/she asks the children to
combine the points and find what is
the hidden picture.The painting
may be done at the end of the work.

The pre-school tecaher distributes
the cards on which written the
numbers from1 to 19 on the floor of
the classroom.Then he/she counts
rhythmic and jumps by saying the
numbers on the cards.And then it is
repeated
with
each
child
likewise.The educational video”
Fun Numbers” is watched.

The pre-school teacher puts a cardboard on the
soil in the morning.The center of the cardboard is
marked and the rod is smashed in there
securely.In every hour, he shadow of the rod falls
on the cardboard is drawn and when it reaches the
number 19, it is showed to the children by
measuring with the ruler.Then the worksheet
consisting og the number 19 are given to the
children and they are asked to paint them.

The pre-school teacher gives a ring
which there are points as the
number from 1 to 19 in seperate
sections and latches to the
children.He /she asks the children
to wear the latches which represent
the number of points to the
appropriate
sections
by
counting.All the children are
provided to do this activity.

The pre-school teacher explains the
game „ Darts” to the children.Then
he/she hangs the dart on the wall in
the classroom and tries to hit 19
points by throwing arrows.The
child who hit 19 is applauded.The
children try to throw the arrows to
target table in turn.

The pre-school teacher puts the box in the middle
of the playground(garden) by saying they will play
the game „home free” to the children.He/she
selects a child as a midwife and asks him/her to sit
on the box. The midwife closes his/her eyes and
counts from 1 to 19.While he/she is counting, the
other children try to hide.After counting, the
midwife begins to find the children.If the children
touch the box which the midwife says without
he/she sees, they wouldn’t be caught. If the
midwife reaches base a child by saying the name
of him/her , he/she is caught and is a new
midwife.The game continues in this way.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

THEME : NUMBER(RECOGNITIONFROM 1 TO 20)
(NUMBER 19)
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THEME : NUMBER(RECOGNITIONFROM 1 TO 20)
(NUMBER 20)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher writes
the number 20 on the A4 paper
with the white candle.He/she
makes a statement that we will
meet a magic number with
you.He/she distributes the
worksheets and watercolors on
the activity table.The children
are asked to paint these
worksheets.( The pre-school
teacher refers that the resulting
shape is a number after
drying.)

”Uncle with the balloons” the
song is taught.
Uncle with the balloons is
coming
He is giving balloons to us
Let’s take 20 balloons
Let’s inflate inflate booom
After the song finishes,
attention of the children is
drawn to the balloon hung in
advance by the teacher
board.The children are asked
to count the balloons on the
board rhythmically.

The pre-school teacher brings different
shapes and qualities objects which are
designed so that the children have no
difficulties such as pet,box,jar etc.to the
classroom.The children are asked to count
the sealed materials.Then the covers are
opened and alinged on the activity
table.The children come in turn and wear
the covers on the appropriate materials.

The pre-school teacher gives
the worksheet consisting of a
big tree to the children and
distributes cut apples to them.
The children are asked to paste
20 apples on the tree.After the
activity finished, the apples on
the
tree
are
counted
rhythmically.

„The number 20” nursery
rhyme is taught.
Saturday Sunday
There are 2 days off
What we do on holiday
We have 0 work
2 and 0 together
Jump 20 times.

The pre-school teacher opens 20 circle
holes on which are written from1 to 20 on
the styrofoam paper. The children queue
up.They try to pass through the holes with
the 20 ping-pong balls(numbered).
Attention of the children is drawn to the
number 20 with the directive „ We have
got 20 holes and 20 balls in the board „.

The
pre-school
teacher
prepares the silvery wires on
the activity table.Then the preschool teacher shows the
number 2 and 0 which are
shaped by himself/herself to
the children.The children are
asked to make 2 and 0 with the
chenille wire by looking at the
samples.He/she
tells
the
formation of the number 20
when 2 and 0
come
together.The children create
number 20 by combining 2 and
0 and it is exhibited on the
board.

Thepre-schoolteacher
has
thechildrenwatchthePower
Point
presentationaboutthenumber
20
fromthenumberseries.Afterthe
presentation,
he/sheasksthechildrentoshow
20 materials in theclassroom.

Thepre-schoolteacherputs
10
CDsandwoodenblocks
on
twoactivitytables.Twomidwivesareselected
.Themidwivesareaskedto
maket
he
towertoestablish a pattern of CD
sandwoodenblocks.Themusicstartsandthec
hildwhofinishesthebalancetowerfirstlywins
thegameand
is
applauded.Afterthegamefinished,thepreschoolteachergives a command that
countingtheparts of thetowerconsisting of
woodenblocksandCDs.
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THEME: NUMBER (TO ENHANCING from 1 to 10 in the OBJECT
NUMBER)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

MATHS

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue prepares the empty
plate and she puts a cookie into the
plate. Then she puts two cookies.
Pedagogue says that before the plate
is empty. After slowly adding
cookie plate, she represents an
increase of cookies.

I AM A TREE I is finger game
I am a tree
My branch opened 1 flowers
Opened two flowers
3 blooms
4 blooms
5 blooms
It rained
Wind output
My branch fell to the ground

The pedagogue prepares the 2 ball in a
basket. She counts the balls and says
there are 2 balls. Then she gives the ball
to the children. They throw the balls into
the basket in turn. At the end of every
shot, pedagogue means an increased
number of balls in the basket.

Pedagogue prepares the auction
process on flannel board. The
numbers from 1 to 10 made carrots
and felt are used for this process. As
a result of the auction process the
children are asked to jump like rabbit
until the number of results.

I AM A TREE I is finger game
I am a tree
My branch opened 1 flowers
Opened two flowers
3 blooms
4 blooms
5 blooms
6 blossom
7 bloom
8 blooms
9 bloom
10 blossoms
It rained
Wind output
My branch fell to the ground

The pedagogue prepares the worksheet
printed the numbers from 1 to 10 and
distrubutes it to the children.
The value of numbers up against
colored pompoms are attached. While
the pedagogue is pasting puffs, she
indicates that a rise from 1 up to the
number 10.

The pedagogue prepares simple
auction process. The lanterns are on
working on this paper and the auction
process located on lanterns.
Children can make this process with
the object or number of beads. The
results are written on the lantern. The
fish crackers as the result are put on
the lantern. At the end of the process
the kids can eat fish crackers

1 small bottle swinging
Someone came from the outside hoop next
it
2 green bottle swinging.
Three of them came from the outside hoop
next it.
5 green bottle swinging
Two of them came from the outside hoop
next it
7 green bottle swinging
Three of them came from the outside hoop
next it.
10 green bottle swinging

Pedagogue paste the left and right hand
figures the number of children up on the
cardboard. The children work in the
pages of the auction process, using little
fingers figure (crimping, gluing) and the
pedagogue controls them.
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THEME :NUMBERS (counting the numbers from 1 to 20 of
rhythmic)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The
pre-school
teacher
entrenches the numbers from 1
to 20 in the different places in
the class.Then he/she opens the
short music.Until the music
stops, the children collects these
numbers and entrench them to
the number box.The pre-school
teacher counts the the numbers
by showing them to the children
and leads to the formation of
awareness.

The pre-school teacher has the
children watch the video
about the numbers from 1 to
20.After watching it, he/she
counts the numbers one by
one. The children repeat after
each number.

The pre-school teacher prepares the numbers from 1 to 20 by
writing on the cardboard. He/she pastes then on the ground
of the class. The pre-school teacher guides the children to
turn to jump.When they jump, the teacher says the
numbers.The learning activity continues in this way.

The pre-school teacher prepares
the numbers from 1 to
20.He/she guides to hang the
numbers with the latches on the
rope prepared previously.When
all the numbers are hanged, the
numbers are said all together.

The pre-school teacher asks
the children to sit on the
chairs designed in the form of
U in advance by counting the
numbers from 1 to 20. The
teacher puts an empty jar
behind the paravane.Then
he/she throws the bills as a
material into the jar in turn
and asks the children to
estimate the number of the
bills just by hearing. The
child who accurate prediction
is applauded.
( In this activity, the
ambience must be silent
completely.)

The numbers made from cardboard are hanged on the back
of the children without showing them.The midwife is
selected and he/she puts in order them according to the
numbers on their backs.The pre-school teacher asks the
children like „ wonder if what could be the number behid
you?” The children try to estimate the number by counting.

The
pre-school
teacher
distrubutes the 20-car train
activity and the numbers from 1
to 20 to the children. Firstly, the
children cut the train and paste
the cars.Then they paste the
numbers on the cars in turn. The
made activities are displayed on
the class board.

The pre-school teacher had
the children watch the video
about the numbers from 1 to
20.Then he/she hangs the
number cards from 1 to 20 on
the flannel board. He/she
asks the numbers in a mixed
way by turning the reverse of
the cards.According to the
order of the number, the
children try to estimate
them.The children who
accurate estimate are
applauded as the numbers.

Thepre-schoolteacherputsthecardboardnumbers on
thegroundrespectively.He/sheindicatesthatthegamenamed “
mynumber in you” is played.Thegamestartswiththesentence
“ My luckynumber is 5, it getsthemate of Ayşe”andAyşe
takesthatnumberandgetsback.Thegamecontinuesbysayingthe
name of anotherfriendforthesamerhyme.
Whenthenumbersfrom 1 to 20 arefinished ,theyarelisted in
therightplace on theground.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS
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THEME: NUMBERS ”RHYTHMIC COUNTING FROM 1 TO 10”

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

MATHS

KINESTHETIC

The numbers from 1 to 5 are
written on the colorful sticky
paper with the children and ask
the children to gum them on the
board.

5 little lion finger game about
the numbers from 1 to 5 is taught.
1 little lion,2 little lions,
3 little lions,4 little lions,5 little lions.

Walking work among the toy
numbers from 1 to 5 which are made
of filler materials.

The children are asked to rod
wooden beads to knee and the
wooden beads from 1 to 10 are
aligned one bye one.

Rhymes called numbers are taught.
One,two,three,four,five,six,seven,eight,nine,t
en red balloon and perch on the roof of the
neighboring!

Cushions on written the numbers
from 1 to 10 are put on the floor and
it is played by grapping cushion with
music.

The numbers from 1 to 10 are
drawn on the cardboards and the
children are asked to complete
them using some waste materials
like
stamps,beads,glue,tinsel...etc.

The musical instruments are distributed to
the children rondomly and firstly, the
children are asked to count from 1 to 10 then
keep rhythm using the musical instruments.

The numbers from 1 to 10 are glued
on the necklaces and attached to the
necks of children.
According to the class,2 pieces are
made for each number. The children
dance with the music and when the
music stops, each child find the other
who has the same number . If they
aren’t able to find same number they
are out of the game.
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THEME: PLACE (FAR)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue puts the toy in front of
the door of the class. The closest chils
and The most distant child to the toy
are showed.

The power point presantation about the
distant concept is prepared. It is a
conversation with question and answer
method.

The pedagogue explains with
examples showing that the child
away and the most distant objects in
the classroom.

The concept illustrated cards about the
concept distant and writing and reading
preparatory work are done.

The pedagogue divides the children into two
groups. One group is close to him and the
other is far away to him. The pedagogue
gives different rhythm instruments to the
groups. When the pedagogue says distant,
the group starts playing rhythm instruments
farthest him

WHERE TO RABBIT GAME

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS

Pedagogue draws the start and finish
line on the place. He selects 4
children and strings them side by
side. The time starts and the children
begin to the competition by doing
imitation of rabbit.
When the time is full the outbound
child wins the play. It can also be
used different walks used in this
game.

5 – 7 YEARS

.
The concept map is prepared with the
children.The pedagogue prepares the
materials needed previously or may be
required preparing the children.

The documentary about the space is
watched to the children. The farthest and
closest planet to our World are stated.
Stated. The drama related to this theme is
made.

The music is started. The children
dance at large. When the music stops,
the pedagogue says the name of a
child. Name said child says the
names of the near and the name of the
children in the most remote and give
them a salute.

Ü
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THEME : PLACE ( NEAR)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher brings
the children sandpit and creates
shapes using various patterns.
Then he/she shows the most
close to him/her to the children
and gives information about the
concept of near.Later the preschool teacher asks the children
to play using sand mold and
show off those closest to them.

The pre-school teacher gives an
information about the concept of close.
He/she has the children watched an
entertaining video.Stopping the video
from time to time , the teacher asks the
closest people and objects to the people
and objects.( for example; Which child is
closest to the table?)It is chatted about
the concept of close for reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher has the children placed
in the designated places in the classroom.Then
he/she distributes the balls in the baskets as a
free to the children. „ Take the closest ball to
him/her and put into the basket” command is
issued.At the end of the game, it is talked
about the concept of the close.

The pre-school teacher makes a
statement about the concept of
close to the children and show
the children who are close to
him/her to the others.The he/she
puts the worksheets on the
activity table and asks the
children to paint the flowers
which are close to them with the
color they want and circle the
flowers which are far.

The pre-school teacher has the children
sit in a round and the child goes out of the
class.Then a toy is hidden in the
classroom. The child who is out of the
class calls to the class and asks him/her
to find it.The child starts to wanter to find
the toy in the class.When the child is
closer to the toy, his/her friends say „
near near” If the child moves away the
toy, the children shout „ far away”. The
game continues until the toy is
found.When the toy is found, the child
gives it to the other child who will go out
the class.the game continues in this way.

The pre-school teacher opens the music and
the children dance.When the music finished,
the teacher says the name of a child.The
name said child says the name of the closest
friend a nd give him/her a salute.The game
continues in this way until all children salute
the next friend.

The prepared visual presentation
about the concept of the close is
watched to the children.It is
talked about the concept and
prepared worksheets are painted.

The pre-school teacher has the children
sit side by side in order. He/she gives
an object to the child at the beginning
of the queue and puts a bsket near the
child at the end of the queue.The
teacher tells a tale that is prevalent in
the near words.Every the word close,
the child who has an object provides it
to reach to the basket by giving the
object to the near friend.The children at
the beginning of the queue gives a new
object when they hear the word
near.The objects are delivered from
hand to hand to the basket.The objects
are counted in the basket at the end of
the tale.

The pre-school teacher enters the classroom
with a personnel whose wrists are tied with
the ribbon and this personnel introduses
himself/herself to the children.The preschool teacher says the children will play a
game and the name of the game is „ paired
walk” and „ we will walk in pairs as you
want, so let’s choose a president who gives
the instruction to us” According to the
child’s instruction, they start to walk in a
cordinated manner.Then the children are
asked to pair in order to begin the play.The
wrists of the pairs are tied with the
ribbon.The instructions „ walking fast,
walking slowly, approaching and walking
away,squatting/ like a
little
man
walking,walking at your fingertips,wrapped
together...etc.” may be given.
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THEME :PROBLEM SOLVING

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher distributes the
worksheets to the children. There are a dog
one side and a bone on other side on the
worksheet. There is a big road between
them.The pre-school teacher gives an
instruction „The dog is hungry and let’s help
it to find its way to reach the bone.” After the
work, the worksheet is painted with crayons
and exhibited in the board.

„ Weeny bird” song is taught by the
pre-scgool teacher. It is discussed
with the children about the problem
in the song and solution of it with
question-answer method.

Hot and cold game is played. A child is selected and
requested to wait outside.The toy is hidden in the
class.The child who is outside is called and asked to
find the toy.While the child is looking for the toy,
his/her friends hepl him/her.When the child gets
closer to the toy, his/her friends too applaud;when
he/she gets away from the toy, they little applaud.

The pre-school teacher prepares the pictures
of
ambulance,children
playing
ball,microbes,hospital,children who ate
fruits without washing on the activity
table.He/she gives an instruction „they put in
order from the problem situation to solution.

There are Pınar,Çınar and their
mother in the room of the house on
the picture card prepared.There is a
vase with the flowers,but it is
broken.The pre-school teacher asks
the children to examine the picture
and asks„ What is the problem of
Pınar and Çınar’s.What should
they do and what do they say to
their mother? What can be done for
the broken vase?” The children are
given the opportunity to find
solutions to their problems by
chatting with them.

The pre-school teacher choose a child among the
children.He/she goes out and wait until he/she is
called. A player is selected and the name of her/his
can not said.The child who is out is called and is
asked to find his/her friend.The child tries to find
him/her by asking various questions such as „What
color is his/her hair? Is she or he? What color are
his/her eyes?.

The pre-school teacher distributes the
worksheets to the children.There are a child
who thinks what would do,a cat in a high
wall,rope,stone and stairs on the
worksheet.The pre-school teacher gives an
insruction „ Which dsholud the child use for
resqueing the cat?” The result is discussed
with the children.Then the picture is painted
and hanged on the board.

The water model is made by laying
blue nylon on the table in order to
the children can practice on the
problem situation.The toysa re put
next to the water.The children use
these toys as a duck and its
ducklings.The problem and its
solutions are discussed with the
instruction “ Mom, the duck need
to pass to the opposite side of the
water with its ducklings.The
ducklings can not pass the water
since they can not swim.Let’s find
the solution for them.”

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The class is divided two groups. The circle and square
shapes are drawn in a mixed way on the floor of the
class.The first group must pass the opposite by
pressing the circle and the second group pressing the
square.The child stepped into the wrong shape can not
pass the opposite.At the end of the game, the group
which has the number of children crossing the outside
wins the game.
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THEME :QUANTITY(ALL/WHOLE)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL
The pre-school teacher shows divided in
half an apple to the children and explains
that combining the two half apples
becomes whole apple.Then he/she gives
divided in half fruits to the children and
asks them to combine and create a whole
fruits.

The pre-school teacher distributes the
whole lemon and half a lemon pictures to
the children and asks the children to find
the whole lemon and cut and paste it.

The pre-school teacher provides the
children to sit in the „U” layout. He/she
shows the materials prepared in advance
one by one to the children and ask a
question „ What happened if I cut them
from the middle of them.After the replies
are listened, the materials are divided into
two equal parts by hand or with the aid of
a knife.Then it is asked them that what
would happen when two parts are
combined.Half and all the objects are put
in a mixed way in front of the children
and the children are asked to show the
half objects and to divide into two equal
parts the whole one.Then it is chatted
about the creating a whole by combining
the parts again.( Children may be asked
to print using the halves of materials such
as potatoes and onions.)

AUDITORY
The apples in the garden
I divide it half
I gave half of it to dad
This is too much
Delicious and great
This nursery rhyme is taught to the
children.With regard to the concept of
rhymes,the pictures of the apples and half
apples are showed to the children.

The pre-school teacher puts half an apple
pictures on the place where the children
can reach and half an strawberry pictures
on the floor of the classroom.
He/she asks the children to collect the all
the apples and strawberries accompanied
by the song” Let’s pick the apples”
Let’s hop let’s jump
Let’s pick applesfrom the branch
Let’s sit let’s sit
Let’s pick the strawberries.
( The children should collect all the half
apples and strawberries and make them
all.)
The pre-school teacher tells the story “
Podgy Rabbit and Spinner Fox” with
puppet technique.
It was a sunny day.Podgy rabbit and
Spinner fox decided to go on a
picnic.They came to the most beautiful
place of the forest.They played all the
games they like.Spinner fox said “ I’m
hungry.Let’s
eat
the
food
we
brought.Podgy rabbid had an apple and a
pear.Skinner
fox
had
only
a
watermelon.What would they do? The
idea came to the Spinner fox’s mind. And
said “ Now I divide our fruits into two
equal parts and share”Firstly it divided the
apple into two parts and gave a half of it
to the rabbit and took the other part.Then
they divided the other fruits and they ate
the fruits with apptite.

KINESTHETIC
The pre-school teacher shows the
number cards from 1 to 5 to the
children.(as a whole)Then he/she
shows the numbers as half and
distributes the half cards to the
various
places
of
the
classroom.He/she gives the other
half of them to the children and asks
them to find the other half of the
cards.( The lively music is opened
for adding excitement )

The pre-school taecher prepares the
cards in various colors and
patterns.He/she distributes them in
a mixed way in the classroom.The
children
begin
to
dance
accompanied with the music.When
the music stops, each child takes a
card then finds the other half in the
friend’s hands.The first completed
card as a whole child is applauded.

The pre-school teacher prepares two
activity baskets consisting of two
halves.He/she divides the children
into two groups and asks them to
make all from the parts.The first
finished group wins the game.( The
music may be opened for adding the
excitement and movement)
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THEME: QUANTITY (BLANK)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Two glasses are prepared. One is
filled with water and the other is
empty. It is said which glass is empty.

The pedagogue prepares two bottles.One is
empty and the other is full. It is indicated
that the beads in the full bottle sounds and
the other does not sound because of being
empty.

The pedagogue draw two circles on
the ground in the classroom. The
children are asked to put the toys into
the one of the circle with the
music.When the music stops, İt is
asked which circle is empty to the
children.

The pedagogue puts two bowls on the
table. The small toys are put into the
one bowl and closed inversely.Then the
children are asked which bowl is
empty. According to the answers, the
bowls are replaced whitout seeing the
children.

The interior is full of maracas and hollow
one are listened. The difference between
them is asked to the children.

The pedagogue puts colored rings on
the carpet.Two children are selected
and given them two rods. When the
game starts, they strings the rings in
place to hollow rods. Filled rod
before the child wins the game.

The pedagogue gives the worksheet
drawn on empty bird's nest to the
children and gives preliminary
information about the concept empty.
Then the children are asked to draw a
bird into the nest (Waste materials are
available to use.)

The pedagogue gives two glasses and a
pipette to the children. One of the glasses is
empty and the other is filled with water. The
children are asked to blow into the cup. The
difference of the sound between the glasses
are listened to them

The pedagogue gives background
information on the concept of blank
to the children. Then she gives the
worksheet to the children. They are
asked to create original paintings on
the concept blank. (a figure that can
be drawn through the middle of the
working paper. They can leave the
children line the road.)
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THEME : QUANTITY (CROWD)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Pedagogue shows a picture card that the
crowd of people and explains that
crowded the place here.

CROWDED song is taught
I’m in crowded people are
everywhere
Some
waits
the
row
Some
waits
doctors
I’m in crowded people are
everywhere
Some waits bus
Some waits favorite

The pedagogue tells the children to dance to the
music. When the music stops, it is said to have
collected and created all crowded together.

The pedagogue provides information
regarding the crowd concept with
picture cards. Then the worksheets are
distributed. The pictures where the
crowds of people are painted by
children.

The pedagogue asks "Where it is
crowded?” to the children. After
the answers, It gives information
about the crowds. The story is told.
The word “crowed “is used in
some sections of the story. When
they heard these words children
are asked to applaud

WHO ARE THERE IN THE MINIBUSES”
GAME

The pedagogue shows the pictures
related to a crowed environment to the
children and gives the information
about them. Then the football field
and the empty tribune data worksheets
are given to the children. The children
are asked to draw the people in the
empty tribune. So they are asked to
make a crowed tribune.

.
FIND THE SHAPE GAME
The pedagogue puts different
shapes on the corners of the
class. Heart,star,flower...etc. The
pedagogue calls each child near
him/her in turn. The children
throw a dice and sit on top of the
shape emerging. After all the
children throw the dice, it is
spoken which one is more
crowed.

The pedagogue glued the empty minibus
picture on the wall and put the pen in front of
the picture. Then two children are selected and
they stand side by side at a distance. The
pedagogue says the number to children’s ear.
With the command “Start”, the children
expenses in places like the snake crawled and
draw the number of the peoples it is said with
the pen into the minibus. Then which minibus
is crowed is asked to the students.

A labyrinth is drawn to the class and the pictures
in crowded places are placed The midwife is
chosen ad his/her eyes are hoodwinked. Children
are directed by a midwife words and try to keep
away from crowded places.
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THEME : QUANTITY ( FULL)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher has the
children watch the slideshow about
the concept of full.Then he/she puts
a filled bag on the activity table and
says that it is full to the children.It
is indicated thet the baskets of the
toy are full .

The pre-school teacher takes a
filled jar into the hand and empty
jar to the other hand.He/she shakes
them several times.It is chatted
about which one is full and which
one is empty.He /she gives the
opportunity to try this work.

The pre-school teacher prepares two medium-sized
empty buckets and puts them in places determined
in the classroom.He/she divides the children into 2
groups and gives them a small bucket full of
puffs.The children throw the puffs into the empty
bucket in order to fill it.The pre-school teacher
expresses that the buckets are empty and the others
are full.

The pre-school teacher gives the
information about the concept of
full.Then he/she distributes the
empty vase and the pictures of
flowers to the children.Distributed
flower pictures are cut and pasted
on the vase by the children.The
instruction „ Your vase is filled
with flowers anymore” is given by
the pre-school teacher.

The pre-school teacher gives the
information about the concept of
full. The different objects are given
to the children.( plate,cup,jar etc are
distributed). The insides of these
materials are filled with suitable
materials.A child says it is full by
showing the material in hands.For
example; My pencilcase is full. The
pre-school teacher saves the video
of the children in this work.Then
this video is watched with the
children.

The pre-school teacher divides the children into
two groups.There are a number of box opposite of
the each group.They are provided to fill the boxes
by moving the toys in front of them.At the end of
that period,it is checked that how many boxes are
full and empty. The most box-filling group wins
the game.After the game finishes, the children are
taken to the activity table and more directive in
accordance with the concept of full blank
worksheets are distributed to the children and it is
asked to paint them.

The pre-school teacher prepares
full buckets,baskets,boxes for
teaching the concept of full.He/she
gives an information about the
concept
of
full.Then
the
worksheets about the concept of
full are distributed to the
children.The children are asked to
put the cross sign on the aquarium
which is full and draw fish in the
empty aquarium.

The full and empty pots of Pepe and
Shila’s” animated is watched.Then
the concept is consolidated with the
question-answer method.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The pre-school teachers prepares a glass, a bottle of
water and the medium-sized bowl for impeding the
spill of the water on the activity table.The children
come up to the teacher in turn.The pre-school
teacher closes the children’s eyes and asks them to
evacuate the water from the bottle to glass.While
the children are evacuating the water, the teacher
may help them.At the end of the game, eyes of the
children are opened and how filled the glass is
observed.
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THEME: QUANTITY ( HALF )

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue shows a few fruits to
the children. These fruits are full. Then
these fruits are divided in half. It is said
that these resulting parts are half.

"Apple in the Garden"
Said the rhyme.
Apple in the garden
I divide it half
I give half of it to my father
That takes the biscuit
The flavors were wonderful "

The pictures are divided two in the
class. It left in place a mixed way.
The children are asked to complete
this half pictures.

Oversized cardboard funds that half of
the image on the left are hung on the
wall. Children are asked to complete
the picture.

"Pepe is learning Half-Full" video is
monitored. The pedagogue asks the
questions about the video to the children.

Pedagogue prepares divided animal
cards. He hangs the cards on the
children’s necks. The children are
played free games accompanied the
music. When the music stops, the
children are requested to combine
the half animal cards.

The worksheets on the half of the
human body are given to the children
and asked to complete them

Rabbit Pompom and Candlestick Hedgehog
story is read and the last of the story is
unreadable.
The children are asked to complete the
unfinished story.

Pedagogue puts in a mixed manner
on the table cut in half leaf paintings
in various sizes and colors. The
children are asked to find half of
these pictures.

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS
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THEME: QUANTITY (HEAVY)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

In order to highlight the heavy
concept, pedagogue prepares the
number of children stones and cotton
on the activity table. The children
take them. They feel heavy and light
touching the concept.

The sound of light animals and
heavy animals are listened.

The stones in various weight are prepared
The children get hand a light stone and get
other hand heavy stone in turn. Then they
explain the difference between them.
Then the water is put in a deep bowl and the
children are asked to throw the stone into the
water. The difference between heavy and light
stone carried out the audio is asked the children.

Pedagogue brings a plastic seesaw into
the class. The children sit on it in turn.
It is observed which one is heavy.
It reinforced the subject with a question
and answer method

The video about the concept
heavy is watched. Then It
reinforced the subject with a
question and answer method.

CARRYING THE BALL GAME

The sounds of the heavy animals
and light animals are listened.

The kilograms in various sizes are prepared for
heavy concepts. Pedagogue puts weight on the
scales of a pan and asks the child to put the
kilograms heavier on the other side of the scale.
The result is compared with all children. The
children can also adjust the weight themselves,
without the help of pedagogue in this study.

. The pedagogue put the scale on the
table and prepares the various fruits.
The names of the fruit are said with the
kids.
The pedagogue calls a child and show
him two fruits and asks which one is
heavy. Then the fruits are put on the
scale and it is shown on the heavy side.

The pedagogue brings the light and heavy balls
to the class. Firstly they hold the balls and they
feel that it is heavy or light. Then the balls are
poured on carpet mixed. Two children are
selected and are given the baskets to them.
They put the heavy balls on the baskets. When
the time is over, the pedagogue controls and
counts the balls.
Most heavy weights collects child wins the
game.
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THEME: QUANTITY ( LIGHT)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

Pedagogue puts two glasses on the
table. The pedagogue puts fluid to
one of the cups. The other is
empty. Children are asked to know
is which of the light.

The pedagogue tells the story with
puppets using cotton, paper,
potatoes and stone objects.

The children are played games using plastic balls
and soccer balls. The difference between the two
ball weights is asked to children.

Pedagogue puts objects in a variety
of weights on the table. Children
are asked to blow. It is explained
that heavy objects do not act and
light objects act.

The tale “Elephant and ant” is
explained. It is make pictures to the
children about the tale.

A pedagogue strings toward mild of heavy
objects in various weight on the ground in the
class. Children are asked to remove from the
order. It is asked “Which is light? “

Fruits in a variety of weights are
sorted on the table. Children are
asked to rank from mild to severe
as precise estimate.

"The buoyancy of the water"
regarding video is watched.

Pedagogues puts scales on the table. The names of
various fruits and vegetables are told with children.
Pedagogue shows two vegetables to one of the
children and asked which one is LIGHT.
The child estimates, then The vegetables are put on
the scale and it is viewed which is more LIGHT.
The child who acclaimed is applauded.

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

AGE

1,5 – 3 YEARS

MATHS

KINESTHETIC
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THEME : QUANTITY ”LITTLE-VERY”

AGE

VISUAL

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

5 cups stacked on a table by the
pedagogue . The cups are filled
different amount of water. The
children asked to show which cup
includes little and very.

A child is choosen in the class and
he/she is asked to count her/his
friends.Then he/she is asked to
count girls and boys.According to
the results, the child recognize
whether girls or boys are more.

BEADS ON MY NECKLACE
The pedagogue takes a rope and
string beads. He/she counts the
beads with kids and says how
many beads are. Then then
children close their eyes.The
pedagogue increases or decreases
the beads. The children open their
eyes and guess whether the beads
are lees or more.

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Five tiny fingers brother bee game
is taught. Bee brothers gradually
increase. The students are noticed
this situation.
There are five tiny fingers brother
bee.
The first little brother awakened
bee
Good morning, brothers bee
The second little brother awakened
bee
Good morning, brothers bee

LET’S BECOME TRAIN
The pedagogue takes the shape train with kids.
Each child represents a carriage. Some places
are designated as station in the class and a child
is taken off the train at each station. The initial
number of railway wagons and the number of
railway wagons at the end of the game are
compared in terms of lack of majority.

LET’S INSTALL LATCH
The presentation about the stars
and planets is watched. In the form
of questions and answers will be
chatting with the children. Thus,
the concept of 'very little is
internalized.

More than one instrument is placed
to a particular place in the
classroom. Rhythm work is done
with the kids. It is realized that
more instruments sound very
much, less instruments sounds less
voice.

Two groups of people are created. Many latches
are put on the ground. When the time starts, one
of the kids in the group is running and takes a
latch and attaches to a teammate. When the time
is over, the latches on the children are counted.
Wearing the most latches group wins the game.

OBJECT COLLECTION
Classes are divided into three groups. The name
of color and a basket are given to each group.
Each group has its own color collects objects in
the cart. When the time is over, the objects are
counted. The group collects most objects wins.
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THEME :QUANTITY (SECLUDED )

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

1,5 – 3 Age

Two pre-praperedplayground-themed
pictures are showed to the
children.There are small
group of children in one
card and a big group of
children on the other
card.It is said that the
small group of children is
secluded

The pre-school teacher clarifies that there are a lot of children
in these places so these places are crowded and there are a few
children , they are secludedby taking the children attentions to
the play centers which have the intensity of the children.

The class is divided into two
with the rope.
The children stand as an equal
number in two different
sections.They begin to throw the
toys athwart when the music
starts.When the music stops, The
section which is at least toy,
secludedside that wins the game.

The pre-school teacher
chooses a story book
themed the forest. He/she
explains that the forest is
large areas where many
tree species. Comparing
two different pictures
which are wooden area
and two trees, making a
conversation about which
is more secluded

The PowerPoint presentation about the concept ofsecluded is
prepared by the pre-school teacher. Then it is chatted with the
children about the concept.

The children are taken to the
playground. A few children are
asked to walk disorganized
way with the music. The
instructions like “You walk
very secluded road. Be careful!
See what is around, keep in
mind what goes with you
anywhere” are given to the
children. Then it is provided to
tell each child’s experiences.

The pre-school teacher
prepares
the
literacy
preparation work.He/she
shows the field played a
football match to the
children. Then the pictures
of playing football and
after the match are showed
to them and it is explained
in which picture is
crowded or secluded.

Thecardsnamed “ Circus fun of Togi”
arepreparedwiththeoverheadmachineforthechildrenbythepreschoolteacher.Inthesectionswherepeoplearetakencare of
circusfromthecrowdedconcept.Thenafterthecircusfunfinished,it
is highlightedbythestorythattheenvironment is secluded.

Thepre-schoolteacherpastesthe
Picture of theemptyvan on
thewall put thepencil in front of
it.
Twochildsareselected.
Children stand side by side at a
certain distance away. The
teacher says a word to the
children’s ear. When he/she says
“start”, the childrengo crawling
like a snake on the floor and
draw the people as the number
said in the empty van with the
pencil.Then the teacher asks the
children in which van there are
fewer people, namely which one
is secluded.

5 – 7 Age

AGE

3 – 5 Age

MATHS
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THEME :

QUANTITY(SINGLE)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher gives
examples from nature on a single
concept.He/she explains that the
sun and the moon is single and
there aren’t another from them and
shows the cards of the sun and
themoon.

The story og the ugly duckling is
watched.It is talked about why the
ugly duckling is alone.The preschool teacher explains about the
concept of single.

The pre-school teacher strings as a missing number
chairs in the number of the children in the circle and
opens the music.The children dance with
music.When the music stops, the children try to sit
on a chair.Standing only remaining child is out of
the game.

The various pictures about a single
the concept on the class board are
prepared by the pre-school teacher.
The information about this concept
is given by showing the
pictures.Then „Tin Soldier”,fairy
tale is read.While the fairy tale is
reading, the pictures of the tale are
shown and emphazised that Tin
soldier has a single leg.

„Singel-Double Ball” finger gama
is taught to children.
Get the ball( the arms are streched
foward)
Give the balls(the arms are pulled
to ourselves )
Bouncing bouncing
endlessly(bouncing movement is
made)
One hand( bouncing with one hand
is showed)
Double hands( bouncing with
double hands is showed)
Rounds hold( the arms are retuned
to the interior)
Round hold.

The pre-school teacher takes the children to the
playground.He/she shows them the target. It is
required to reach the goal by jumping on one leg.

The pre-school teacher gives the
worksheet where there are double
socks but only a single socks to the
children and asks them to find a
single socks by giving the
insruction which one is
single.When the children find the
single socks,they can paint it.

The pre-school teacher says some
single assets then asks this question
what else single ?For example: the
sun the moon nose...etc.
.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The pre-school teaches the hopscotch to the
children. He/she draws the shape required to play
with chalk and colorful band in the
playground.He/she explains that they throw a stone
in the square and they need to wander all squares
on one foot without touching the square with stone.
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THEME:

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

SAME

MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The picture cards are prepared by the
pedagogue.The the power point
presentation begins.
Pedagogue indicates that the pictures
in the presentation and the card in the
front them are same.

The pedagogue tells the story
using improvised puppet theater.
Children repeat this story using
puppets.

SEE YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR
ACTIVITY
Pedagogue brings full-length mirror to class.
Children and pedagogue pass in front of the
mirror. The children watch the pedagogue on
the mirror and try to do like her/him.

The Pedagogue draws a shape on the
board and calls the children in turn and
asks them to draw the shape like
hers/his.

The video about "Morning
Gymnastics" is watched. The
pedagogue and the children make
the same movements in the video.

PANTOMIME GAME

The worksheet consisting of mixed
object is prepared by pedagogue. Put
the cross mark X on the same object in
the worksheet.

.
The children are listened mixed
sounds. Two sounds between
them are the same. This requires
finding the same with sound.

The pedagogue comes to class wearing mime
costumes. First he/she tells them that the name
of the game and how to play and play a short
game for a better understanding and having fun.
Then the pedagogue stands in front of the
children and asks them to do same movements.

MADE THE SAME CARPOOL's GAME
Children are well aligned in a row holding the
waist of each other. Arms are kept slightly
extending from the front of the waist. Then the
group started to walk in circles. Up front the
child makes certain movements, head to the
right, lifts his shoulders, kneels…etc. The rear
children do the same these movements. After a
tour in the back of the room, the front child
passes to back. The event continue until every
child at least once leading the group
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THEME :SENSE ( WARM)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher puts
three separate containers of
hot,warm and cold water on
the activity table and asks
the children to put their
hands into the water.Then ıt
is chatted about the warm
water.

The pre-school teacher has
the children watch the video
about
the
warm
experiment.The theme is
consolidated with questionanswer methods.

The pre-school teacher says the children taht they will play
the game,named warm.He/she takes out a child and hides a
toy in the classroom with the children.Then this child
returns to the class and tries to find the toy.The other
children shout „warm” as the child close the toy, shout
„cold” as the child moves away the toy.When the child finds
the toy,he/she is applauded.

The pre-school teacher
brings freshly baked bread
from the oven to the
classroom. He has the
children touch it one by one
and explains that thanks to
our sense organs, we feel the
temperature of the bread.
The children are asked to
touch it again. He/she
explains that the bread lost
the heat and becomes
warmer.

The pre-school teacher has
the children watch the video
about
the
warm
experiment.The theme is
consolidated with questionanswer methods.

The pre-school teacher chat with the children about the
seasons and the clothes appropriate to the seasons by
using question-answer methods.He/she explains that the
weather is cold in the winter, hot in the summer and warm
in the spring and says they will play the game „ clothing
appropriate to the seasons”. Then he/she puts various
clothes in the middle of the classroom.(scarf, coat, hat,
boots, T-shirts, slippers, hats, shorts, sweater, cardigan as
pants and raincoat.)A child is selected and is asked to wear
the clothes according to the season which is said. True
dressed children are applauded. The other children play
the game in turn and the game continues in this way.

The pre-school teacher puts
three separate containers of
hot,warm and cold water on
the activity table.He/she
immerses the thermometer
into
the
water
and
waits.Then the movement of
mercury is observed.The
liquid,namely
mercury”
moves up-down when the
heat
increases
or
decreases.It is observed that
it is stable in the warm
water.

The pre-school teacher has
the children watch the video
about
the
warm
experiment.The theme is
consolidated with questionanswer methods.

Thepre-schoolteacherputs a lot of plasticcups on
theactivitytableandputscoldwaterfromtherefrigerator,
warmwaterand hot waterinto a few of them.
He/sheplacesthecups
in
themixedwayandcallstwochildren.He/shegivescommandw
arm,thechildrentakethecupswiththewarmwaterandcarrythe
mtoanothertable.Thechildwhobringsthemostandrightcupsw
insthegame.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AG
E

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS
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THEME: SENSE (COLD)

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pictures about the cold concept
are hung. The pedagogue gi,ve some
information about the theme and It is
reinforced with a question and answer
method.

„LET’S MAKE A SNOWMAN” the song
is taught.

” WHO IS MORE COLD " The
game is played.

Let's make a snowman
Let’s hang a carrot on his nose
It is cold in this weather
Let’s wrap scarves on his neck
Let’s make a snowman
Let’s put the coal on his eyes
It is cold in this weather

The cold water is filled in the large
bowl. The children in groups of two
persons are required to put their
hands into the cold water. The most
of the remaining child in the water
wins the game.

The pedagogue prepares the hot water
bottle and ice blocks on the activity
table. Then the children are required to
touch them in turn. Then the
pedagogue reinforces issues with
question-answer method.

The video about the cold concept is watched.

The pedagogue asks the students to
find the which one is warm and
which one is cold by touching the
objects in class. The pedagogue can
guide to the children as a model in
this regard. Then she allows the
children to dance as they wish and
sometimes Turns off the music and
guidelines to the students to find hot
or cold. When they find it they must
wait the music on. The game is
continued in this manner as long as
the children want.

Pedagogue tells cold season and worn
clothes in this season with PowerPoint
presentation. Then she distributes the
worksheet to the children. The children
are told to take into circles the clothing
worn in the winter season.

The documentary about the changes
occurring on animals in nature with the cool
air is monitored.

The pedagogue gives information
about natural phenomena that occur
in winter.
On the formation of snow and down
to earth drama is made.
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THEME: SENSE ( HOT )

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL
A slide presentation about the heat is
watched to the children by the
pedagogue. The she shows the cards
and finding that hot card is requested.

MATHS

AUDITORY
.Pedagogue reads a fairy tale with the picture
to children. When the hot words passed in
the tale, children in front of the "hot" related
cards are removed to see each other.

KINESTHETIC
Pedagogue put two filled glasses on
the table. masaya iki bardak su
hazırlar. One of them is hot and the
other is cold. The children touch
them one by one and they try to feel
the hot and cold.

The background information about the
subject is given to the children. Then
the worksheet combination of hot and
cold objects is prepared and ask the
children to match the hot objects.

Pedagogue prepares the cards explaining the
difference between the concepts of "hot" and
"cold".
The information about these cards to the
children in question-answer method.

A line is drawn in the middle of the
class. One side of the line is hot and
the other side is cold. When the
pedagogue says “ hot “, all the
children jump on the warm side and
said cold they jump on the cold side.

Pedagogue prepares the worksheets
regarding grouping. Situated on the
page "Hot" is desired grouping of food.

The documentary about the hot concept is
watched. Then It reinforced the subject with
a question and answer method. Pedagogue
guidance of "Vesuvius test" is done.

A child selected as midwife and
removed from the class. Small toy is
stored somewhere in the class. The
midwife is called back. When the
midwife approached the place where
the toys movement, the children
behave as sweating and midwife do
away from this place, they do cold
movement. The midwife try to find
the toy with these tips
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THEME: SHAPE SQUARE

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

A sizeable square shape made of
funds cardboard is hung on the
class board. It is mentioned the
features of the square by showing
the square shapes. Then Dream
School 'square' puppet play is
watched with the children.

The rhymes about square is
taught.
I'm a square
I like Wipes
Four sides and four corners
They say to me square.

The children are divided two groups.
Music opens and starts time. Left baskets of group.
The group that collects the most wins within the
given time.

The pedagogues put the objects
similar to the shape of the square
to the table. The children are told
of square shape showing
properties. (That four corners and
four sides as equal.)
“Red Fish Pepe learns shape
square” named the video is
watched.

SPEED TRAIN
In a roller coaster
I'm going to swing rocking
Figures wagons
I hold all of you fall
Square square circle
It’s your turn now
The children are listened to this
song. Then it is sang all together.

PLAY: SQUARE PUSS

Add salt into a large square tray
and put it on the table. Square
work is done by showing to the
children and then asked them to do
it. After that, the children create a
square shape lying ground.
Then make necessary explanations
showing them around the square
shapes

Pedagogue tells a short story about
shapes and their features without
illustrated and pictures and asks the
children to stimulate in their mind
the world. Then asked to draw their
animated pictures on the paper.
The shape they drawn and square
are compared and spoken about the
features that are similar and
dissimilar. Then by using the
square shape drawn in the middle,
free painting from children is
requested

The number of missing children of shapes of
square are drawn to the ground. A midwife is
selected from the children. The midwife stands
between the children. Children who are in the
square with the sign of pedagogues are replaced
with each other, midwife runs a square grabbing
during this change. Exposed child would be
midwife, repeated games.

A variety of materials are placed on the tables. The
mind game TANGRAM is put on the table and the
children are asked to create a square using it.
The name of the game: collect the shapes.
Materiel: Cutting shapes out of cardboard, four
mattresses. Pedagogue puts two cushions top on
both sides of class. The pedagogue says” Squares
under the mattress." to the children. They put the
squares under the cushions. The game "The
mattresses on top of circles, triangles in the middle
of the cushion" shape continues. The child collects
the most wins the game.
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THEME: SHAPE”CIRCLE”

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

The pedagogue shows a cute circle by
drawing a mouth,eyes,nose arm and legs
on her/his hand.Then she/he asks "Does
anyone know the name of this shape?"
The children asked to show the shapes
like circle in the class.

Circle rhyme is said with the
children.
"I'm on Flying
Come, let's go sky
swirling together
I do not have sharp corners
Guess what my name is?"

Paper circle and cut wool are given to the
students.And asked them „ What can we do
with these ropes?” Get the children's ideas.
Ropes are required to paste on the sideline
circle on the paper.

„UFO” is taught to the
children.
"I'm on Flying
Come, let's go sky
swirling together
Get off on the ground
What I like the triangle
What rectangular, square
I do not have sharp corners
Guess what steps
CIRCLEEEEE !!! "

The cards inculdes many different
images(ball,vase,frisbee,lamp,steering,
glass,book,drum..etc)are given to the students.
The students asked to choose the shape like
circle among them and glue them on the
papers.

The children are asked to
utterance „ o „ sound and
while their sound is desired
shapes formed between the
forefinger hover around their
lips. The pedagogue asked
them “What kind of shape
does your mouth look like?”
The tips are given to the
students to find the answer
“circle”. The riddle about the
circle is asked.
"My plump sugar
Ting Ming is my one
Go back to top
Tired of you fall "

KINESTHETIC
The big cardboard circle is put on the
ground and the children asked to first
walk then run around the circle.
Oversized Lego are required to rank
the sidelines of the shape of circles.

2m length of red and blue ropes are
given to the children. The children are
divided 2 groups and asked them to
make a red and blue circle on the
ground with these ropes. Then the
music starts and the children dance out
of the circle. When the music stops,
they enter the circles they want. The
pedagogue takes a card inside the bag
color. Children play with color card
taken out of the circle in the same
color. The game continues until only
one child left.
The pedagogue asks "Did you move
you shape your back flat at all?" to the
students. He/she says: “Now we will
play carrying the circle on our back
game.” The children are divided 2
groups. The chair is put against 3m of
each group. Up front children are
asked to incline and a circle is placed
in an adult-sized hands on their backs.
The child goes to the chair without
reducing the circle with music and
revolves around then he/she put the
circle on his/her friend in front of their
group. The first graduating group is
applauded.
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THEME :SHAPE ( CURVE)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

1,5 – 3 Age

The pre-school teacher puts a
big tray in which there is the
granulated sugar on the
activity table.Then he/she
draws straight and curve
lines with his/her finger and
he/she calls the children near
him/her in turn in order to
make this work.

The pre-school teacher explains the concept of
curve to the children and has the children
watch the ınstructional video „ Pepe’s curve
and straight” . Then it is chatted about the
concept with question”answer methods with
the children.

The pre-school teacher gives the information
about the concept of curve.Then he/she has the
children play the game „ Let’s be snake and
curl”.

The pre-school teacher hangs
a line work consisting of the
curve lines on the board and
tells the children the concept
of curve by showing.Then
thenworksheets that the
curve lines,ropes and glues
are distributed to the
children.The children are
asked to paste the ropes on
the curve lines.

The pre-school teacher shows the animals
which their backs,tails and bodies are curve to
the children.(Camel,monkey,snake etc) The
puppets of these animals are prepared and
he/she gives the information about the concept
by reviving them on the puppet stage.

The pre-school teacher choose two
children.He/she draws two straight lines and
two curve lines side by side in front of
them.He/she puts pieced legos on the end of
the curve line.When the hands are clapped,
the children walk on the curve line and wear
the pieced legos. On return, they come to the
teacher by walking on the straight line.First
came the child is applauded.

The pre-school teacher goes
out to the garden with the
children.A worm is removed
by digging the soil and it is
placed into a jar.It is
observed that worm bends
and
curves.Then
the
worksheet consisting of
curve drawn in dashed lines
are distributed to the children
and are asked to complete
them.

Thepre-schoolteachertell a storynamed”
thelanguageoglines”
withthepuppetspreparedtothechildren.Thenthe
song”Curvecurvestraightstraight” by Barış
MANÇO is listened.

Thepre-schoolteacherexplainstheconcept
of
curvebyshowingsomevariousobjectstothechild
ren.Then
he/sheasksthechildrentoimaginethattheyarebru
shesandsaystheywillpaintalltogether.He/shegiv
es
a
command
“
Allthebrushesstandupandcomenearthepapers”
andcanalizesthechildrenbysaying
“
Nowlet’spaintthepaperwithourheadsanddrawth
ecurvelines.”Theteacherpaintsusing
his/her
body
withthechildren.We
do
thisworkwithourbodies
in
variousways.(
withourarms,ourlegsetc)

5 – 7 Age

AGE

3 – 5 Age

MATHS

.
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THEME :SHAPE ( EDGE)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher shows the edges
of the goods in the class and explains
about the edges. Then it is provided to
examine a few learning materials with
edges to children.

The pre-school teacher attracts the
children’s attention by hitting the steel
triangles (musical instrument).Then it
is given the opportunity to make to the
children.

The pre-school teacher radiates the
activities tables in the classroom. Two
children are selected and a red macaroni is
given to one of them and the blue
macaroni is given to another. The teacher
says “edge” and all children count until 20.
The children selected put the macaronis on
the edges of the table.When the time is
over, the most macaroni aligns child wins
the game.

The pre-school teacher draws the shapes
with
edges
on
the
colorful
cardboards,put them on the activity
tables and asks the children to cut
them.Then it is asked to create a prism
by pasting the cut shapes on the
cupboard boxes with edges

The pre-school teacher gives an
information about the concep of the
edge. Then he/she asks the children
to do brainstorming by asking „What
would happed if the objects with no
edge have edges?”

The pre-school teacher puts self-adhesive
papers on the activity tables.When the
music starts, he/she asks the children to
paste the self-adhesive papers on the
edges of the tables. The pasted papers are
controlled with the children.

Thepre-schoolteachergivestheshort
and long strips of the previously
prepared to the children. The music
player and some children make
square, some make rectangle and
some of them make triangle until the
music stops. The children stepped
aside by completing it firstly are
applauded.

The pre-school teacher has the children play
the game „ Surpassing obstacles collecting
pictures” and puts the obstacles to various
places of the class and the picture at the end
of the obstacles.Two children are selected
and When „ the objects with the edges” is
said, these two children collect and bring
them by through obstacles.

The pre-school teacher gives the pictures
from the magazines to the children and
asks them to cut the pictures and create a
new picture.The created pictures are
hanged on the class board and it is
chatted about them.
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THEME: SHAPE ( RECTANGLE )

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Pedagogue shows the rectangle
pictures she prepared herself toys-like
rectangle in the class to the children.

A rectangle is drawn in the middle class and

Pedagogue draws rectangular shape
with electrical tape in the middle
class. Children find toys resembling a
rectangle. These toys are requested to
put inside the rectangle

Pedagogue gives information about the
rectangle. The pedagogue gives the
children colored cards with a
rectangular cut. Children are asked to
review the corners and edges of the
card. Then the children do free works
with crayons on these cards.

The pedagogue prepares
felt geometric shapes puppets and these
puppets are played in the puppet stage.

Puzzle consisting of mixed geometric
shape is prepared by pedagogue. The
children asked to identify rectangle
within the complicated way with
colored pencil.

The animation about rectangular is watched.

said the following verse.
Let's go let's go let's go Rectangular
Let's pretend Let's pretend Let's pretend
Edges
Let's pretend Let's pretend
Let's pretend corners
Fun jumping up and down ...

The rectangles have been cut in
various colors and sizes are given to
children. Children are prompted to
create the original image.

Pedagogue gives information about
rectangular and quadrangular to
children. Children are drawn a
rectangle on colored paper.

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS
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THEME :

SHAPE(STRAIGHT)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher draws a
straight line on the floor and then
says this line is stright to the
children.He/she asks the children to
walk on this line for reinforcement.

„ I become Aircraft” named finger
game is taught to the children.

The pre-school teacher draws a path with the
straight form with electrical tape on the floor of the
classroom.It is asked the children to complete the
path by jumping without departing from the
path.The command „ Do not go out of the path” is
given to the children as a reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher prapares the
large bowl with salt on the activity
table.Then the children sit around
the activity table.The pre-school
teacher shows the shape of straight
to them.He/she asks the children to
draw a shape of straight into the salt
container.

„Journey of the straight shape”
named
the
Power
Point
Presentation is watched to the
children.At the end of it, it is asked
to give some examples about the
straight sahpe for reinforcement in
the classroom.

The pre-school teacher draws two parallel and
provisions straight shape on the floor of the
classroom.Then he/she alings red,yellow,blue
balls next to the first line.It is asked the children
to collect th balls by walking on the line and put
them in the same color pails which are next to the
other line.The command „ Let’s not to leave from
the straight line” is given for reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher has the
children
sit
the
activity
table.He/she introduces the stright
shape on the worksheet to the
children.Then he/she askes the
children to give the striaght shape
to the colorful play-dough with
their fingers on the activity table.

„Mr. Straight and Mrs. Curve „
named the story is read to the
children by showing the pictures of
it.At the end of the story, the shape
of stright is consolidated with
question-answer methods.

The pre-school teacher divides the class into two
groups.He/she draws two lines in stright form
mutually with chalk on the floor of the
classroom.He/she puts the colorful pompons into
the baskets which are at the beginning of the
lines.When the music starts, the groups are asked to
aling the pompons abreast without overflow line on
the lines.When the music stops, the most alinged
group is applauded.

I walk without falling
On the straight line
I open my arms to the side
I become aircraft
I fly in the sky.
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THEME :SHAPE ( TRAPEZOID)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher makes
filling trapezoid-shaped toys
and he/she asksthe children to
take and touch them.Then
he/she says the name of the toy
which they touched is
trapezoit.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
trapezoid-shaped rod puppets for
each child and introduces the
features of trapezoid-shape with the
puppets in his/her own hands.Then
the children are asked to talk of the
trapezoid by using the puppets in
their own hands.

The pre-school teacher creates a big trapezoid by adding
the chenille wire together and asks the children to pass
into it in turn without touching.The children who obey
the rules of the game are applauded.

The pre-school teacher asks
the children to move to the
activity table.He/she
distributes two triangles and a
square which were prepared
in advance for each child and
are cut from the fund
cardboard to the
children.He/she shows how
they are combined and asks
them to do it.At the end of the
activity, it is said that the
resulting is
trapezoid.Completed
trapezoids are glued to the
white papers and are
displayed on the classroom
board.

„” Trapezoid-trapezoid” nursery
rhyme is taught.
There was a trapezoid man
He walked in the trapezoid ways
One day he found a trapezoid coin
In front of the trapezoid fence.
He bought a cat with money
So keep trapezoid mice
They always lived together
In their trapezoid-shaped house.
After the nursery rhyme, the
concepts of trapezoid in the rhyme
are asked to paint.

The pre-school teacher asks the children to ring and
line up side by side.The trapezoid pillow is given to a
child.The music starts and the children begin to throw
it each other.( The pre-school teacher warm them
before the game starts)The child who holds it for a
long time is out of the game.Wwhen the music stops,
the child who has a pillow wins the game.

The pre-school teacher shows
the trapezoidal puzzle which
is perpared previously by
himself/herself to the
children.He/she explains that
the name of this shape is
trapezoid.The pieces of the
puzzle are distributed on the
activity table.The children are
asked to complete it in turn.
The children will transfer to
each other in the ring
trapezoidal shape without
midwives

The pre-school teacher takes the
children to the drama room and
gives the instruction”Now we are
doing drama of trapezoid-shape all
together”He/she draws a trapezoid
school of cardboard.He/she says
the children they are at the
trapezoid school and everthing is
trapezoid.He/she asks the children
to imagine the trapezoid objects
and use them according to their
features.At the end of the drama,
the children are explained the
trapezoid objects which they
imagened.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

Thepreschoolteacherpassesthetrapezoidshapewhichpreparesusi
ngeva in advancetolongrope.Thetwoends of
theropeareknottedbycombining.Amidwife is
selected.Thechildrencreate a ring aroundtheropeby
holding
theropeoutsidewithbothhands.Theirhandsareclose on
therope.Whenthegamestarts,themidwife is in
themiddle.Previoustrapezoidshape of therope is
storedunderthehand holding therope of a
child,thechildren in the ring transfer
thetrapezoidshapetoeachotherwithoutshowingmidwife.
Atthesame time they say
“Trapezoidtrapezoidwhereareyou? I
wonderwhichhandsareyou?Themidwifetriestofindwho
m has trapezoid.Ifthemidwifefinds it, his/her
midwifefinishes.Thechilwho has trapezoid is a
newmidwife.Thegamecontinues in thisway.
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THEME : SHAPES ”TRIANGLE”

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Triangular tent is set up in the
classroom and provides information
about the shape and the edges of the
triangle.

Tell stories about the triangle by
triangle puppet.

Cardboard circle and triangle
shapes are cut and distributed on
the ground. The kids are asked to
find triangle shapes.

Cut-paste work is done about
triangle with the instructions on A4
paper. All children are requested to
show to each other their triangle.

I have three sides
I have three corners
Guess what?
Who am I?
The riddle is asked.
The power point presentation about
the triangle is watched.

Puss in the corner is played with
corners of the triangle drawn in
the class.

The triangular shape drawn
worksheet is given to kids and using
the imagination they are required to
produce a story in this way.

I am Mr. triangular
My corner is sharp
I have 3 edges
count you do not believe
This rhymes is taught.

Finding hidden papers triangular
class game is played.
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THEME : SIMILARITY
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher has the children
sit on the chairs. He/she gives an
information about the similarity. Then
he/she wears the hats on the children’s
heads and choose a child.The child finds
the similar hats and take them from
his/her friend’s heads and put them on
the activity table.All the children
participate in this activity.

An audio slideshow about the similardifferent objects is watched on the
projection with the children.It is asked
that what are the similarities of the
objects and accurate answers are
applauded.

The pre-school teacher prepares the class
for teaching the similarity.He/she the
children sit in half moon shape and
gives the information about the concept
of similarity. Then he/she divide the
children into two groups and „ Finding
similar” game is played.The groups find
the similar toys which are scattered on
the ground and put them in the basket.
Collected the most similar toys group is
applauded. A short music can be opened
to gain mobility and excitement during
game.

The pre-school teacher closes a child’s
eyes and leaves various object to reach
it( Lego,pens,toy etc.) He/she says that
the name of this game is „ touch and
know” and it is necessary to find the
similar objects without looking. The
concept is reinforced by asking the
similarities of the found objects.

Before telling the story, the following
poem to attract the attention of
children is read. Then the identical
twins are invented
to the class for a chat about similiraties
of them.
SIMILAR
Twins
in
our
school
how
similar.
Sometimes
we
mix
them,
they warn the children.

The pre-school teacher shows the
onjects in her/his hand.He/she explains
the what the objects are and their
features of them.Then he/she says that
he/she show an object and asks them to
find the similiar of it.The child who can
not find is out of the game.The game is
continued in this way by the request of
the child. After the game the children
are taken to the table. The appropriate
worksheet about the concepts of
similarity and difference is distributes to
the children and it is done with them.

It is asked to the children “ do you
likens yourself in your family? Why?”
After they are thinking, they explain the
similarities with the reasons.

The pre-school teacher asks the children
to image what he/she says by closing their
eyes.He/she says that „ you notice a big
mirror when you enter the class. Your
friends come to class,too. You have gone
against the mirror. You're viewing
yourself and your friends. Do you pay
attention to the differences and
similarities between you '' and waits for
them to image and asks they open their
eyes. The similarities of the children are
talked.

The children are removed to the garden
and divided two groups in the winter.
The goups are asked to make a snowman
without looking each other.After
finished them, thepre-school teacher
asks the children to examine their
snowmen.The activity is completed by
asking the similarities of the
snowmen.For example; there are two
eyes, there is a cleaner,the buttoms of
stone etc.( This season can be changed
according to the seasons)
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THEME: SIZE ( BIG )

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue puts in different
size of fish and fishing rod in a
large basin on the table in the class.
The children keep the big fish and
are the size of the fish are
compared to other fish.

"Bean Enlarge" rondi is played.
Beans grown, grown, grown
to the clouds
Sevil climbed,
Nermin climbed,
TA until the top
There's a giant above
There's a giant above
Laughter throws
hahahahaha
Hihihihihihihih the
Hohohohooho
But I'm not scared of giant

Game rings consisting of large and small circle are
placed in the middle of the class. When the
pedagogue says big, the children enter the big
circle and when the pedagogue says small, they
enter the small circle. The game continues in this
way.

Pedagogue enters the class with a
little child. He/she says „ we have
a guest and let’s help him/her
because you are older.” Great
concept is explained with
examples.

Gymnastic movements are done
accompanied by music from the
game “ Look, I grew up in size

The Pedagogue prepares two boxs. One of the
boxes is big and the other is small. The big text on
the big box, the small text on the small box is
pasted. Then the pedagogue puts puffs of varying
size and the children are asked to put puffs of
appropriate size into the boxes.

The children are watched the video
regarding plant growth stages.

"Feeding the little creatures with
large creatures that live under the
sea" theme documentary is
watched. Children are chatting with
the question and answer method
about documentary after watching.

“Look, I grew up in size
My arms so strong
to do a sports
Body protection
The waist curly curly
Returns slim waist from side to
side.”

Pedagogue separate the class into two group.
Different size, color circles are distributed in the
classroom. The head of the caterpillar is put in two
large corners of the class. The music starts and the
children are asked to make a big caterpillar using
big circles. The group created caterpillars earlier in
the right size win the game.
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THEME :SIZE ( LONG)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AG
E

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares the
vases in which there are long handle
flower and short handle flowers on the
activity table.The pre-school teacher
removes the long handle flowers from
the vase and puts one of them in front
of the children.Then he/she shows the
short handle flower and provides the
children to distinguish the difference
between them.The worksheets are
distributed to the children.The
instruction „ Find the longest handle
flower and paint it” is given. At the end
of the work, the activities are displayed
on the class board.
The pre-school teacher brings two
houses made of long and short boxes to
the class.He/she gives the pictures of
tall and short people to the children and
asks them to cut and paint them.The the
pictures of the people are handed out on
the activity table.The pre-school
teacher divides the children into two
groups.One group becomes long and
the other group becomes short.When
the time starts, the children collect the
pictures according to the groups(long
or short) and paste them on the
house.The group which paste the right
pictures as soon as wins the game.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch animation” Pepe is learning long
and short” Then it is chatted about the
concept.

The pre-school teacher divides the children
into two groups.He/she says the children to
give the wooden blocks hand to hand
without dropping.The group who bring the
blocks to the first child and manage to
create the longest tower wins the game.

The pre-school teacher teaches the
rhymes „ My long boots” to the
children.
Winter came, it snowed( the arms are
rubbed, chills movement is done)
My feet are cold( two feet placed on top
and rubbed with warming movement)
I wear long boots( wearing boots
movement is done)
I walk put-put on the snow(Stand up
,walk)

The pre-school teacher takes the children
to the activity table.He/she distributes the
circle shapes and asks them to cut them.A
caterpillar is done by pasting the big
circles prepared in advance by the teacher
and
the
children’s
circles.Made
caterpillar is exhibited on the board by
hanging.After this activity, the children
wander by holding each other such as a
caterpillar in the classroom.( The music is
opened for ading the mobility and
excitement)

The pre-school teacher measures the
lenght of the children with the rope.
He/she gives the rope in their lenght to
each child.He/she gives an instruction”
Let’s find the tallest child in our class
by comparing with each other the
lenght of your ropes” to the
children.The lenghts of the rope are
compared.The longest string of whom
it is said that the child’s name.

Thepreschoolteachermakeslongrabbitearsfrom
cardboardandattachesthemtotheirheads.
Thenthesong” Therabbitwithlongears”
is
listened.Thechildrenshaketheirlongears
whenthelong-earedrabbitsonglyrics is
heard.

Allthechildrenarealingedto
form
a
longqueue
in
a
row
in
theclassroom.Thepre-schoolteacher is at
thebeginning
of
thequeueandcatchesthelastchild
in
therowbysaying
“
wearecentipedeandwecatch
a
childwhocame
in
front
us”andthechildgoesbehindhim/her.Theaim
is
that
it
is
tokeepthequeuewihoutdecreasinganybodyf
romthequeue.Detachedfromthequeuechildr
enareremovedfromthegame.Ifthequeuedoe
s not break andremainslong, thegame is
completedsuccessfully.
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THEME :

SIZE ( MEDIUM)

VISUAL
The information about the concept
is given by the pre-school
teacher.Then three different size
cars are put side by side on the
activity
table.The
pre-school
teacher asks the children to show
the middle car.This activity may be
came round
with different
materiels.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Firstly, „ Medium is my name”
named nursery fhyme is listended
to the children from VCDs. Then it
is repeated by the pre-school
teacher.

The large-medium-small objects are alinged on the
floor of the classroom by the pre-school
teacher.The children are asked to put the medium
objects into the basket.

Medium is my name
Bigs on my right
Smalls on my left
I know my place
I like to stay betwixt

The pre-school teacher takes the
children to garden.The leaves and
stones are collected in the garden.
A sort work from large to small is
done.Then original shapes are
created with the leaves and stones.

The presentation about the concept
of
large-medium-small
is
watched.After the presentation, it is
chatted for reinforcement and the
examples are given.

The pre-school teacher prepares an
empty tree picture with three
different sizes of bird study.The
children cut the birds and aling
them according to their sizes and
paste them on the tree.Then the
medium bird is circled.

The Power Point presentation about
the concept of medium is
prepared.The theme is consolidated
with the question-answer method.

The pre-school teacher alings the bowling clups
side by side.The children are asked to shoot in
turn and hit the medium clubs.The children who
hit the medium clubs are applauded.

The pre-school teacher prepares the large-mediumsmall cards.The children are alinged side by side as
a 3 person-group and the cards are worn on
them.The children who wear large cards jump on
one foot.The children who wear small cards jump
on their feet.The children who wear medium cards
make movement such as crawling lie infant on the
floor.Then the children change the cards and the
game continues.
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THEME :

SIZE ( NARROW)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher makes a norrow
and a large cardboard door. He/she
gives an information about the concept
by showing the cards about narrow
prepared to the children.Then he/she
brings the cardboard doors prepared in
the middle of the classroom.Then
he/she asks the children to pass through
the narrow and large doors in turn.At
the end of the activity,he/she asks the
evaluation questions such as Which
door did you have difficulty while
passing?What is the reason you think?
The pre-school teacher prepares one
narrow
and
one
large
toy
baskets.He/she asks the children to put
a toy into the basket.After all the
children put the toys into the baskets, it
is asked that which basket receives
fewer toys.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
narrow box puppet and large box
puppet about the concept and played
them on the stage.The information
about the concept is given to the
children.

A narrow basket and a large basket are prepared by the
pre-school teacher.He/she gives two small balls to the
children and says throw one of the ball into narrow basket
and the other ball into the large basket.It is chatted about
the concept by asking Which basket has less balls? What
is the reason you think?.

The song „ wide-narrow” from Group
Syrup is listened and taught by the preschool teacher.
Oh oh how narrow and narrow
Did not suit these hats on our heads
Wide wide it is so wide
Rooms are wide inour new house
Oh oh how narrow and narrow
Did not suit these trousers on us
Wide wide it is so wide
Our garden is wide in our new house

The narrow and wide lines are drawn on the floor with
colored tapes.The children are asked to walk n these
lines without exiting out of the line. The children are
divided into two equal groups.These two groups pass
the order opposite the two lines. The water-filled
plastic cups are given to the children who stand
front.These children are asked to walk on the wide line
with the command „ start”. After all the children
completed the walking, the same walking with the cup
is done on the narrow line.At the end of the activity, the
question „ Which one is easier,walking on the wide line
or narrow one?” is asked.Then the children are taken to
the activity table.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
filled bottle and jug on the activity
table.Then he/she cums from water in
the bottle and jug to two different
containers.Which container that takes
less water and what is the reason of it
are asked.The picture cards are showed
to the children.

The prepared cinevision about the
concept of „Wide-Narrow” is watched
to the children. Then it is chatted about
the concept by using question-answer
method.

The pre-school teacher divides the class into two
groups.Wide and narrow pathes are drawn in front of
them.Various animals are put on the narrow path. A child
from the groups come to the beginning of the narrow
path.When the time starts, The pre-school teacher gives
instructions such as run,walk,walk on the heels...etc. to
the children.While they are walking on the path, they
pick the animals and they come back by walking on the
wise path.The child who collects the most toys wins the
game.
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THEME :

SIZE( SHORT)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher hangs the
picture of clown of short stature
children prepared from cardbord.
He/she gives the information about
the concept of short.Then the
children go through the side of the
clown in order and the pre-school
teacher explains that clown is
shorter than the children showing.

The pre-school teacher chats about
the concept of short with the
children. Then the children are
listened a children’s song about the
concept of short.

The pre-school teacher distributes wooden blocks
to the children and says to do the tower with these
blocks. A short music is opened. The pre-school
teacher indicates to measure the tower with the
ruler in his/her hand when the music is stopped.
The music starts and the children begin to make the
tower.When the music stops, the short towers are
measured.

The pre-school teacher gives the
children tall and short people
pictures and askd them to draw and
cut the pictures.The short ones of
the cut pictures are put in the basket
which the teacher detemined.( The
cut pictures will be used in
kinesthetic field)

The pre-school teacher gives the
information about the concept of
short and shows the hooter in hand
to the children.He/she provides to
create awareness by playing the
hooter in a short and long way.Then
he/she asks the children to be
statue.When the pre-school teacher
plays the hooter in a short way, the
statues change their shapes and
plays it in a long way, they remain
the same.The game continues in
this way.

The pre-school teacher gets the children to play
the game named „I’m home by my height”. There
are two houses made of a short and long boxes
and short and tall people pictures in the game.The
children paint and cut them. Then the pictures are
put on the table in a mixed way.The children are
divided two groups.One group is short and the
other is long.When the time starts,they pick the
pictures of people and paste them home in
lenght.As soon as the group complete wins the
game.

The pre-school teacher binds
tightly to the rope in two opposing
chairs as the reach of the
children.He/she gives the basket
inside the cloth pieces of various
lengths and catches.Then the
children begin to hang the cloth
pieces in turn.When all the cloth
pieces are hanged, the children
collect them from the shortest in
turn. The game continues until
there is a single cloth piece.

The pre-school teacher use the
technique scampi.By asking the
following questions, he/she aims to
develop different thinking skills.
& What would happen if the neck
of a giraffe is short?
& What would happen if the tree is
short?
& What would happen if our feet
too long?
& What would happen if spoons
are long?...etc.

The pre-school teacher prepares the short and long
ribbons and disrubutes them to the children. The
children are divided two groups. It is said to collect
short ribbons to a group and long ribbons to the
other group.The pre-school teacher makes a
statement that when the musiz starts, they collect
the ribbons and when the music stops, Creating
clusters in two groups with the collected ribbons are
required.The children sit in the clusters which they
created.When the teacher says Long , the children
in the long ribbon clusters stand up and when
he/she says short, the children in the other cluster
stand up.The teacher tries to surprise the children.
The game continues in this way.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS
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THEME: SIZE ( SMALL )

5 – 7 YEARS

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

MATHS

AUDITORY

Small toys are showed to the
children in the class and It is
explained the difference between
small toys and big toys.

"Little Frog" is a song taught.

The pedagogue prapares the
worksheet for the children. The
children are asked to paint small
objects on the paper.

Pedagogue sorts different sizes of
water-filled cups on the table. The
thin rods are given to the children.
They listen the sounds as hitting
the glass. The difference between
the sound from small glass and big
glass is asked to the children and
talked about it with the children

MAGIC PICTURE STUDY
The pedagogue distrubutes the
worksheet prepared by DOTS in
different sizes. The children are
requested to combine SMALL
points on the worksheet. Children
can paint with watercolor picture
emerged.

The pedagogue prepares an event
table with different materials. The
children are asked to prepare small
puppets from using these
materials.Then these puppets are
played in puppet theater.

Little Frog, Little Frog
Where's tail
no tail
no tail
Swim in the creek
quack-quack quack-quack
quack-quack quack-quack

KINESTHETIC
The pedagogue prepares play dough for the
children.The children reveal small shapes from
dough in pedagogue guidance.

The pedagogue prepares different sized cards.
Prepared little cards are missing one of the other
cards. Pedagogue distributes the cards in different
locations of the class. The children dance with the
music. When the music stops, the children are
asked to stand on the little card. Exposed children
out of the game.

The box with the ball in both large and small is
brought to the class. Two groups are created. Each
group has its own separate box more. Children line
up and asked to put the ball from the top box to
their own box with the whistle. Small balls of the
finished ends game. The child found the most
small ball wins the game.
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THEME :

SIZE( THICK)
MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

It is provided to find the thick blocks and
separeted from the thin ones from the the
corner of the blocks for the children.

An educational slide including thick
and thin objects is showed to the
children.While watching it, the
simple questions are asked. For
example: Which tree has thicker
body?

The clothes with different properties are
brought to the class. Giving the motion like „
Now we are in winter and the weather is very
cold,so we should wear thick clothes”, the
game is launched.The the children who
choose the thick clothes are applauded as they
made the right choice.

The pre-school teacher puts the mikado
sticks on the table in the class.He/she
divides the class into two groups. A
group is asked to make collage work
using thick sticks and the other group is
asked to make same thing with thin
sticks.When the works are done, the
teacher evaluates them with the children.

Body thick,
Leaves delicate. (Sycamore)

Different thicknessess pipettes and puffs are
given to the children. First blowing puff
with the thick pipette and then blown into a
thin pipette as a case study. It is chatted
about the results by observing which one is
more powerful for blowing.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

The pre-school teacher
prepares the worsheet on which various
types
of
assets
(pens,candles,rope,books...etc)
He / she says: find and paint the thick
ones as an instruction.(the materials
specified in the worksheet are showed
concretely to the children. The children
can examine the materials by taking
them their hands. The results of this
activity are evaluated all together.

There is horn
Thick skin
It is dangerous
Do not glow it ( Rhino)
The answers to these kind of riddles
are sought.
( while the riddles are asking, the
cards are able to used)
The pre-school teacher gives the
information about the theme by
showing the pictures of the concept
of thick. Then he/she gives the
children information about the
animal kingdom.The children
watch the video about the thickskinned animals. It is chatted about
the benefits of having thickskinned.For
example:
The
information is shared as being
resistant to the cold and harsh
natural conditions.

Two mattresses are brought to the class for use
in gaming activities by pre-school
teacher.They are classified as thick and thin in
terms of their features.It is explained that
when the teacher says thick, the children sit on
the thick mattresses and says thin, they sit on
the thin ones.The game continues until all
children complete game, surprised children
are removed from the game.
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THEME :SIZE ( THIN)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher puts the
thick and thin ropes on the
activity table.The pre-school
teacher tells the children to set
aside the thin ropes by touching.
The rope printing is done by
using the watercolors and the thin
ropes leaving aside with guidance
of the teacher.

The nursery rhyme named „ thin girl” is
taught with its movements to the
children.( While the rhyme is being
taught, the picture of a thin cute girl is
hung on the classroom board)

A thin line is drawn with colorful electric tape on
the floor of the class.All the children walk on the
thin line step by step by opening their arms. The
child who completes to walk on the thin line is
applauded.

The pre-school teacher says the
children to move on to the
activity table.He/she distributes
thin and thick-leaved tree pictures
which are made of colorful
cardboard in advance to the
children.The children are asked
to find and cut the thin leavedtrees.Cut trees are pasted on the
forest board.Thin leaves brought
to the class are examined with the
magnifying
glass
for
consolidation purposes.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the Power Point presentation about
the concept of thin from the opposite
concepts series.After the presentation,
he/she asks the children to find the thin of
the materials in the classroom.

The pre-school teacher prepares thin and thick
strips and distributes them everwhere in the
classroom.He/she divide the class into two
groups.He/she definites that one group collects
thin strips and the oy-ther group collects thick
ones.When the music stops, a square is created
with these strips.The children enter the
square.When it is said „thin” the children in
thin square stand up, it is said „ thick” the other
children stand up.The startled child is out of the
game.

The pre-school teacher prepares
some materials such as thin
pencil-thick pencil,thin candlethick candle,thin dress-thick
dress, thin paper-thick paper on
the activity table.The children are
taken their attention on the
difference between thin and thick
by touching them.Then he/she
asks the children to paint the thin
materials which they see in the
classroom and in their houses.

Thepreschoolteacherreadsthestorynamed
“
theseasons”
byshowingitspicturestothechildren.Afterr
eadingthestory,
it
is
asked
in
whichseasonthechildwho
is
in
thestorywearsthinclothesandthenthechild
renareaskedtogivesomeexamples
of
thinclothes.

Thepreschoolteacherstringsthechairssidebysideandmut
ually.He/shetiestheropebetweenthechairsandputs
thepictures
of
thinandthickobjectsundertheropes.He/sheselectst
wochildren.
Whenthe
time
starts,
theselectedchildrencreepwithouttouchingtherope
andbegintocollectthecards
of
thinobjects.Thequickestchildwhocollectthecards
is applauded.

Very thin girl
Beads in hands
I said to you
You go.
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THEME :

SIZE( WIDE)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher hangs the
images in various widths on the
board and asks the children to
collect the large ones to one side
and the narrow ones to the other
side.

The pre-school teacher explains the
concept of wide by showing the
materials
prepared
in
advance.He/she shows that large of
the materials in hand and asks the
children to say that is large.

The pre-school teacher prepares two pictures of
bears. The mouth of one bear is opened in a wide
way and the other’s mouth is narrow. The children
attempt to pass from the mouths of the bears by
throwing small balls from a distance.It is asked the
students which one is easier ? From wide one or
narrow one? The game continues in this way.

The pre-school teacher gives an
information about the concept of
wide by hanging the pictures about
it on the board.Then he/she puts the
lids and the bottles of different
widths in front of the children and
asks the children to match lids and
bottles correctly.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
materials which are wide and
narrow form of the same
picture.He/she distributes them to
the children by introducing.The
pre-school teacher asks the children
to show wide one when he/she says
wide and narrow one when he/she
says narrow and then asks them to
make a sentence related to the
object in the picture.
For example: The child has the
pictures of a wide and narrow trees
holds up the wide picture and says
„ There is a wide tree in our
garden.”

The pre-school teacher gives some information
about „ Animal collection” game to the
children.Then he/she divides into the class two
groups and draws wide and narrow roads in front
of them.He/she puts several stuffed animals on
the narrow road. A child from two groups comes
at the beginning of the narrow raod and when the
time starts, he/she walks in hells and collect the
stuffed animals and he/she returns on the wide
road by crawling.At the end of the game, the
group that colects the most stuffed animals wins.

The pre-school teacher gives an
information about the concept of
wide.He/she divides the children
into two groups and chooses a child
as a midwife.The children create a
corridor holding hands.While a
midwife is crossing the corridor,
the pre-school teacher gives an
instructions like narrow or
wide.When the child completes the
game,he/she asks which corridor is
more comfortable.

The pre-school teacher draws the
different widths circles in train on
the floor of the classroom. Starting
from the most narrow circle,
according the pre-school teacher’s
instructions the children jump
foward when he/she says wide and
back when he/she says narrow. The
game continues in this way.

The pre-school teacher gives the information about
“ Attention! Do not fall into the river” game.He/she
says “ Jump across the river and the only rule is to
tell tey want to jump from wide side or narrow side
before jumping.” If a child fails while jumping,
he/she falls into the river and get wet, so he/she is
updated edge to dry.The next child joins the game
and the game continues in this way.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS
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THEME :

THE CAUSE-EFFECT RELATIONSHIPS

AGE

VISUAL

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The pre-school teacher says they go to
the garden and put on their coats.When
they go out , they relized that the weather
is cold.It is asked why they put on their
coats and get feedback from the
children.In line with the feedback
received, the teacher says the coats are
put on because of the cold weather.

AUDITORY

”I have a patient” rhyme is taught to
the children.

I got sick
I went doctor
I take my medication
I'm healed

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

Then it is chatted about the theme of
the rhyme.

The pre-school teacher takes two cloth
bags in the same size.He/she puts a few
toy in a bag and a lot of toys in the other
bag.He/she asks the children to try to
find which bag they can carry
easily.Then he/she asks why they can
not carry the heavy bag.The answers of
the children are taken. And the preschool teacher explains that the reason
for not carrying a heavy bag is being
heavy.
The pre-school teacher asks the children
to sit in a half moon shape.The
experiment „ıs there air or not?” is
done.It is observed that a candle is
burned and when a jar is closed on it , it
is extinguished a few minutes later.The
teacher asks some questions about why
the candle is extinguished and listens the
children’s answers then explains the
cause-effect and the reason of
extinguished of candle is the air inside
the jar is end slowly.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the rain experiment for
describing
the
cause-effect
relationship.After it, it is chatted for
reinforcing.

“My hands are podgy podgy” This song
is listened and taught to the children.
My hands are podgy podgy
When polluted thay are funny
Dirty hands can not be loved
Beauty is not seen
My hair is like to care
Especially teeth especially teeth
Do not grow the nails
Do not be polluted ears
They call us dirty
They do not love us

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher has the children
sit activity table.He/she explains that the
people go to work,go to school,remain
standing,are tired of similar reasons
during the day and they sleep to resolve
this fatigue at nights.Then the day and
nihgt game is played.The pre-school
teacher asks the children to close their
heads to the table when it is said „ night”
and wake up when it is said „ day”.The
child missed the game is eliminated.The
last child wins the game and is
applauded.
The children are divided two
groups.The pre-school teacher makes a
lake using the blue garbage bag in the
middle of the class.The rope is prepared
for the game. „ Each group pull the rope
to theirselves and let’s not fall into the
lake” instruction is given. „ What
happed if we fell into the lake? question
is asked. The child who fell into the lake
is wet and sit down. The game continues
like this.
A dry napkin is put by creasing into the
empty glass by the pre-school
teacher.Before the reversed glass put into
the container filled with water, what will
happen and the napkin will be wet or not
are asked to the children.The children
answer to the question by establishing
reason and effect relationship.The
experiment is done and the napkin is not
wet.The reason of it is asked to the
children.The reason is the air in the glass
prevent water from reaching to napkin.

It is chatted about the content of this
song.The theme is consolidated by
asking some questions as „ “What is
the biggest cause of disease? "" What
should we do to not be sick?”
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THEME: THE CONCEPT OF SINGLE-DOUBLE (DOUBLE)

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL
The pictures of the double organs
in our body are hung on the class
clipboard. Provide information to
children about double the organs.

Wing Study
The children are asked to put their
hands on the paper. According to
age and skill they are asked to
draw around the hand. Both of the
hands are drawn and it describes
the couple as well. It is cut through
line. The children are asked to
paint with finger pressure. Then
duck wings cut and the study is
completed.

.

5 – 7 YEARS

Finding the objects that are double
and painting them are played.

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The PowerPoint presentation about
the concept of double is prepared
and watched. The information
about the visual is given and it is a
conversation with questions and
answers

Children sit in the middle class as circle. They put
off their shoes and put them in the middle. They
dance with music. Then finding shoes with pairs of
children given command is played.

SINGLE-DOUBLE GAME
Take Ball (arms extended forward
right)
Give me the ball (arms pulled
ourselves right)
Bounce endlessly bouncing
(bouncing movement is made)
One hand (right hand bouncing
shown)
Double hand (either hand bouncing
movement is shown)
Rounds hold (arms and returned to
the nest)
The game called “Rounds hold” is
played.
It’s chatted about the dual organs in
our bodies.The song named OUR
BODY is tought.
I have two hands, two arms my
legs.
A Mouth, a nose in every human
Have you ever seen a man with
three ears
Is it possible three ears hey look in
the mirror
I have two ears on both cheeks in a
head
Have you ever seen a three-lipped
man
Is it possible three lips hey look in
the mirror
I have two eyes, two eyebrow my
fingers
I have a jaw teeth like pearls

The rope such as raffia is tied at two different
areas of the class. (At least one meter should be
used in an area.) The latches are provided as the
number of socks. The cards written on the numbers
from 1 to 9 are prepared for the two groups.(If you
play this game with a little age group you will not
need the cards) Children can play this game in both
individual and 2s or 3s group. The children need to
find the equivalent of socks in the jumbled pile of
socks and create a double hanging rope.

The children are divided into 2 groups. The
pedagogue says „ the group find double objects
and the other group finds single object. In order to
do that they are searched in the class” and starts the
time. The music can be used for the time. The
groups of mutually stacked when the time is over.
Firstly they examined single or double the
formation of the collected objects in their group
then warn their friend to find the correct one. So
the children contribute to their friends’ learning
process to bring the right.
The pedagogue requests a child to write 1 or 2 on
the paper. The child gives the number of the other
child collect double and single objects in the
number. We also have two pairs to the object, they
are asked to show our organs in our body double.
One group is the only organ in the body, they
show.
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THEME :TIME (AFTER)

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

MATHS

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher shows the
balloon in her/his hand and asks how
it is.After the answer is given,he/she
inflates the balloon and ask how it is
now.He/she pierces it with needles
and what happened to the
balloon.Then he/she asks what
he/she did in turn to the children.The
children has the children practice the
same process by disturbuting the
balloon.He/she asks some questions
like what did we do before, what did
we do later....etc and the worksheet
about the subject is given to
consolidate it.

The small turtles finger play is
taught.This situation is noticed by
repeating what the small turtle did after.

Let’s hang on the fruit game
The pre-school teacher pastes the tree model
on the wall.The obstacles are placed in front
of the tree and at the end of the obstacles,
apples and pears are put. The teacher choose
a widwife.When he/she says „ start” the
midwife before trancends the obstacles and
pastes first apples after pears on the tree.The
activity continues until all the children are
over.

The pre-school teacher chooses a
child his/her next.He/she gives the
sequence story cards to child in a
mixed way.The child sorts them and
tells the story to her/his friends after
sorting.If he /she sorts incorrectly,
the teacher canalizes him/her by
asking „what happened after?” All
the children are done for
reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the presentation about the growth
stages of flowers.After the presentation,
it is chatted in question and answer form
with the children.So the concept of after
is internalized.

Th pre-school teacher draws two lines in the
class.One part is before and the other part is
after.The children stand side by side at the
beinning of the lines.The teacher start to
plsy tambourine.The children jump over a
line when tambourine is palyed.When the
teacher stops playing it, the children make a
sentence in part which is suitable for
children in line.
The child who makes incorrect sentences
like „ First I get up
After I wash my hands and face” fails.

The pre-school teacher distributes
the worksheet on newly awakened
chil picture. The children are asked
to paint what should be done after on
the right gap of the paper.The drama
is done for reinforcement.

Thepre-schoolteachergives
a
drumtoeach
of
thechildrentokeeptherhyrhm.He/shesay
s
“first
listen
to
me
andthenyoutrytoplaythedrumlike me.”
tothechildren.It
is
noticesthatbeforetheteacherafterthechil
drenkeeptherhythns.

Before tunnel and After bridge game
The pre-school teacher divides the children
into two equal group.Groups spaced in
parallel to each other, children are arranged in
a row. Two balls are necessary for this game.
This game is played with the music.The
children first become tunnel.Then they open
their legs and everyone must be aligned in a
row. The front child extends the ball to the
back child by leaning so that the ball would
have reached the last person out of the leg
portion and the end of the tunnel here.
Immediately, the legs turn into to first and the
arms go up. Nobody looks at the back and the
ball is came hand in hand and the bridge is
completed. Completing first group wins the
game. The ball can exist the tunnel, can fall
from the bridge and the children can not hold
it. The child who can not hold the ball gets the
ball and the game continues. The teacher
keeps tempo and the game continues with the
commands like get the ball, then give it to
your friend.

There was a small turtle
He lived first in lake
After it climbs on the rocks
First it caught the fly
Then it caught the flea
Fisrt it caught Ali( The name of a child
in the class)
After it caught Ayşe(The name of a
child in the class)
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THEME :TIME ( BEFORE)

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

The pre-school teacher talks about
what to do before and after the
meals with the children and
distributes the worksheets to them.
He/she asks the children to find and
circle what Ali does before the
meal by looking at the picture.

The slide show about the conversion of egg
to chicken.After the slide show,the
questions about the pre-chicken and prechick are asked to the children.

The pre-school teacher puts the colorful
cushions on the floor and has the children sit on
them.When he/she says „before”, the children
stand up,”now” they jump,”then” they replace
with the next child.The children who do not
obey commands or suprised quit the game with
own cushions.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

.
The pre-school teacher leaves the
sorting cards desciribe the stages
that had to bear fruit of tree on the
activity table.He/she calls a child
and asks him/her to sort the cards
and find which stage is the first
occured.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the presentation about the concept of
before.Then The concept is consolidated
with the questions such as „ What number
comes before 2?What number comes before
8?What day comes before Tuesday”etc.

The pre-school teacher strings the children
one after another .Saying the names of the
children, he/she continues the game with the
instructions such as „Come the child before
Ayşe, sit the next child Arda, jumps three
times the child before Berra”. The child is
erring or does not know own location quits
the game.

The pre-school teachert distributes
the worksheets where a mix of
pictures showing the time of the
day,morning,afernoon
and
evening.Then he/she tells the
children to sort them and write
number 1 on which time we livi
before.The children sort them by
numbering the times we live as
1,2,3.

Thepre-schoolteachertells
a
storytothechildren.Afterthestory,
he
askssomequestionsabouttheevents
in
thestorytothechildren.Starting at theend of
thestory, he/sheasksthepreviousevent at a
time.Forexample; whatdidtheturtle say
totherabbitbefore
it
wonthegame?Whattheturtle
say
beforetherabbitslept?Thechildrenwhogivec
orrectanswersareapplauded.

Thepreschoolteacherdividesthechildrenintotwogroups
.Thechildrenstingoneafteranother.Twoballsare
neededforthisgame.It
is
playedaccompaniedthemusic.
Firstly,thechildrenbecometunnel.Forbeingtunn
el,
theyopentheirlegssidetoside.Thefrontchildincli
nesandextendstheballtherearchild.Thus,
theballwouldhavereachedthelastchildout
of
thelegpotionandtheend
of
thetunnelfinishes.Immediatelythelegsarebande
dtogetherandthearmsarelifted.Noone can not
lookback.Theballcomesforwardhandbyhandan
dthepart
of
thebridge
is
completed.Thegroupwhocompletethetunnelan
dbridgefirstwinthegame.Theballwillcomeout
of
thetunnel,itwillfallfromthebridge,thechildrenc
ould not holdtheball.Thechildwho can not
holdgoestotaketheballandthegamecontinues.T
hepre-schoolteachermaygivetheexcitementand
tempo tothegamebysaying “theballcameout of
thetunnel” “theballfellfrombridge”
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THEME: TIME (DAY)

VISUAL

5 – 7 YEARS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Pedagogue shows the
pictures cards describing
night and day to the
children.
It is asked to show “which
happens on the day.

Pedagogues tell the difference between night and day with
flannel board method.

DAY-NIGHT GAME
The children are asked to lie
down quietly
When it is said day, kids wake
up and when it is said night,
they are asked to lie down
again.

The picture is showed to the
children. Daytime
experienced part are asked to
paint in colors.

FINGER GAME

All groups are asked to lie
quietly. The children of the
day command are asked to
run. When saying night, they
asked to lie again

NIGHT-DAY TEST

The documentary about Day-night formation and the return of
the sun around the world is watched. At the end of the
documentary, it is a conversation with the children with
question and answer method.

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS

Pedagogues prepares the
experiment materials.
Preliminary information
about the experiment is
given to the children. Then
gives information about the
material used in the
experiment, and starts the
experiment. The class should
be dark It is considered as
the candle sun and orange
world. The orange is rotated
around the candle. It is said
that day of orange candle
facing side, at night the other
side.

A planet in the sky(Sky is shown with finger)
Our world is surrounded by clouds, (a circle is done with two
hands and combined.)
Surrounded by mountains and valley (curling movement is
done with the right hand like a snake.)
Do not forget the seas. (Sign warning sign made with fingers.)
Seeing the sun during the day (it has done sunrise on hand to
deal with emulation.) Not seeing the sun becomes night. (two
hands combined with lean cheeks movement sleep is done.)
At night, the stars fill the sky. (Right move ahead seeding is
done manually.)

Pedagogue prepares the
necessary materials. One of
the children becomes a sun,
the other becomes world and
the others are planets.
Caused by the rotation of the
sun around the earth consists
of day and night event is
visualized.
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THEME: TIME ( EVENING )

1,5 – 3 YEARS

VISUAL
The pedagogue prepares Night Theme
consisting of crescent and star in the
corner of class. She puts objects as a
kampet, pajama on the corner of the
classroom. Then asks the cause of the
preparation of the class as such. Then she
gives the necessary information on the
matter in accordance with the responses it
has received.

3 – 5 YEARS

AGE

Pedagogue puts blue background cardboard
one side of class and black background
cardboard on the other side of the class and
puts the pictures of day and night. (Owl,
street lights, sun, moon, stars, kites…) Also
it is considered to be equal numbers in both
figures. Then two children are selected.
They become day and night. When the time
starts, night child puts the night figures on a
black background, day child puts the day
figures on a blue background. When the
time is over, the child put the most figures
wins.

The worksheet is prepared about night
theme.The children find five difference
between two pictures and mark them.

5 – 7 YEARS

MATHS

AUDITORY
.
PowerPoint presentation related to the concept

KINESTHETIC
The pedagogue chats about “What we do
in the evening” with the children. Then
drama work is done.

evening is watched to the children.

The video about the changes on the sky in the
morning and evening.

Each child in the class is distributed mixed
musical instruments and the song related the
evening is created together using the musical
instrument.
EVENING IS HAPPENING ...
THE SUN IS SETTING ...
Children continue to create it

Night and Day
The children are standing on the carpet.
When the music starts setting day and
the kids would dance. The music
stopped, ambiance is night. Children
sleep lying on the carpet. While
sleeping, child who moves out of the
game.

Silent film (Pantomime)
Children sit in a half circle on the carpet.
Pedagogues call a child. She tells an
event held in a certain part of the day to
him/her. Children try to explain what is
and when is said by the movement.
Knowing first child is a winner.
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THEME : TIME (MORNING)

3 – 5 YEARS

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

VISUAL

The pedagogue shows the pictures
of the activities to be carried out
by developing the morning to the
students. Then the activities
carried out at any time of the day
is given to students as mixed
pictures and events held in the
morning of the students wanted to
show him/her.
A worksheet is made of events at
different times of the day is given
to the students by pedagogue and it
is asked to the students what
activities they do in the mornings.

5 – 7 YEARS

The worksheet is given to the
children. They are getting into the
circle to find the foods they eat at
breakfast.

MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

Pedagogue sings about the concept
morning.
'In the morning the sun was born full full
full full full full full full full time to get
up let's get up
I like the morning I love sun I love
breakfast I gather energy. '
Then repeat with the children.

Pedagogue allows children to sit
in a semicircle on the carpet.
When the pedagogue says
"morning", they brush their teeth,
they wash their hands and faces,
they do awakening movement.

The pedagogue tells the song 'start
cleaning up in the morning'
himself/herself then she/he sings this
song with the children.
Up in the morning cleaning begins*2
First wash hands then the face*2
Look at what you smell like fragrance
and you are nice*2
Up in the morning cleaning begins*2
Do not forget a nice beautiful brush your
teeth *2
Look at what you smell like fragrance
and you are nice*2

WAKE UP IT'S MORNING
This song is taught to the children.
Wake up it's morning
Each side was filled with loud*2
Sun was born, opened the horizon
School time approached *2
Milkman turned the corner
All the lights went out*2
Sun was born, opened the horizon
School time approached *2

Pedagogue allows children to sit
in a semicircle. The pedagogue
calls a child and tells an event
held in the morning. The child
returns to friends and tries to
explain event with his/her
movement to his/her friends.

Sun, pajamas, milk, school bag
and toothbrush puppets are
prepared by pedagogue. The
children are asked to play these
puppets by making improvisation.
(Pedagogue may eventually tell a
story with puppets adhering to the
text.)
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THEME: TIME ( NIGHT )

VISUAL

3 – 5 YEARS
5 – 7 YEARS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pedagogue shows the cards about the
night to the children. Then the musical
video named Day-Night of group Syrup is
watched.

READY FOR SLEEPING FINGER GAME

The children use the matching cards
prepared by the Çocuklar pedagogue. The
cards related the concept night are matched
and the topic is reinforced.

MOON SONG
Moon Moon
Where is your home
Always close to us
The star remaine behind
Every night sky
Going dark
Fills the silence in the mountains and prairies.

The pedagogue says: “ Kids, now it is
night and we are sleeing.” The child is
selected as a midwife. The midwife is
standing. Other children close her eyes as
they lie face down. Midwives tickles the
feet of the children lying on ground. The
child stands quietly by your feet are
tickled. The game continues until only
child thick.

The pedagogue gives some information
about the night by showing the pictures.
The children make free painting in relation
to the issue. The pictures from magazines
and newspapers can be used in their work.

FINGER GAME
Here the ske at night( Hands indicate sky )
A big bright moon (done with hands flat.)
The brightly shining, (Fingers are played.)
What else do you think? (Questioning motion is
made.)

MAGIC PAINTING

1,5 – 3 YEARS

AGE

MATHS

- Kids, now we are at night and we are preparing
for sleeping. AT first what we do? We go to the
bathroom and wash our feet.( Foot washing
movement is done.)
-We washed them.
-Now we are brushing out teeth.
-Combing our hair
Now, we are going to our bedroom
We are taking off our clothes and folding and
putting them in the wardrobe. And we are
wearing our pajamas.
-Now, we are removing the quilt and we are
entering the under of it.
-We are putting our head on the pillow and
falling the sweet dreams.

The children sit on the chairs. When the
pedagogue says „night” they lie down on
the table, When it is said „ day” they
remove their heads. It is said in a mixed
way. Startled child cuts out the game and
the last child is applauded.

The pedagogue gives the worksheet to the
children and asks them to do magic
painting.
(Children draw the moon and star with
white candles on the worksheet. Then
they paint it with watercolor. This form of
the moon and stars appear.)
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THEME :TIME ( NOON)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL
While the pre-school teacher wears
the crowns prepared in the form of
the sun to the children’s heads,
he/she points out the sun is exactly
in the middle of the sky at
noon.He/she give an instruction”
Today we are at noon” as regards
the hats they wear.

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher says the noon rhyme
with thesun-shaped material prepared.He/she
asks the children to do appropriate movements.

The pre-school teacher says that the
children will play the game”morningnoon-evening.When the teacher says
Evening,sleeping,when he/she says
noon,running ,when he/she says
morning,waking up movements are
done.It is highlighted that the most
active time od day is noon.

Let’s wake up the sun rose
Let’s have breakfast immediately
Do not stop the sun comes up over our heads
The hottest midday hours.

The pre-school teacher distributes
the worksheets where the pictures
of morning,noon and evening.It is
highlighted that sunrise in the
morning,sunset is in the evening
and the highest at noon.The
children paint the picture and then
they paste the solar figure in the
middle of the section representing
the noon.

The pre-school teacher gives an information
about the noon.Then he/she has the children
watch the slide show about what happens at the
luchtimes.

The pre-school teacher prepares a
board with images about luchtime.The
pictures which are on the boards are
half.The other half of the pictures on
the board is on the activity table.The
children come in turn and take the half
pictures from the activity table and
complete the picture on the board
according
to
teacher’s
instructions.Multiple
images
representing the same thing are put.

The pre-school teacher puts a globe
on a table in the middle of the
classroom as a preparation under
the regulation of the educational
environment.The children come
around the table.The curtains are
closed because the class is provided
as dark.The sign is put small
phosphorescent paper on the place
where we are on the sphere.Firstly
the concepts of day and night are
repeated,then they are showed
using flashlight.The sun is kept at a
constant.The globe is turned
slowly.When
the
light
is
reverbrated on the place where we
are, the concept is consolidated
with the expressions such as „Here
the sun rises,soon it will directly
opposite of us and it will be noon.”

The pre-school teacher hangs the prepared
cardboard clock which show 12 and puts the
real clock near it.He/she says that the clock
shows lucnhtime to the children.When the
other clock shows 12,he/she asks them to
herald him/her.If the children forget to do it,
the teacher gives clue to remember.When the
time is 12,he/she defines this time is noon.It is
chatted about the noon.

The pre-school teacher has the children
to sit in a half-moon shape.He/she calls
a child and say an event held at noon to
him/her.The selected child tries to
explain to the other children.he/she
sometimes emphasizes that this work is
done at noon and noon is the time in the
middle of the day.The child who knows
firstly comes near the teacher and
assumes the duty.
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THEME :

TIME(NOW)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher shows the
picture cards of the events that can
be applied in the classroom to the
children.He/she asks th the children
„ Now what do you want tot do?”
The card which takes the request is
applied.It is emphasized that now is
a word about the time we live.

„What I’m doing now” is finger
game is taught to children.The
children make the movements in
the game with the pre-school
teacher.
First hands nest
Now hands up
Then all rise
Turn around
Swinging swinging

The pre-school children asks the children to sit on
the activity table with their chairs. He/she gives an
instruction” When I play the whistle, I want you to
change your location.” to the children. After all the
children changed their locations, the pre-school
teacher asks a question;” You were sitting next to a
friend and now whom you are sitting next to?” to
the children and enables them to realize the present
time.

The pre-school teacher prepares an
uneaten apple and an ice mold on
the activity table.Then he/she eats
the apple up to half and melts the
ice.He/she explain that the concept
of now is related to the time we live
by giving the instructions „
children, the apple has just been
whole and uneaten and the ice
wasn’t melted.But now the apple is
half because of eating and the ıce is
melted.” The different picture cards
about the concept are showed.

The Power Point presentation about
the present tense is watched.After
the presentation, it is chatted about
the present tense for reinforcement.

The pre-school teacher makes a sea of blue
cardboard on the floor of the classroom.He/she
gives the fishing rods to each child.When the preschool teacher says „first” the children take the
fishing rods from the floor and he/she says „ now”
they throw the fishing rod to the sea and fish.At
the end of the game, the fish the children caught
are counted.

The pre-school teacher take the
children to the school garden.It is
talked about the seasons.The
teacher asks „ Which season we are
in now?” to the children.The
images about the season which is
now are bring to the class and ıt is
asked the children to paint by using
the meterials.

The pre-school teacher has the
children listened a story and asks”
the children „ According to you
what might be happened now?Then
the story is continued and the
children who have the right or near
right idea are applauded.

The class is divided into two groups by the preschool teacher.The groups queue up in series
without touching each other.The children look the
friends who are in front and back of her/his and try
to keep their names in her/his mind.Then the
children close their eyes.The pre-school teacher
changed their places and ask them „ Who is next to
you,now?” The children say the name of his
friends.The pre-school teacher asks all children to
receive the first version.The children who aren’t
suprised are applauded.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS
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THEME: TIME ( TODAY )

VISUAL
The pre-school teacher attracts the children’s
attention to the concept of today by showing
the pictures that events will be held
throughout the day in the classroom (
watercolor, play dough...etc) and giving the
instruction „ paint the box you want to do at
school today”.

The pre-school teacher brings a big cake
and says today is my birthday and I will
be........ years old and therefore ı brought
this cake. First blowing the candles and
saying happy birthday all together. Then it
is eaten.

The pre-school teacher chats about the
healthy eating with the children.Then the
importance of breakfast is explained.The
papers and crayons are prepared on the
activity table.The instruction „ draw the
pictures of what you ate in the breakfast in
the morning” is given to the children.Then it
is indicated that today is explaining the
concept of living the day.

The pre-school teacher brings the fish in the
aquariun and the flower in the pot to take the
responsibilitity for the maintenance of
living.Then he/she says they give forage to
the fish and water the flower to the
children.He/she starts assignment by saying
„Today we will do this all together and
tomorrow you will do it yourselves”

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS

AUDITORY

.

The pre-school teacher attract the children’s
attention to hanging in the class,graphic
written the days of the week. It is indicated
that the concept of today is related with living
time and day.Then he/she reminds them what
it is today.He /she asks a child give task to
bring the wheel to the day to coincide with
the color.
T

The pre-school teacher choose a story
about the concept of time and explain it.It is
taken attention to say while referring to the
time we live in is called today and it is said
yesterday talking about the past in the story.
Then it is chatted by asking some questions
about the story explained today.

KINESTHETIC
The animals in the forest is the drama work is
done. All together go sightseeing in the forest
and remove the sounds of the animals
encountered.(lion, elephant…etc.)Then
“What we face in the forest?” the question is
asked and according to the responses
received, the emulation of animals are done.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the video about what we should do
before go to bed.Then he/she asks waht day
they met when they woke up.After they chat
about this theme, the sleeping of Cansu is
explained to the children. It is taled with the
children about yesterday,today,tomorrow
and the days of the week.And then the
children are divided 7 groups. Each group
work baskets of cardboard in the form of a
rabbit basket. The name of a day of a week
is given to each group. The pre-school
teacher prepares a rabbit and a carrot in
advance. When the children finish to make
the baskets, the pictures of rabbits and the
carrot are pasted on the cardboard. Today is
what day of the week, the carrot is put same
basket. Then this activity is pasted on the
wall. İt is talked to the children about this
activity

The pre-school teacher draws three lines in
place at various intervals.One section becomes
yesterday, one section is today and the other
section is tomorrow. The children stand side
by side at the beginning of the lines. The preschool teacher starts to play the
tambourine.The children skip over a line with
each tambourine sound.When the teacher stops
playing it, the children make a sentences
related to which section they are.
„ We made ............ at school yesterday.”
„ We made ............ at school today”
„We will make ........at school tomorrow”
The pre-school teacher help a child who makes
mistake and allows him/her to make a correct
sentence.
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THEME :

TIME ( TOMORROW)

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher asks the
children what their favorite food
are.Then he/she distributes the drawing
blocks to the children.He/she gives
instructions” What do you ask your
mother to cook tomorrow? Let’s think
and paint it”.After painted pictures are
displaed on the classroom board,they
are sent to the children’s houses.

The pre-school teacher opens the
cartoon to watch for the children.The
cartoon is interrupted and the
instruction „ today we watched the
cartoon so far, tomorrow we will watch
the rest when you come to school” is
given.While the children are returning
to their homes, the inspiration such as
„tomorrow we will watch the rest of the
cartoon,do not forget” is given to them.

The pre-school teacher makes a work „ Do not crack the
egg” to develop a sense of responsibility in
children.He/she gives egg to each child and warns them
like ıf who takes away this egg without breaking or
cracking to home and tomorrow brings it to the class,
He/she will accomplish th task.He/she says that he will
give a present the children who can bring the egg without
breaking tomorrow.The children have in constant wear
the egg and take it wherever they go.In the next day, the
children who can bring the egg solidly,they are rewarded
and are applauded for fulfilling their responsibilities.

The pre-school teacher distributes the
drawn with colored pencils around the
papers to the children.
It is emphasized the concept of „
tomorrow”by giving the instruction„
After making beautiful picture in the
frame, fold it neatly and put it in your
bag.Tomorrow morning when you
come to school, you present it to your
friend”.

The pre-school teacher tells that
“Children, yesterday while I was
watering the flowers, I saw a caterpillar
on a leaf of the flower. When I came to
my pot to water my flowers again, I saw
a caterpillar’s cocoon instead of it. This
situation has me very surprised. The
caterpillar knits a cocoon for itself and
caterpillar will grow in this cocoon and
tomorrow he will come out of the
cocoon. But not a caterpillar, it will be
butterfly. I videotaped the conversion
of caterpillar to butterfly for you. Let’s
watch this video all together.” The
video is watched all together.

The pre-school teacher hangs a graph of the flower
which is inscribed the seventh day of the week on the
classroom.There are the leaves on which written
yesterday,today,tomorrow under the flowers.He/she
asks „ today is Monday and which day should be
tomorrow? to the children. The child who gives the
correct answer comes and paste the flower expressing
Tuesday on the tomorrow leaf.The pre-school teacher
can benefit from this graph ever day to teach the
concept of time.

The worksheet consisting of the
instruction” Today, Ayşe bought a new
doll from the toy store.Tomorrow she
will sew the clothes for her
doll.According to these information,
which picture below tells Ayşe’s work
for tomorrow.Find and paint it.” Is
distributed to the children and provided
to them to do.

The pre-school teacher has the children
watch the video of the musical game
named yesterday,today,tomorrow (
from infancy to old age) .Then the
music starts and the children are asked
to animate the game in the classroom.It
is taken attention to that tomorrow is a
foward time and we are growing.

The pre-school teacher explains the stages of plant to the
children.Then he/she clarifies the rules of the game
today-tomorrow.He/she gives an instruction”When I say
Today, you sit and become seed.When I say
Tomorrow,you stand up and become sapling.” to the
children.The pre-school teacher kicks off by giving the
command „ Today-Tomorrow”.He/she sometimes says
inverse of them to confuse them.The children who obey
the commnds continue the game.Moving the wrong
children are out of the game.

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

AGE

1,5 – 3 Age

MATHS
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THEME :TIME ( YESTERDAY)
MATHS

5 – 7 Age

3 – 5 Age

1,5 – 3 Age

AGE

VISUAL

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher prepares the
picture cards about the concept of
yesterday.

The pre-school teacher teaches the „Our
mother yesterday” song to the children.
Still living in our mother’s arms in
yeaterday
Running in the way of our flowering garden
Now we have classes in the school
We filled into the class
We are happy
Long live our school!

The pre-school teacher draws several day
events of the children on the
playground.He/she asks the children to find
they made events yesterday. The first find
child is applauded.

The pre-school teacher gives an
information about the concept of
yeaterday to the children.Then
he/she gives the command”
children, remember the dress you
wore yesterday and draw it on the
paper work” . The pre-school
teacher
helps
the
children
duringwork.

The pre-school teacher asks some questions
such as what did you eat yeaterday,which
game did you play yesterday, which
activity did you do yesterday? And they
chat about the yesterday events.

The pre-school teacher draws three lines
in place at various intervals.One line is
yesterday,one line is today and the other
line is tomorrow.The children stand side
by side at the beginning of the lines.The
teacher begins to play the tambourine.The
children jump over a line when the
tambourine is played in each time.The
children jump from the line which they
are and make a sentence that according to
the appropriate section when the teacher
left the tambourine.
„ Yesterday, we did........... at school”
„Today we did...................at school”
„ Tomorrow we will do ............at school”

The pre-school teacher prepares 3
cards consisting a child and a
dog.There is a dog next to the
child in the first card.The child
feeds the dog in the second
card.The child build a hut for the
dog in the third card.The preschool teacher gives instructions
such as yesterday there was a dog
next to the child, today he fed the
dog and tomorrow he will build a
wooden hut for the dog when
he/she shows these cards to the
children.Then he/she asks the
children to write number 1 on the
card describing the situation of
yesterday

Thepre-schoolteacherteaches
“Let’slikeanimals” songtothechildren.
Yesterday a small bird landed tree
How beautifulit was singing
I went home I brought feed
When it ate the feed, it flew
Small bird,small bird come again,come
again
Yesterday a little cat came to the door
How beautiful it was meowing
I went home I brought milk
When it drunk milk,it ran off
Little cat,little cat come again,come again
Let’s like animals,let’s not hurt them
They are our friends
Let’s not hurt them

”What did you do yesterday” named drama
is done under the guidance of the pre-school
teacher.He/she asks a question” What did
you do yesterday?” to the children and the
children animate what they did yesterday.
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THEME :VARIABILITY
MATHS

AUDITORY

KINESTHETIC

The pre-school teacher gives an
information about the concept of
variability.The pictures of the
earlier growth stages of the
children’s families are asked and
are exhibited in the classroom. It is
chatted about their changes with
the children.

The pre-school teacher prepares the
flour,salt,hot water and oil on the activity
table.He/she asks „ What do you think about
what we will make with them.?” to the
children.After the children’s ideas are taken,
it is said to make play dough.A measure of
salt and warm water are added and stirred
until the salt dissolved.The attention is
drawn to show that variability in the salt
melts in water.Then the flour is added to this
mixture slowly and the dough is
obtained.The pre-school teacher gives an
information about that when the meterials
are used alone , they are different and when
they are used together, different meterial are
came up.

The pre-school teacher gives the prepared dough pieces
by breaking to children.Each child is asked a question
„what color the dough „ and drops food coloring to the
dough.He/she helps to the children who can not
mix.He/she asks what has changed in the dough when the
food coloring is added. Then the pre-school teacher
makes two long tables.The children are divided into two
groups and are asked to create a long caterpillar by
making small balls.The children start with the
music.When the music stops, it is chatted about which
caterpill is longer.They are chatting on the variability of
the shapes and colors of the dough.

The children are watched the video about the
butterfly formation.Then it is chatted about
the changes of caterpillar as shown.

3 – 5 Age

The pre-school teacher puts some
meterials which their feedstock is
wood on the activity table.
(Paper,spoon,pencil,toilet,paper,va
rious household appliances etc)
The children are given an
opportunity to feel the touch of
these materials.It is told that the
materials which we use in daily life
are created from processing the tree
in the factories.The samples may
be increased for a better
understanding of the concept.

The pre-school strings the cards about the formation of
the butterfly in reverse manner on the activity
table.The children gathered around the activity
table.The first and last cards are opened.The question”
I wonder waht these cards can mean?” is asked to the
children.The second card is opened.Their estimates are
taken again. In this way, the event is completed by
opening all the cards.Then the theme is consolidated
by doing a drama work named„ Little Caterpillar
becomes Butterfly „

The pre-school teacher prepares
hot milk,yoghurt and small jars on
the activity table.He/she asked the
children to predict what can be
done with these materials.He/she
gives an information about making
yoghurt.It is said that the milk can
not be fermanted because of hot
milk.The children put the milk into
the their jars with supervision of
the teacher.When the milk is warm,
the pre-school teacher puts a little
milk and a spoon of yoghurt into
the jars and asks the to blend their
jars.The milk is removed in a
suitable place to ferment.It is
chatted about making yoghurt and
features of the materials for using
yoghurt.

The video aboutthesolid-liquid-gasfettles of
water
is
watchedbythepreschoolteacher.Then
it
is
chattedaboutthevariability of water.

The pre-school teacher has the children do the drama „
Snowman melts”.

1,5 – 3 Age

VISUAL

5 – 7 Age

AGE

The sun began to shine and you start to feel a warmth in
your body.The temperature was increased.Your head
began to melt.Your hat swayed,swayed and fell
slowly.The carrot in your nose fell down.Now your
shouldres began to warm.Your arms and legs are melting
and melting.Now they do not carry you.You start to slip
down slowly.In the end you melt comletely. You became
water.
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